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Preface 
 

Motivation 
Individual organizations and countries have been investing in the creation of resources and methods for the 
evaluation of resources, technologies, products and applications. This is evident in the US DARPA HLT 
programme, the EU HLT programme under FP5-IST, the German MTI Program, the Francophone AUF 
programme and others.  The European 6th Framework program (FP61), planned for a start in 2003, includes 
multilingual and multisensorial communication as major R&D issues.  Substantial mutual benefits can be 
expected from addressing these issues through international cooperation. Nowhere is this more important than 
in the relatively new areas of multimedia (i.e., text, audio, video), multimodal (visual, auditory, tactile), and 
multicodal (language, graphics, gesture) communication.   
 
Multimodal resources are concerned with the capture and annotation of multiple modalities such as speech, 
hand gesture, gaze, facial expression, body posture, graphics, etc.   Until recently, only a handful of 
researchers have been engaged in the development of multimodal resources and their application in systems.  
Even so, most have focused on a limited set of modalities, custom annotation schemes, within a particular 
application domain and within a particular discipline. Until now, the collection and annotation of multimodal 
corpora has been made on an individual basis; individual researchers and teams typically develop custom 
coding schemes and tools within narrow task domains.  As a result, there is a distinct lack of shared 
knowledge and understanding in terms of how to compare various coding schemes and tools. This makes it 
difficult to bootstrap off of the results and experiences of others. Given that the annotation of corpora 
(particularly multimodal corpora) is very costly, we anticipate a growing need for the development of tools 
and methodologies that enable the collaborative building and sharing of multimodal resources. 
 

Increased International Attention 
Recently, several projects, initiatives and organisations have addressed multimodal resources with a 
federative approach:  

• At LREC2000, a workshop addressed the issue of multimodal corpora, focusing on meta-
descriptions and large corpora 
http://www.mpi.nl/world/ISLE/events/LREC%202000/LREC2000.htm  

• NIMM is a working group on Natural Interaction and Multimodality under the IST-ISLE project 
(http://isle.nis.sdu.dk/). Since 2001, NIMM has been engaged with conducting a survey of 
multimodal resources, coding schemes and annotation tools. Currently, more than 60 corpora are 
described in the survey. The ISLE project is developed both in Europe and in the USA 
(http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/sb/isle.html). 

• In November 2001, ELRA (European Language Resources Association) conducted a survey of 
multimodal corpora including marketing aspects (http://www.icp.inpg.fr/ELRA/). 

• In November 2001, a Working Group at the Dagstuhl Seminar on Multimodal Fusion and 
Coordination received 28 completed questionnaires from participating researchers; 21 announced 
their intention to collect and annotate multimodal corpora in the future. 
(http://www.dfki.de/~wahlster/Dagstuhl_Multi_Modality/) 

• Several recent surveys have focused specifically on multimodal annotation coding schemes and tools 
(COCOSDA, LDC, MITRE). 

                                                           
1 http://www.cordis.lu/rtd2002/fp-debate/fp.htm 
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Other recent initiatives in the United States include: 

• NIST Automatic Meeting Transcription Project (http://www.nist.gov/speech/test_beds/mr_proj): 
"The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) held an all-day workshop entitled 
"Automatic Meeting Transcription Data Collection and Annotation" on 2 November 2001. "The 
workshop addressed issues in data collection and annotation approaches, data sharing, common 
annotation standards and tools, and distribution of corpora. ...  To collect data representative of what 
might be expected in a functional meeting room of the future, [NIST has] created a media- and 
sensor-enriched conference room containing a variety of cameras and microphones." 

• ATLAS (http://www.nist.gov/speech/atlas): Also at NIST, "ATLAS (Architecture and Tools for 
Linguistic Analysis Systems) is a recent initiative involving NIST, LDC and MITRE. ATLAS 
addresses an array of applications needs spanning corpus construction, evaluation infrastructure, and 
multimodal visualisation.” 

• TALKBANK (http://www.talkbank.org): TALKBANK is funded by the National Science 
Foundation (NSF). Its goal "is to foster fundamental research in the study of human and animal 
communication. TalkBank will provide standards and tools for creating, searching, and publishing 
primary materials via networked computers." One of the six sub-groups is concerned with 
communication by gesture and sign. 

Objective 
The primary purpose of this one day workshop (feeding into a subsequent half day Multimodal Roadmap 
workshop) is to report and discuss multimodal resources, annotation standards, tools and methods, and 
evaluation metrics/methods, as well as strategize jointly about the way forward.  The workshop consists of 
short presentations and facilitated sessions with the intent of jointly identifying grand challenge problems, a 
shared understanding of and plan for multimedia resources and applications, and identification of methods for 
facilitating the creation of multimedia resources.   

Scope 
The workshop focuses on multimodal resources, annotation and evaluation. Workshop participants were 
encouraged to annotate multimodal corpora samples using their own coding scheme or tool and report results 
at the workshop. Topics in the call for papers, listed in its entirety at http://www.lrec-
conf.org/lrec2002/lrec/wksh/Multimodality.html, included but were not limited to: 
 

• Guidelines, standards, specifications, models and best practices for multimedia and multimodal LR  
• Methods, tools, and procedures for the acquisition, creation, management, access, distribution, and 

use of multimedia and multimodal LR  
• Methods for the extraction and acquisition of knowledge (e.g. lexical information, modality 

modelling) from multimedia and multimodal LR 
• Integration of multiple modalities in LR (speech, vision, language) 
• Ontological aspects of the creation and use of multimodal LR 
• Machine learning for and from multimedia (i.e., text, audio, video), multimodal (visual, auditory, 

tactile), and multicodal (language, graphics, gesture)  communication 
• Exploitation of multimodal LR in different types of applications (information extraction, information 

retrieval, meeting transcription, multisensorial interfaces, translation, summarisation, www services, 
etc.)  

• Multimodal information presentation 
• Multimedia and multimodal metadata descriptions of LR 
• Applications enabled by multimedia and multimodal LR 
• Benchmarking of systems and products; use of multimodal corpora for the evaluation of real systems  
• Processing and evaluation of mixed spoken, typed, and cursive (e.g., pen) language processing 
• Evaluation of multimodal document retrieval systems (including detection, indexing, filtering, 

alerting, question answering, etc.) 
• Automated multimodal fusion and/or multimodal generation (e.g.,  coordinated speech, gaze, 

gesture, facial expressions) 
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Table 1 below lists the papers included in the workshop, the primary task focus of the article, the kinds of 
modalities focused on, and the multimodal research issues addressed in the papers.   
 
 

TABLE 1. Overview of Contributions 
 

Focus Contribution Author(s) Modality Research Issues 
Resources 

and  
Annotation 

Data Resources and Annotation 
Schemes for Natural Interactivity: 
Purposes and Needs 

Laila Dybkjær and Niels 
Ole Bernsen  

multimodal Natural interactivity, data 
resources, coding 
schemes, coding 
purposes, coding needs 

Resources 
and  

Annotation 

Metadata Set and Tools for 
Multimedia/Multimodal Language 
Resources 

P. Wittenburg, D. 
Broeder, Freddy 
Offenga, Don Willems 

multimodal Metadata 

Resources 
and  

Annotation 

FORM: A Kinematic Annotation 
Scheme and Tool for Gesture 
Annotation 

Craig Martell, Chris 
Osborn, Jesse Friedman 

gesture and 
speech 

Gesture, Gesture 
Annotation, Multimodal 
Annotation, Annotation 
Tools, Annotation Graph 
Formalism 

Resources 
and  

Annotation 

Multimodal Annotation Sample Craig Martell gesture Gesture annotation 

Resources 
and  

Annotation 

Cross-Linguistic Studies of Multimodal 
Communication 

P. Wittenburg, S. Kita, 
H. Brugman 

Gesture and 
speech 

Cross-linguistic studies 
of multimodal 
communication 

Resources 
and  

Annotation 

Development of the User−State 
Conventions for the Multimodal Corpus 
in SmartKom 

Silke Steininger, Susen 
Rabold, Olga Dioubina, 
Florian Schiel 

multimodal 
(facial  
expressions 
and  speech 
prosody) 

multi−modal, annotation, 
user−states, 
human−machine 
interaction, coding 
conventions 

Resources 
and  

Annotation 

Integration of multi-modal data and 
annotations into a simple extendable 
form: the extension of the BAS Partitur 
Format 

Florian Schiel, Silke 
Steininger, Nicole 
Beringer, Ulrich Tuerk, 
Susen Rabold 

multimodal integration, multimodal, 
annotation Quick Time, 
BAS Partitur Format 

Annotation 
Tools 

Multimodal Corpus Authoring System Anthony Baldry, 
Christopher Taylor 

multimodal Multimodality, 
cocordancing, text, 
resources, translation 

Annotation 
Tools 

The Observer Video-Pro: Professional 
system for collection, analysis and 
presentation of observational data 

Niels Cadée multimodal methods, tools, and 
procedures for the 
acquisition, creation, 
management, access, 
distribution, and the use 
of multimedia and 
multimodal language 
resources 
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TABLE 1. Overview of Contributions (Continued) 
 

Focus Contribution Author(s) Modality Research Issues 
Multimodal 

fusion 
Prosody based co-analysis of Deictic 
Gestures and Speech in Weather 
Narration Broadcast 

Kettebekov 
Sanshzar,Yeasin 
Mohammed, 
Krahnstoever Nils, 
SharmaRajeev 

speech and 
gesture 

Multimodal, gesture, 
prosody, modality 
integration, speech 
gesture co-occurrence 

Multimodal 
fusion 

A Generic Formal Description 
Technique for Fusion Mechanisms of 
Multimodal Interactive Systems 

Philippe Palanque, 
Amélie Schyn 

multimodal Formal description 
techniques, multimodal 
systems engineering, 
fusion mechanisms. 

Gaze 
interaction 

A Test-Bed for Intelligent Eye Research Ted Selker gaze Gaze interaction system 

Multimodal 
System 

Evaluation 

PROMISE - A Procedure for 
Multimodal Interactive System 
Evaluation 

Nicole Beringer, Ute 
Kartal, Katerina Louka, 
Florian Schiel*, Uli 
Türk 

multimodal Multimodality, 
SmartKom, dialogue 
system evaluation, 
evaluation framework 

Research 
Infrastructure 

MUMIN: A Nordic Network for 
MUltiModal INterfaces 
 

Patrizia Paggio, 
Kristiina Jokinen, Arne 
Jönsson 

multimodal Multimodal integration, 
cognitive and usability 
studies, multimodal 
dialogue, multimodal 
research and resources in 
the Nordic Countries 

 
 
Any international workshop demands the selfless contributions of many individuals. We first thank the 
authors and participants for their important contributions. We next thank the Organizing Committee for their 
time and effort in providing detailed and high quality reviews and counsel. And we thank Paula MacDonald 
at MITRE for her excellent administrative workshop support.  
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Data Resources and Annotation Schemes for Natural Interactivity:  
Purposes and Needs 

Laila Dybkjær and Niels Ole Bernsen 

Natural Interactive Systems Laboratory 
University of Southern Denmark 

Science Park 10, 5230 Odense M, Denmark 
{laila, nob}@nis.sdu.dk 

Abstract 
This paper reports on work carried out in the ISLE project on natural interactivity and multimodal resources. Information has been 
collected on a large number of corpora, coding schemes and coding tools world-wide. The paper focuses on corpora and coding 
schemes and the purposes for which they were developed or which they could serve. 
 

1. Introduction 
The long-term vision of natural interactivity envisions 

that humans communicate, or exchange information, with 
machines (or systems) in the same ways in which humans 
communicate with one another, using thoroughly co-
ordinated speech, gesture, gaze, facial expression, head 
movement, bodily posture, and object manipulation 
[Bernsen 2001]. The idea of multimodality is to improve 
human-system interaction in various ways by using novel 
combinations of (unimodal) input/output modalities 
[Bernsen 2002]. Natural interactivity is by nature (mostly) 
multimodal. Across the world, researchers and companies 
are beginning to tap the potential of natural interactive and 
multimodal systems. This emerging community needs 
information about what is already there, how they might 
access it, what they might use it for, etc., in order that 
fewer people try to re-invent the wheel than would 
otherwise risk being the case. In many ways, we are only 
at the start of what could be a revolution in human-system 
interaction. It will be some time before a new community 
of researchers and developers, coming from what is 
currently an archipelago of widely dispersed areas and 
specialties, has consolidated in this most exciting field of 
exploration. 

This paper provides an overview of selected aspects of 
the information on data resources (corpora) and annotation 
schemes that was collected in the European Natural 
Interactivity and Multimodality (NIMM) Working Group 
of the joint EU-HLT/US-NSF project International 
Standards for Language Engineering (ISLE). 

ISLE is the successor of EAGLES (European 
Advisory Group for Language Engineering Standards) I 
and II and includes three working groups on lexicons, 
machine translation evaluation, and NIMM, respectively. 
The NIMM Working Group (isle.nis.sdu.dk) began its 
work in early 2000 and has now completed three 
comprehensive surveys. The surveys address NIMM data, 
annotation schemes, and annotation tools, respectively. 
Focus has been on producing descriptions which are 
systematically organised, follow standard formats, have 
been verified by the resource creators themselves, and 
provide interested parties in research and industry with the 
information they need to decide if a particular resource 
matches their interests. Each resource (data, coding 
scheme or tool) comes with contact information on its 
creator(s) and on how to get access to it. To our 

knowledge, the surveys significantly contribute to our 
common knowledge of the state of the art in data, coding 
schemes, and tools for natural interactivity and 
multimodal interaction. It appears that no other published 
work has produced comparatively large collections of 
information on NIMM resources. 

The survey of NIMM data resources [Knudsen et al. 
2002a] includes a total of 64 resources world-wide, 36 of 
which are facial resources and 28 are gesture resources. 
Several data resources combine speech with facial 
expression and/or gesture. The report also includes a 
survey of market and user needs produced by ELRA (the 
European Language Resources Agency) and 28 filled 
questionnaires collected at the Dagstuhl workshop on 
Coordination and Fusion in Multimodal Interaction held in 
late 2001. 

The survey of NIMM corpus annotation schemes 
[Knudsen et al. 2002b] includes 7 descriptions of 
annotation schemes for facial expression and speech, and 
14 descriptions of annotation schemes for gesture and 
speech. In addition, the survey draws some conclusions on 
current coding best practices based on the collected 
material. 

The survey of NIMM corpus coding tools [Dybkjær et 
al. 2001a] describes 12 annotation tools and ongoing tool 
development projects, most of which support speech 
annotation combined with gesture annotation, facial 
expression annotation, or both. Conclusions on 
requirements to be met by a general-purpose NIMM 
annotation tool are made and further refined in [Dybkjær 
et al. 2001b]. 

Based on the above ISLE NIMM reports, in particular 
[Knudsen et al. 2002a and 2002b], this paper reviews the 
purposes for which the surveyed data resources and 
coding schemes have been used or are intended to be used, 
and discusses annotation best practices. 

2. Purposes of data resources 
This section provides an overview of the purposes for 

which, according to their creators, the data resources 
collected in ISLE NIMM have been applied or are 
intended to be applied (Section 2.1). A summary is then 
presented of selected results from a market study 
performed by ELRA and included in [Knudsen et al. 
2002a] (Section 2.2). 

 
 



2.1. Data resources 
Many of the 64 reviewed NIMM data resources were 

found via the web. Others were found through 
proceedings of specialised conferences and workshops 
[Knudsen et al. 2002a]. When a resource can be 
downloaded from the web, this  is indicated in the report. 
For each data resource, contact information is provided so 
that the resource creators can be contacted and asked how 
to obtain the resource if it is not directly accessible. 

The collected data resources reflect a multitude of 
needs and purposes, including the following (in random 
order): 

• automatic analysis and recognition of facial 
expressions, including lip movements; 

• audio-visual speech recognition; 
• study of emotions, communicative facial 

expressions, phonetics, multimodal behaviour, 
etc.; 

• creation of synthetic graphical interface 
characters, including, e.g., talking heads; 

• automatic person identification; 
• training of speech, gesture and emotion 

recognisers; 
• multimodal system specification and 

development. 

In many cases, the people working with the data, in 
particular those working with static image analysis, have 
created their own resource databases. Algorithms for 
image analysis are sometimes dependent on lighting 
conditions, picture size, subjects’ face orientations, etc. 
Thus, computer vision research groups may have had to 
create their own image databases with good reason. Image 
analysis using computer vision techniques remains a 
difficult task, and this may be the reason why we have 
primarily found static image resources produced by 
workers in this field. 

In other areas, (dynamic) video recordings - mostly 
including audio - are needed. For example, studies of lip 
movements during speech, co-articulation, audio-visual 
speech recognition, temporal correlations between speech 
and gesture, and relationships among gesture, facial 
expression, and speech, all require video recordings with 
audio. 

Across the collected data resources, re-use is a rare 
phenomenon. If a resource has been created for a specific 
application purpose, it has usually been tailored to satisfy 
the particular needs of its creators, highlighting, e.g., 
particular kinds of interaction or the use of particular 
modality combinations. Figure 1 provides an overview of 
the data resources reviewed, including the purpose(s) for 
which they were created or have been used. 

Modalities Name of data resource Purpose(s) 
Dynamic face LIMSI Gaze Corpus (CAPRE) Track face, nose and eyes. 

Advanced Multimedia Processing Lab Lip reading, speech-reading techniques for higher speech 
recognition accuracy. 

ATR Database for bimodal speech 
recognition 

Research, speech recognition and speech-to-lip 
generation (animated agents, talking face), observations 
on the differences in lighting conditions, size of lips, and 
inclination of a face. 

The BT DAVID Database Research on audio-visual technologies in speech or 
person recognition, synthesis, and communication of 
audio-visual signals. 

Data resources from the SmartKom 
project 

Collect data for the training of speech, gesture and 
emotion recognisers, to develop dialogue and context 
models and to investigate how users interact with a 
machine that has far greater communication skills than at 
present. 

FaceWorks Enable multimedia developers to create digital 
personalities. 

M2VTS Multimodal Face Database User authentication, lip tracking, face recognition, extend 
the scope of application of network-based services by 
adding novel and intelligent functionalities enabled by 
automatic verification systems combining multimodal 
strategies (secured access based on speech, image and 
other information).  

M2VTS Extended Multimodal Face 
Database – (XM2VTSDB) 

Lip tracking, eye coordinate determination, face and 
speech authentication. 
Large multi-modal database, which will enable the 
research community to test their multi-modal face 
verification algorithms on a high-quality large dataset. 

Dynamic face, 
audio 

Multi-talker database Quantitatively characterize optical speech signals, 
examine how optical phonetic characteristics relate to 
acoustic and physiological speech production 
characteristics, study what affects the intelligibility of 
optical speech signals, and apply the knowledge obtained 
to optical speech synthesis and automatic speech 
recognition. 



VIDAS (VIDeo ASsisted with audio 
coding and representation) 

Devise suitable methodologies and algorithms for time-
correlated representation, coding and manipulation of 
digital A/V bit streams. 

/’VCV/ database Study lip shape characterisation during speech. 
ATR Database for Talking Face Research. 
Audio-Visual Speech Processing 
Project 

Research. 

 

Video Rewrite Facial animation system to automate all the labelling and 
assembly tasks required to resynchronise existing 
footage to a new soundtrack. 

NITE Floorplan Corpus (Natural 
Interactivity Tools Engineering) 

Test resource for cross level, cross modality analysis of 
natural interactive communication. 

Scan MMC (Score Analysed 
MultiModal Communication) 

Research on facial expression and gesture. 

Dynamic face, 
audio, gesture 

Multi-modal dialogue corpus Research on multi-modal dialogue. 
3D_RMA: 3D database Validation of facial 3D face acquisition by structured 

light, recognition experiments by 3D comparison. 
AR Face Database Create a better resource for face recognition and 

expression recognition. 
AT&T Laboratories Database of Faces Face recognition research. 
CMU Pose, Illumination, and 
Expression (PIE) database 

Collect material for the design and evaluation of face 
recognition algorithms (facial expression detection, 
temporal issues of facial expressions and other kinds of 
analysis of facial expressions). 

Cohn-Kanade AU-Coded Facial 
Expression Database 

Develop and test algorithms for facial expression 
analysis. 

FERET Database Demo  Face recognition. 
Psychological Image Collection at 
Stirling (PICS) 

Psychological research (visual perception, memory and 
processing). 

TULIPS 1.0 Test lip-tracking algorithms. 
UMIST Face Database Examine pose-varying face recognition. 
University of Oulu Physics-Based Face 
Database 

Face recognition under varying illuminant spectral power 
distribution. 

VASC – CMU Face Detection 
Databases 

Train and test face detection algorithms. 

Visible Human Project Studies of anatomy, creation of synthetic models and test 
image segmentation algorithms. 

Yale Face Database Research on face recognition. 
Yale Face Database B Face recognition under various poses and illumination. 
3D Surface Imaging in Medical 
Applications 

Medical applications. 

Facial Feature Recognition using 
Neural Networks 

Face recognition. 

Image Database of Facial Actions and 
Expressions 

Train neural networks to classify facial behaviours based 
on FACS. 

JAFFE Facial Expression Image 
Database 

Research on facial expression. 

Static face 

Photobook Tool for performing queries on image databases based on 
image content. 

MPI Experiments with Partial and 
Complete Callosotomy Patients Corpus 

Research on split-brain patients. 

National Center for Sign Language and 
Gesture Resources 

Support research on sign language. 

Gesture 

ATR sign language gesture corpora Creation of an inventory of the most important words of 
Japanese sign language as a basis for the development 
and evaluation of gesture recognition systems. 

Gesture, audio ATR Multimodal human-human 
interaction database 

Provide a source for analysing the relation between 
speech and gesture. 



CHCC OGI Multimodal Real Estate 
Map 

Compare the linguistic differences and relative ease of 
processing multimodal input compared with unimodal 
input. 

GRC Multimodal Dialogue during 
Work Meeting 

Study the patterns of multimodal communication during 
a work session about collaborative conception. 

LIMSI Pointing Gesture Corpus (PoG) Basis for specification of a recognition system 
McGill University, School of 
Communication Sciences & Disorders, 
Corpus of gesture production during 
stuttered speech 

Study relations between gesture and stuttered speech. 

MPI Historical Description of Local 
Environment Corpus 

Research. 

MPI Living Space Description Corpus Research. 
MPI Locally-situated Narratives 
Corpus 

Research. 

MPI Narrative Elicited by an Animated 
Cartoon "Canary Row" Corpus 1 

Research. 

MPI Narrative Elicited by an Animated 
Cartoon "Canary Row" Corpus 2 

Research. 

MPI Narrative Elicited by an Animated 
Cartoon "Maus" and "Canary Row" 
Corpus 

Research. 

MPI Natural Conversation Corpus Research. 
MPI Naturalistic Route Description 
Corpus 1 

Research. 

MPI Naturalistic Route Description 
Corpus 2 

Research. 

MPI Traditional Mythical Stories 
Corpus 

Research. 

MPI Traditional Mythical Stories with 
Sand Drawings Corpus 

Research. 

National Autonomous University of 
Mexico, DIME multimodal corpus 

Build and test an interactive multimodal Spanish spoken 
- graphics system to assist human users in a geometric 
design task (kitchen design). 

RWC Multimodal database of gestures 
and speech 

Build a speech and video database that can be shared 
among different research groups pursuing similar work 
that will promote research and development of 
multimodal interactive systems integrating speech and 
video data. 

University of Chicago Origami 
Multimodal corpus 

Study origami, study learner gestures (with and without 
speech, collaborative gestures), learner gestures in 
relation to instructor gestures. 

IRISA Georal Multimodal Corpus Study how people use speech and gestures on a tactile 
screen to interact with a graphical tourist map. 

 

LORIA Multimodal Dialogues Corpus Research. 
VISLab Cross-Modal Analysis of 
Signal and Sense Data and 
Computational Resources for Gesture, 
Speech and Gaze Research 

Understanding relationships between speech and gesture. 

LIMSI Multimodal Dialogues between 
Car Driver and Copilot Corpus 

Study of multimodal communication between a driver 
and a co-pilot in different settings. 

Gesture, gaze, 
audio 

University of Venice Multimodal 
Transcription of a Television 
Advertisement 

Understanding the properties and functions of dynamic 
genres, including verbal and written discourse, gesture, 
gaze, colour, voice quality. 

Gesture, face, 
audio 

University of California Video Series 
on Nonverbal Communication 

Research on non-verbal communication, including facial 
expressions, tones of voice, gestures, eye contact, spatial 
arrangements, patterns of touch, expressive movement, 
cultural differences, and other "nonverbal" acts. 

Figure 1. The reviewed data resources and their purposes. 



2.2. Market study 
A market study on data resources and user needs was 

performed by ELRA. A questionnaire was sent to more 
than 150 people, including ELRA members and people 
from both industry and academia. 25 responses were 
received. Among others, the questionnaire included 
questions on (1) the types of data resources needed, used 
by, or offered by, respondents, (2) the kinds of task for 
which data resources are well suited, and (3) the areas in 
which data resources are being used. 

2.2.1. Types of data resources needed or offered 
The NIMM data resources in which the respondents 

seem most interested include audio, video and image 
resources. Audio is most popular (mentioned by 84% of 
the respondents) followed by video (mentioned by 52%) 
and image (mentioned by 28%). If a data resource has also 
been annotated, this is considered an advantage since 
value has been added. In many cases, the users of data 
resources produce the resources they need themselves. 
Sometimes these resources are also offered to other users. 

 

Authentication: Speech verification (8), Face verification 
(6), User authentication (5). Other: finger print and 
signature, biometric authentication (speech, signature). 

Recognition: Speech recognition (14), Face recognition 
(7), Person recognition (3), Expression recognition (3). 
Other: mimic, music and other sounds, gesture 
recognition, gestures on a touchscreen. 

Analysis: Speech/lips correlation (7), Body movements 
tracking (lips, hands, head, arms, legs, etc.) (6). Other: co-
operation between gesture and speech; acoustics, video, 
3D optical, midsagital magnetometry; written language 
analysis. 

Synthesis: Multimedia development (6), Talking heads 
(5), Humanoid agents (5), Avatars (2). Other: text 
generation. 

Control: Voice control (7), Speech-assisted video (1). 

Other: Information retrieval (14), Other: multimodal 
command languages (speech + gesture), research into 
cross-modality issues, multimodal dialogue (speech + 
gesture), linguistic research, information extraction, text 
summarisation. 

Figure 2. Resource application list from the ELRA report 
in [Knudsen et al. 2002a, chapter 8]. Numbers in 

parentheses indicate how many respondents gave a 
particular answer. 

2.2.2. What can data resources be used for 
The questionnaire mentioned six general task 

categories for which data resources may be used. For each 
category, a number of more specific possibilities were 
listed. Respondents were supposed to indicate the kinds of 
applications they were interested in. Responses are shown 
in Figure 2. The primary applications of data resources are 
information retrieval and speech recognition, each of 
which were mentioned by 14 respondents. Then follows 
speech verification mentioned by 8, and face recognition, 

speech/lips correlation, and voice control, each mentioned 
by 7 respondents. 

2.2.3. Application areas 
To get an idea of the overall application or market 

areas for data resources, the questionnaire listed five 
possibilities (including “other”) among which respondents 
were asked to choose the ones they found appropriate to 
their work. The area mentioned most frequently was 
research (21). Then follows information systems 
development (e.g. banking, tourism, telecommunication) 
(14), web applications development (10), 
education/training (9), and edutainment (6). Other areas 
proposed include security, control of consumer devices, 
and media archiving for content providers. 

3. Purposes of annotation schemes 
This section provides an overview of the purposes for 

which the reviewed coding schemes [Knudsen et al. 
2002b] have been created or used (Section 3.1). Then 
follows a brief description of practices and best practices 
as these emerged from the collected material (Section 
3.2). 

3.1. Annotation schemes 
There probably exists a wealth of NIMM annotation 

schemes most of which are tailored to a particular purpose 
and used solely by their creators or at the creators’ site. 
Such coding schemes tend not to be very well described. 
They also tend to be hard to find. The reviewed material 
includes such coding schemes many of which were 
created by ISLE participants or people known to ISLE 
participants, this being the main reason why we were 
aware of them. Other coding schemes included are fairly 
general ones, in frequent use, or even considered 
standards in their field, cf. Section 3.2. 

Nearly all the reviewed coding schemes are aimed at 
markup of video, possibly including audio. A couple of 
schemes can be used for static image markup. 

The collected material comprises schemes for markup 
of a single modality as well as schemes for markup of 
modality combinations. Figure 3 provides an overview of 
the majority of the schemes reviewed, including the 
annotation purpose for which they were created. The 
coding scheme descriptions which have not been included 
below are of a more general nature and do not concern any 
particular coding scheme and its purpose(s). 

3.2. Practices and best practices 
In most cases, a coding scheme has been created 

because a person or site had a particular need, e.g. related 
to systems development. 

In the area of facial expression, MPEG-4 is considered 
a standard and is being widely used. FACS is also used by 
many people but is not really well suited for markup of lip 
movements. ToonFace is good for 2D caricature but not 
for real (or life-like) facial expression. Other reviewed 
facial expression schemes seem to have been used by a 
single person or by a few people only. 

In the area of gesture, the picture seems considerably 
more varied than for facial expression. Where facial 
expression is often the sole point of focus, gesture often 
seems to be studied along with other modalities. Only 
when it comes to the highly specialised area of sign 



languages, the schemes we looked at focused solely on 
gesture. Many other gesture schemes were created to 
study gesture in combination with one or several other 
modalities with the purpose of supporting the 
development of a multimodal system. There are no real 
standards for gesture markup. HamNoSys seems to be the 
most frequently used among the schemes we looked at as 
regards gesture annotation-only. For gesture in 
combination with other modalities there are many 
schemes – mostly used by few people - but no 
standardisation. 

The picture, provided by the survey, of a proliferation 
of home-grown coding schemes is supported by the 28 

questionnaires in [Knudsen et al. 2002a], asking people at 
a multimodal interaction workshop, e.g., which coding 
scheme(s) they had used or planned to use for data 
markup. Some people did not answer the question or had 
not made a decision yet as to which coding scheme to use. 
However, in no less than 15 cases the answer indicated 
that a custom-made scheme would be, or was being, used. 
Only a few respondents also mentioned more frequently 
used annotation schemes, such as TEI, BAS, or 
HamNoSys. 

 

 
Intended for markup of Name of coding scheme Purpose of creation 

Gaze The alphabet of eyes Analyse any single item of gaze in videotaped 
data. 

FACS (facial action coding system) Encode facial expressions by breaking them down 
into component movements of individual facial 
muscles (Action Units). Suitable for video or 
image. 

BABYFACS Based on FACS but tailored to infants. 
MAX (Maximally Discriminative 
Facial Movement Coding System) 

Measure emotion signals in the facial behaviours 
of infants and young children. Suitable for video 
or image. 

MPEG-4 Define a set of parameters to define and control 
facial models.  

Facial expression 

ToonFace Code facial expression with limited detail. 
Developed for easy creation of 2D synthetic 
interface agents. 

HamNoSys Designed as a transcription scheme for (different) 
sign languages. 

SWML (SignWriting Markup 
Language) 

Code utterances in sign languages written in the 
SignWriting System. 

MPI GesturePhone Transcribe signs and gestures. 

Gesture 

MPI Movement Phase Coding 
Scheme 

Coding of co-speech gestures and signs. 

DIME (Multimodal extension of 
DAMSL) 

Code multimodal behaviour (speech and mouse) 
observed in simulated sessions in order to specify 
a multimodal information system. 

HIAT (Halbinterpretative 
Arbeitstranskriptionen) 

Describe and annotate parallel tracks of verbal 
and non-verbal (e.g. gestural) communication in a 
simple way. 

Speech and gesture 

TYCOON Annotation of available referable objects and 
references to such objects in each modality. 

Text and gesture TUSNELDA Annotation of text -and-image-sequences, e.g. 
from comic strips. 

Speech, gesture, gaze LIMSI Coding Scheme for 
Multimodal Dialogues between Car 
Driver and Copilot 

Annotation of a resource which contains 
multimodal dialogues between drivers and 
copilots during real car driving tasks. Speech, 
hand gesture, head gesture, gaze. 

Speech, gesture and body 
movement 

MPML (A Multimodal Presentation 
Markup Language with Character 
Agent Control Functions) 

Allow users to encode the voice and animation of 
an agent guiding a web site visitor through a web 
site. 

Speech, gesture, facial 
expression 

SmartKom Coding scheme Provide information about the intentional 
information contained in a gesture. 

Figure 3. Reviewed coding schemes and their purposes. 

 
 



4. Conclusion 
Even if we have reviewed a large number of data 

resources and coding schemes, there probably exist many 
other NIMM corpora and coding schemes which we did 
not manage to identify. Many resources are not publicly 
accessible and their creators do not want to share them 
with others. Thus, they can be very hard to find. But also, 
our primary focus has been on resources which are 
accessible to people other than their creators. We believe 
that the collected information and resulting reports, 
although probably far from being exhaustive, reflect quite 
well the state-of-the-art in the NIMM resources area. 

If this is indeed the case, some conclusions are: to a 
large extent, people still create their own single-purpose 
data resources and coding schemes without any strong 
guidance by best practice and standards, and hence 
without any strong purpose of sharing their resources with 
others. However, vendors of data resources exist, such as 
ELRA and LDC, and standards will emerge eventually 
and become applied. The standardisation process seems to 
be further advanced for facial expression than for gesture, 
and for gesture combined with other modalities there is 
still a long way to go. 

In the ISLE project we do not have the resources 
required for regularly extending the information collected 
with new data, coding schemes or coding tools. Therefore, 
a web-based facility will be set up which will enable any 
interested colleague to upload information about a NIMM 
resource which has not been included already. We hope 
that our colleagues in the emerging NIMM community 
will use the facility to help each other by sharing their 
information with others and contribute to maintaining an 
up-to-date and valuable pool of NIMM resource 
information.  
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Abstract
Within the ISLE Project about International Standards for Language Engineering the IMDI Metadata Initiative developed a complete
environment for creating, maintaining and using metadata descriptions for multimedia/multimodal language resources. This
environment includes a proposal for a suitable metadata set, tools to create, browse and search in IMDI metadata domains and
suggestions about how to organize centers acting as metadata repositories. By using the  IMDI approach a formulation in RDF is
intended which enable the IMDI set to be integrated in Semantic Web activities.

1. Introduction
In 1999 the Max-Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics
started using metadata to organise its multi-media corpora
[1]. This project was called “Browsable Corpus” (BC)
because it not only used metadata for resources in order to
make them locatable by automatic procedure, but it also
used metadata for creating a hierarchical structure that can
be browsed for the purpose of corpus exploitation. This
was achieved by recursively structuring corpora in ever-
smaller sub-corpora structures with each one described by
its own metadata description pointing to the metadata
descriptions of its sub-corpora. Creating browsable
structures this way which creates space to integrate many
other types of information such as project notes, also
formed a basis for efficient corpus management.

The basic concepts of BC were used as one of the
inputs to the ISLE Metadata Initiative (IMDI) [2] founded
in early 2000. IMDI aims to reach consensus within a
representative part of the linguistic community on a
standard for metadata descriptions for
multimedia/multimodal language resources. The IMDI
metadata set is currently being applied within projects
such as DOBES [3], the CGN corpus [4] and, of course
the MPI’s own corpora. Its relevance was checked for
several other multimedia corpora such as the SmartKom
[5] corpus. A preliminary showcase combined corpus data
from 6 European institutions into one browsable and
searchable domain.

2. Using Metadata Descriptions
A key issue in the IMDI approach is that a metadata

set should be used for corpus discovery and corpus
management as well as corpus exploitation. This implies
that the metadata set should be able to describe the
resources in sufficient detail to allow the resolution of
relevant queries for the domain. It also implies that linked
networks of metadata descriptions should be available,
generated either automatically or manually and that it
should be possible to include human readable texts or files
with the metadata descriptions that can assist the user
when browsing through a corpus. Corpora organized in
this way can be easily integrated into bigger domains and
they are an extremely useful facility for corpus managers
to group all relevant information and knowledge together
to facilitate corpus management. In this domain of linked

metadata descriptions the user would be able to browse
and search and as a result find a single resource or a sub-
corpus to work on. Consequently the user is likely to want
to start a suitable tool for analysis, i.e. the metadata must
contain information which indicates which operations can
be executed on the resources found. Within IMDI it was
anticipated that each user has his own view on corpora,
therefore it was concluded that the IMDI environment
should provide users the possibility of creating their own
hierarchies so that several views can co-exist in parallel.

Of course, metadata will always exist as a source of
information distributed via Internet, therefore all resources
including the metadata descriptions themselves have to be
specified as URLs. In this way metadata descriptions and
connected resources can be accessed on the Internet by
using standard HTTP. This simplifies the connection of
different corpus domains to one super-domain. To support
global searches via, for example, Dublin Core [6] based
service providers, the IMDI domain is available for
metadata harvesting in compliance with the Open
Archives Initiative protocol [7].

Although the concept of metadata descriptions is still
fairly new, the community is becoming aware that
metadata descriptions will facilitate re-usage of valuable
resources. Currently, most of the many resources are
hidden in the storage containers of the various institutions
and companies. Only few of them are visible via web-sites
each having its own style of description. Since metadata
are available to everyone, a domain of unified descriptions
form an ideal way of informing others about available data
even if the resources themselves are not directly
accessible.

3. IMDI Metadata Set
IMDI’s guiding principles when defining a metadata

set have been that the best way to describe linguistic
resources is to be able to describe the events and/or
performances that are involved in their creation and usage
by the community. The descriptions need to contain as
much detail as necessary for a user who needs to easily
discover resources, quickly check their usefulness and
immediately exploit them. This bottom up approach can
be compared with the approach in the media and film
community which defined the MPEG7 standard [8]. It can
and will lead to a more extensive and structured set than,
for instance, the Dublin Core set. In taking such an



approach, the metadata set found can be seen as a first
step towards a more complex domain ontology.

Some argue that it is necessary to have a low-overhead
metadata set, since users may not want to spend too much
time in providing all the information defined by the
proposed IMDI element set. For IMDI the solution is that
efficient tools are provided and that almost all fields are
optional. So the overhead argument in case of more
elaborate metadata sets does not hold, if elements are
optional as in the IMDI case. Flexibility of the set of
elements was one of the recurrent requirements, since we
deal with a large number of different projects all recording
multimedia material. In IMDI, flexibility was introduced
by allowing user definable keyword/value pairs at several
levels in the metadata structure.

The IMDI set for sessions1 contains the necessary
elements to describe the project a resource belongs to, the
responsible scientists who created it, date and location of
the recording, its content, its media files and annotations
and if available the its derivative source. In the following
a list of all elements is given. It is not the purpose of this
paper to explain in detail what all the elements represent.
For this we refer to the IMDI web-site:
http://www.mpi.nl/ISLE. An attribute specifies whether
the element is just a string, constrained (c), associated
with a closed vocabulary (ccv) as in the case of
“Continents” or with an open vocabulary (ov) which is
open for extensions, or refers to a sub-block of
information (sub).

Session
Name str
Title str
Date c
Location

Continent ccv
Country ccv
Region + str
Address  str 
Description2 sub
Keys 3 sub

Project
Name str
Title str
ID str
Contact sub
Description + sub

Collector

                                                
1 Sessions are the leaves in a corpus tree and cover units
of linguistic analysis or performance including their media
and annotation files. The IMDI initiative has defined a
few other very similar metadata sets for corpus nodes,
published corpora and lexica. They are not discussed in
this paper.
2 Descriptions are a field which the annotator can use to
enter prose text intended for quick inspection by the user.
3 Keys are those fields which guarantee flexibility. Each
project or even user can define extensions in form of key-
value pairs.

Name str
Contact sub
Description + sub

Content
CommunicationContext

Interactivity ccv
PlanningType ccv
Involvement ccv

Genre
Interactional ovl
Discursive ovl
Performance ovl

Task ovl
Modalities  ovl
Languages

Description sub
Language+ sub

Description + sub
Keys sub

Participants
Description + sub
Participant+

Type ov
Name+ str
FullName str
Code str
Role ov
Language+ sub
EthnicGroup str
Age c
Sex ccv
Education str
Anonymous ccv
Description+ sub
Keys sub

Resources
MediaFile+

ResourceLink c
Size c
Type ccv
Format  ov
Quality  c
RecordingCondition   str
Position c
Access sub
Description sub

AnnotationUnit+
ResourceLink c
MediaID c
Annotator str
Date c
Type ov
Format  ov
ContentEncoding str
CharacterEncoding str
Access sub
Language sub
Anonymous ccv
Description sub

Source+
ID str



Format  ov
Quality  ccv
Position c
Access sub
Description sub

References

It is important to mention here how multimedia and
multimodality can be described in IMDI. The IMDI set
allows the user to describe the Content of a session which
refers to a unit of analysis in the corpus. Each session is
associated with the media and annotation resources
belonging together. The IMDI set has elements to describe
the Communication Context, the Genre, the Task, the
Modalities, the Languages involved , and to add other
useful project specific elements.

In most instances the associated vocabularies clarify
what the definition of the element is although IMDI has
already provided careful definitions. The element Task
stands for typical experimental
tasks occurring in language
engineering and field-
linguistics such as info-kiosk
situation, route description,
wizard-of-oz experiment, frog-
story. The element Modalities
has, of course, a vocabulary
which includes, amongst
others, speech, gesture, sign,
facial expression.

As can be seen, the IMDI
set has elements not only to
describe content, but also to
describe the Media Files (type
of data, format of file, quality
of material, conditions of
recording, etc), the available
Annotations (type of
annotation, format of file, etc),
and the Original Media
(cassette, MD, etc) if available. To give the user
immediate feedback ob accessibility, IMDI contains
elements to describe the access rights and whom to
contact to obtain the resources.

As already indicated, Controlled Vocabularies (CVs)
associated with elements are an important component of
the IMDI metadata set and its tools, since they will
guarantee that elements are used coherently by researchers
and that search operations will provide the correct
resources.

To achieve interoperability with Dublin Core (a more
general set of 15 partially vaguely defined elements used
to describe web resources used by the general public) a
mapping document was created. Based on DC, another set
(OLAC [9]) was created to achieve interoperability in the
language resource domain. IMDI repositories will be open
to OAI [7] type of metadata harvesting to implement the
interoperability with DC and OLAC.

The IMDI set is defined in all respects through an
XML Schema which is available at the IMDI web-site. All
tools generate and operate on these XML files.

4. IMDI Tools
The tools that support the IMDI metadata set and

infrastructure are:
? The IMDI BCEditor that is used to create

IMDI metadata descriptions.
? The IMDI BCBrowser. A viewer for the

IMDI metadata descriptions that allows
navigating the universe of connected IMDI
metadata descriptions.

? The IMDI Search tool that allows the user to
specify a query for specific resources in the
IMDI universe.

? A number of scripts allowing to work
efficiently

All tools were programmed in Java and Perl for platform
independence and are downloadable from the web-site:
http://www.mpi.nl/tools .

Figure 1 shows a screenshot from the IMDI Editor

The editor presents all the IMDI metadata elements in
a structured GUI to the user. It supports the use of
Controlled Vocabularies and user definable
keyword/value pairs that the IMDI set allows for user or
project specific extensions. Also it enforces constraints on
the values for some metadata elements where applicable
and practical. To aid working efficiency the editor allows
the re-usage of a number of element blocks which will
recur in many metadata descriptions such as biographical
data of the informants and collectors. The editor is
programmed to synchronize with repositories providing
controlled vocabularies on user command if the computer
the editor is running on is connected to the web. This
mechanism ensures that the user can download and use the
most recent definitions, e.g. of the names of countries.
Internationally agreed notation conventions allow
differences between different vocabularies. For example,
the ISO language lists contain only a few hundred
language names and the Ethnologue list [10] contains
more than 4000 names. In fact users can add their own



lists but searching would become a problem if there is no
mapping definition.

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the IMDI browser.

The IMDI BCBrowser is the central tool for exploiting the
IMDI metadata infrastructure. It allows navigation in the
domain of linked IMDI metadata descriptions by clicking
on corpus links. The browser keeps track of its position in
the browsable corpus structure and displays the metadata
and human readable descriptions associated with the sub-
corpus in focus. It allows the user to set bookmarks so that
easy navigation is facilitated.

The browser is also capable
of displaying HTML formatted
or PDF files that are often
provided as extra documentation
for corpora. It is possible to link
in such HTML pages or PDF
files in the corpus tree. From the
HTML pages there may be links
back to metadata descriptions
making it possible to mix
classical HTML browsing with
browsing the IMDI corpus
universe.

An interesting application of
this is a world map that was created as a portal of the MPI
corpora. This world map is viewable as an HTML file but
has, at the appropriate places, links to metadata
descriptions for corpora that correspond to those locations.
We are presently engaged in trying to incorporate a
professional geographic information system since the
HTML world map is not completely satisfactory. The
worldmap is just one other alternative view on a corpus
since it is organized according to geographical principles.

One of the very important functions of the browser is
that It offers the user a set of appropriate tools for further

analysing resources once they have been
located and it allows for operation in a
distributed scenario where all resources
are indicated by URLs. Each user or
group of users can create a configuration
file containing information on how to
immediately start a tool and pass over
the necessary parameters to start the tool
with the discovered resource(s). The
browser offers a selection from which
the user can choose.

The search tool is the most recent
IMDI development. It allows the user to
specify a query for sessions whose
metadata complies with the specified
constraints. The UI offers the user an
easy way to specify a query compliant
with the IMDI element set, the elements
value constraints and CVs used.

Results are presented in the form of
URLs for the session metadata
description files that comply with the
query. The user may make these sessions
visible in the IMDI-BCBrowser for
further inspection or a special corpus
label can be created containing all these

sessions that can be saved for future reference and
processing. The search tool can, of course, be started from
the IMDI-BCBrowser. The search tool has to be extended
to support the distributed architecture underlying the
IMDI concept and it has to be checked as to how it can
support harvesting of other metadata repositories by, for
instance, using the OAI protocol. Currently, two teams are
working on an improved search tool working in fully
distributed scenarios.

Figure 3 shows a screenshot from the search
component.

The IMDI team also created a number of scripts which
allow users to efficiently work with IMDI type of
metadata descriptions. One such tool is provided to add or
change element values in a whole range of MD
descriptions by one command. Another allows the user to
create metadata descriptions from spreadsheet documents,
although this has proved problematic. Spreadsheet entries
are not guided by constraints or controlled vocabularies



therefore conformity has to be checked very carefully.
There are a few other minor scripts which will hopefully
become obsolete when the editor or browser have been
extended.

5. IMDI Corpora
At present we have available as IMDI tagged corpora:
? the MPI corpora of the “Acquisition” and

“Language and Cognition” group which contains
more than 2 TB of media data and more than 7000
multimedia sessions;

? a large second learner language acquisition corpus
also containing audio recordings;

? the data of the DOBES project about endangered
languages where also audio and video recordings
form the basis;

? the data of the CGN (Spoken Dutch Corpus)
project.

Furthermore we have been experimenting with
converting parts of existing corpora to see if the IMDI set
is applicable. These tests range from the well-known
“Childes” corpora [11] to language engineering corpora as
“TIMIT” [12] and “SmartKom”. An interesting project
was also the construction of a distributed corpus with
examples of (parts of) corpora of six different European
institutes. This was demonstrated as a first distributed
IMDI scenario during the official opening ceremony of
the “European Year of the Language” in Lund in 2001.

6. Future Developments
As a preliminary solution and part of the IMDI

showcase, the MPI serves as a focal point
maintaining the IMDI web portal as a starting point
for the IMDI universe and maintaining the IMDI
metadata Schema and CV definitions. However, the
MPI does not have ambitions to perform this task in
the long run. Such hosting activities are better
performed by organisations such as BAS [13], ELRA
and LDC. The maintenance of the IMDI set and the
related tools by the MPI has been secured for many
years by using them in different long-term projects.
Besides these organisational problems, there is also a
need for further tool development, such as a tool
offering users a graphical interface for creating
alternative “personal” corpus trees. Maintenance
tools are required that allow users to copy parts of
corpus trees to other portable media such as
CDROM and DVD. In this way they can work under
field conditions or make personal archive copies.

A major revision of the IMDI metadata set is
expected to occur in 2002, therefore comments on
how to improve it are welcome. According to the
most recent discussions, it can be concluded that the
MD set in general is very mature and stable with the
exception of a very few elements such as
“Anonymous”. But the elements and vocabularies
which were defined to describe the content of the

resources have to be modified after a year of
experience. Here, the elements define the dimensions
of descriptions and the vocabularies the values along
these dimensions. Although the current definitions
are based on linguistic experience, it is obvious that
not all contents can be described equally well with
them.

Currently, the IMDI definitions are specified with
the help of an XML Schema, i.e. the relations
between concepts are implicitly defined in the
structured IMDI set. To open up the way to the
Semantic Web these implicit relations will be
explicitly defined with the help of RDF [14]. All
RDF Schemas will be put into open RDF repositories
so that they can be re-used. It has to be checked
whether it will be possible to make use of already
existing descriptions within the IMDI set.
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Abstract
The Friedman Osborn Martell (FORM) system for annotating gestures has been created for the purpose of producing a corpus of speech
and its corresponding gestures. The corpus is open source and will be available to all researchers who wish to use it in their work. FORM
attempts to capture the kinematics of gesture usingquasi-geometric descriptions of the locations/shapes and movements of the arms and
hands. Currently, we have a pilot corpus of 22 minutes of gesture-annotated video of Brian MacWhinney teaching a Research Methods
course at Carnegie Mellon University. There are plans to extend the corpus to include not only speech transcriptions and syntactic
information, but also body-movement and intonational information as well. We are currently gathering other data of various types and in
various settings to add to the corpus. All of these data will be be published under the TalkBank project (http://www.talkbank.org).

1. Introduction
In “An Agenda for Gesture Studies” (Kendon, 1996),

Adam Kendon outlines a long-term research agenda for a
better understanding of gesture and its relationship to the
communicative process. A major aspect of that agenda is
the development of what Kendon calls the “Kinetics of Ges-
ture”:

Such a programme of work could be linked to,
and would contribute importantly, to research on
what might be called the ’kinetics’ of gesture (in
parallel to ’phonetics’). We really have little ex-
plicit knowledge about how gestures are orga-
nized as physical actions. . . . An important part
of the ’kinetics’ research should include a study
of just how gesture phrases are organized in rela-
tion to speech phrases.

The FORM project began, in large part, as a response to
this challenge1. FORM is an annotation scheme designed
both to describe the kinematic information in a gesture, as
well as to be extensible in order to add speech and other
conversational information.

Our plan, then, is to build an extensible corpus of an-
notated videos in order to allow for general research on the
relationship among the many different aspects of conver-
sational interaction. Additionally, further tools and algo-
rithms to add these annotations and evaluate inter-annotator

1The authors wish to sincerely thank Adam Kendon for his
input on the FORM project. He has provided not only suggestions
as to the direction of the project, but also his unpublished work on
a kinematically-based gesture annotation scheme was the FORM
project’s starting point (Kendon, 2000).

agreement will be developed. The end result of this work
will be a corpus of annotated conversational interaction,
which can be:

� extended to include new types of information concern-
ing the same conversations; as new tag-sets and coding
schemes are developed—discourse-structure or facial-
expression, for example—new annotations could eas-
ily be added;

� used to test scientific hypotheses concerning the rela-
tionship of the paralinguistic aspects of communica-
tion to speech and to meaning;

� used to develop statistical algorithms to automatically
analyze and generate these paralinguistic aspects of
communication (e.g., for Human-Computer Interface
research).

2. FORM
2.1. The Annotation Scheme

FORM is designed as a series of tracks representing dif-
ferent aspects of the gestural space. Generally, each in-
dependently moved part of the body has two tracks, one
track for Location/Shape/Orientation, and one for Move-
ment. When a part of the body is held without movement, a
Location object describes its position and spans the amount
of time the position is held. When a part of the body is
in motion, Location objects with no time period are placed
at the beginning and end of the movement to show where
the gesture began and ended. Location objects spanning no
period of time are also used to indicate the Location infor-
mation at critical points in certain complex gestures. See
Figure 1 for a snapshot of FORM implimented using the
Anvil tool (Kipp, 2001).



An object in a movement track spans the time period in
which the body part in question is in motion. It is often
the case that one part of the body will remain static while
others move. For example, a single hand shape may be
held throughout a gesture in which the upper arm moves.
FORM’s multi-track system allows such disparate parts of
single gestures to be recorded separately and efficiently and
to be viewed easily once recorded. Once all tracks are filled
with the appropriate information, it is easy to see the struc-
ture of a gesture broken down into its anatomical compo-
nents.

Figure 1: FORM annotation of Jan24-09.mov, using Anvil
as the annotation tool

At the highest level of FORM are groups. Groups can
contain subgroups. Within each group or subgroup are
tracks. Each track contains a list of attributes concerning
a particular part of the arm or body. At the lowest level
(under each attribute), all possible values are listed. The
structure, then, is as follow:

Group

Subgroup

Track

ATTRIBUTE

Value

The following descriptions will follow this structure. The
groups described are Right/Left Arm, Gesture Obscured,
Excursion Duration, and Two-Handed Gesture. Not de-
scribed are Head and Torso Movement/Location. These
will be implimented in a later version of FORM.

Right/Left Arm

Upper Arm (from the shoulder to the elbow).

Location

UPPER ARM LIFT(from side of the body)

no lift
0-45
approx. 45
45-90
approx. 90

90-135
approx. 135
135-180
approx. 180

RELATIVE ELBOW POSITION: The upper
arm lift attribute defines a circle on which the elbow can lie.
The relative elbow position attribute indicates where on that
circle the elbow lies. Combined, these two attributes pro-
vide full information about the location of the elbow and
reveal total location information (in relation to the shoul-
der) of the upper arm.

extremely inward
inward
front
front-outward
outward (in frontal plane)
behind
far behind

The next three attributes individually indicate the direc-
tion in which the biceps muscle is pointed in one spatial
dimension. Taken together, these three attributes reveal the
orientation of the upper arm.

BICEPS: INWARD/OUTWARD

none
inward
outward

BICEPS: UPWARD/DOWNWARD

none
upward
downward

BICEPS: FORWARD/BACKWARD

none
forward
backward

OBSCURED: This is an binary attribute
which allows the annotator to indicate if the attributes and
values chosen were “guesses” necessitated by visual occlu-
sion. This attribute is present in each of FORM’s tracks.

Movement

The next three attributes individually indicate the direc-
tion of elbow movement in one spatial direction. When
diagonal movement occurs, a non-none (i.e.notnone) value
for more than one of the attributes is chosen. Each attribute
has combination values so repeated or back-and-forth mo-
tions can be annotated as such.

LINEAR MOVEMENT (HORIZONTAL

PLANE: Indicates the direction(s) of inward or outward
elbow movement.

none
inward
outward
inward-outward
outward-inward



LINEAR MOVEMENT (MEDIAN PLANE): In-
dicates the direction(s) of upward or downward elbow
movement.

none
up
down
up-down
down-up

LINEAR MOVEMENT (FRONTAL PLANE):
Indicates the direction(s) of elbow movement towards or
away from the body.

none
towards
away
towards-away
away-towards

UPPER ARM ROTATION: The degree of
change of bicep direction. Ranges are exclusive. Direc-
tion of change is not included, as it can be inferred from the
information in the Location track.

0-45
approx. 45
45-90
approx. 90
90-135
approx. 135
135-180
approx. 180
greater than 180

ARC-LIKE MOVEMENT: This boolean at-
tribute indicates whether or not the elbow movement was
arc-like. When checked, Location objects will co-occur to
note the location of the elbow at the beginning, apex, and
end of the movement.

CIRCULAR MOVEMENT: A non-none value
indicates that elbow movement is circular in shape and
notes the plane in which the movement is performed as well
as its direction (clockwise or counter-clockwise). As was
the case for arc-like movements, the Location track will be
simultaneously utilized, in this case noting the location of
the elbow at the start and halfway mark of the circle. This
convention allows the size of the circle to be inferred.

parallel to horizontal plane (c=clockwise)
parallel to horizontal plane (cc=counter-

clockwise)
parallel to median plane (c)
parallel to median plane (cc)
parallel to frontal plane (c)
parallel to frontal plane (cc)

EFFORT: Indicates the effort of the move-
ment on a 1 to 5 scale.

1
2
3
4

5

STROKES: Indicates the number of strokes
of a movement.

1 . . . 20
More than 20
Indeterminate

OBSCURED

Forearm: the part of the arm extending from the
from elbow to wrist)

Location

ELBOW FLEXION: The angle made by the
bend in the elbow.

0-45
approx. 45
45-90
approx. 90
90-135
approx. 135
135-180
straight

FOREARM ORIENTATION: Describes the ori-
entation of the forearm if the upper arm were to be by the
side and the elbow flexed at 90 degrees.

supine
supine/neutral
neutral
neutral/prone
prone
prone/inverse
inverse

OBSCURED

Movement

ELBOW FLEXION CHANGE: The amount of
change in elbow flexion measured in degrees. Direction of
flexion change is not indicated, as it can be inferred from
information in the Location track.

0-45
approx. 45
45-90
approx. 90
90-135
approx. 135
135-180
approx. 180

FOREARM ROTATION: Direction of change
of forearm orientation. Amount of change is not indicated,
as it can be inferred from information in the Location track.

none
inward
outward
inward-outward
outward-inward



EFFORT

STROKES

OBSCURED

Hand and Wrist

Shape: Information about the static shape of the
hand and orientation of the wrist.

The next two attributes give values to describe the
shape of the hand. The values are represented in a cata-
log of hand-shapes (Figure 2), which is organized as a two-
dimensional matrix. This method is employed because the
complexity of the hand would make purely physicalistic de-
scriptions too unwieldy.

HAND-SHAPE GROUP: Indicates the group
(organized by number of extended fingers with 0 represent-
ing fist and 6 referring to miscellaneous shapes) in the hand
shape catalog.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

HAND-SHAPELETTER: Indicates the appro-
priate hand-shape within the selected group.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

TENSION: Describes the amount of tension
apparent in the performer’s hand. An average amount of
tension corresponds to the ”slightly tense” variable.

relaxed
slightly tense
very tense

WRIST BEND: UP AND DOWN: How far the
wrist is bent towards the upper side or under side of the
forearm.

up
up-neutral
neutral
down-neutral
down

Figure 2: Catalog of Handshapes. Based on
the HamNoSys catalog (http://www.sign-lang.uni-
hamburg.de/Projects/HamNoSys.html)

WRIST BEND: SIDE TO SIDE: How the wrist
is bent towards the thumb or little finger.

towards thumb
neutral
towards little finger
extremely towards little finger

PART OF BODY TOUCHED:

none
top of head
eye (same)
eye (opposite)
ear (same)
ear (opposite)
temple (same)
temple (opposite)
nose
cheek (same)
cheek (opposite)
chin
neck (same side)
neck (center)
neck (opposite side)
chest
groin

OBSCURED

Movement



HAND MOVEMENT: Describes type of hand
movement (if any). The A joint refers to the knuckle fur-
thest from the fingertip and the B joint refers to the first
joint above the A joint. Information about the C joint (the
joint closest to the fingertip) is not recorded because C joint
movement is usually dependent upon movement of the B
joint. The numbering scheme of the first three variables is
explained in the Finger Coordination attribute.

none
1) A joint movement
2) B joint movement
3) A and B joint movement
wrist circular
thumb rubbing index finger
thumb rubbing multiple fingers
direct movement between two shapes

WRIST UP-DOWN MOVEMENT: Describes
the up-down movement (to the underside or upper side of
the arm) of the wrist.

up
down
up-down
down-up

WRIST SIDE-TO-SIDE MOVEMENT

towards little finger
towards thumb
towards little finger-towards thumb
towards thumb-towards little finger

FINGER COORDINATION: Describes the mo-
tion of the fingers in relationship to each other. A non-none
value is only applicable if one of the choices labeled 1, 2,
or 3 was selected from the Hand movement attribute.

parallel movement without thumb
random movement, without thumb
parallel movement, with thumb
random movement, with thumb
movement in sequence

EFFORT

STROKES

OBSCURED

Excursion Duration: Marks the length of the excur-
sion of the arm from a resting position to another resting
position. Since there is ambiguity about what constitutes a
single gesture, this convention for grouping was adopted.

Gesture Obscured: Similar to above except this at-
tribute refers to the entire gesture duration, rather than just
one track.

Two-handed Gestures

RIGHT-HAND CONTACT

none
thumb
index finger
middle finger

ring finger
little finger
palm
back of hand
more than one digit
holding

LEFT-HAND CONTACT: The list of values is
identical to that of the Right-hand Contact attribute.

The following seven attributes are all boolean-valued.

MOVING IN PARALLEL

MOVING APART

MOVING TOWARDS

MOVING AROUND ONE ANOTHER

MOVING IN ALTERNATION

CROSSED

OBSCURED

2.2. Ambiguities/Imprecisions in FORM

There are two known ambiguities/imprecisions in the
current version of the FORM system.

The first concerns theUpper Arm:Location attributes
that specify biceps direction. While anatomically it seems
more accurate to describe the upper arm rotation by degrees
of rotation rather than by using the direction of the biceps
in free space, a problem arises when defining the neutral
position of the arm rotation. For example, we could define
normal as the position when the arm is held at the side with
palm facing towards the body and the elbow flexed to make
a 90-degree angle with the upper arm. If one then lifts the
upper arm to the side so it is at 90 degrees with the body
and still in the frontal plane, the upper arm has not rotated
at all. Let’s call this position 1. If, however, one returns
to the starting position, raises the upper arm forward so it
is at 90 degrees with the body but parallel to the median
plane, and then moves the upper arm 90 degrees to the side
so that it is in the frontal plane again, it can be seen that
this position is also reached without rotating the upper arm.
Let’s call this position 2. It is clear that position 1 is not the
same as position 2, but both were reached by keeping the
upper-arm in thenormal position.

To solve this issue we could define a normal that is ro-
tated 45 degrees when the Upper arm lift is at what we’ve
deemed ”approx. 90” and Relative elbow position is ”front-
outward.” This convention, however, is hard to conceptual-
ize by annotators and thus we opted to use the direction of
biceps in free space since it is more intuitive. The downside
to this approach is that it allows for a large range of posi-
tions for each combination of values. Many positions could
be called ”forward-inward-upward,” for example.

The second area of concern is in theUpper
arm:Movement track. This track describes the movement
of the upper arm independent of the forearm, elbow flex-
ion, and hand-and-wrist. This movement can be described
either as a combination of linear movement in different
planes or as arc-like movement (using Location points to
denote points along the curve). Since the upper arm is only



able to move on a partial sphere with the shoulder as the
center, it does not make sense anatomically to describe its
movement as linear. However, since most movements are
small enough not to appear as distinct arcs, linear values
sufficiently approximate the movement.

3. The Current FORM Corpus2

3.1. Pilot Corpus
We currently have a pilot corpus of about 22 minutes of

Brian MacWhinney teaching a Research Methods course at
Carnegie Mellon University. These data were chosen since
they were freely available via the the TalkBank project
(http://www.talkbank.org). They have been very useful for
the pilot phase of the project as people often gesture in a
clear and exaggerated fashion while teaching. See (Martell,
2002) for a further description of the data format (Annota-
tion Graphs (Bird and Liberman, 1999)), as well as exam-
ples of the video and of tool currently being used (Anvil
(Kipp, 2001)).

3.2. Annotation Complexity
An experienced annotator can create approximately 3

seconds of annotation per hour. He/she can annotate at most
for 6 hours per day, generating 18 seconds/day. Accord-
ingly, it will take an experienced annotator 5 work days to
annotate a 90-second video of conversational interaction.

Generating only 90 seconds of annotation per work
week makes such an annotation project seem a daunting
task. However, the amount of information contained in con-
versational gesturing is substantial—on the order of 3500
distinct ATTRIBUTE:Value pairs per minute. This under-
scores the potential value of such a corpus, viz. there is
seemingly much more information in 90 seconds of com-
municative interaction than we are currently capturing by
only transcribing speech.

3.3. Preliminary Inter-Annotator Agreement Results

Preliminary results from FORM show that with suffi-
cient training, agreement among the annotators can be very
high. Table 2 shows preliminary interannotator agreement
results from a FORM pilot study.3 The results are for two
trained annotators for approximately 1.5 minutes of Jan24-
09.mov, the video from Figure 1. For this clip, the two
annotators agreed that there were at least these 4 gesture
excursions. One annotator found 2 additional excursions.
Precision refers to the decimal precision of the time stamps
given for the beginning and end of gestural components.
TheSAME value means that all time-stamps were given the
same value. This was done in order to judge agreement
with having to judge the exact beginning and end of an ex-
cursion factored out.Exact vs. No-Value percentage refers
to whether both the attributes and values matched exactly
or whether just the attributes matched exactly. This distinc-
tion is included because a gesture excursion is defined as

2Most of this section is taken from (Martell, 2002)
3Essentially, all the arcs for each annotator are thrown into a

bag. Then all the bags are combined and the intersection is ex-
tracted. This intersection constitutes the overlap in annotation,
i.e., where the annotators agreed. The percentage of the intersec-
tion to the whole is then calculated to get the scores presented.

all movement between two rest positions of the arms and
hands. For an excursion, the annotators have to judge both
which parts of the arms and hands are salient to the move-
ment (e.g., upper-arm lift and rotation, as well as forearm
change in orientation and hand/wrist position) as well as
what values to assign (e.g., the upper-arm lifted 15-degrees
and rotated 45-degrees). So, theNo-Value% column cap-
tures the degree to which the annotators agree just on the
structure of the movement, whileExact% measures agree-
ment on both structure and values.

The degree to which inter-annotator agreement varies
among these gestures might suggest difficulty in reaching
consensus. However, the results onintra-annotator agree-
ment studies demonstrate that a single annotator shows sim-
ilar variance when doing the same video-clip at different
times. Table 3 gives the intra-annotator results for one an-
notator annotating the first 2 gesture excursions of Jan24-
09.mov.

Gesture Excursion Precision Exact% No-Value%
1 2 3.41 4.35

1 10.07 12.8
0 29.44 41.38

SAME 56.92 86.15
2 2 37.5 52.5

1 60 77.5
0 75.56 94.81

SAME 73.24 95.77
3 2 0 0

1 19.25 27.81
0 62.5 86.11

SAME 67.61 95.77
4 2 10.2 12.06

1 25.68 31.72
0 57.77 77.67

SAME 68.29 95.12

Table 1: Inter-Annotator Agreement on Jan24-09.mov

Gesture Excursion Precision Exact% No-Value%
1 0 5.98 7.56

1 20.52 25.21
0 58.03 74.64

SAME 85.52 96.55
2 2 0 0

1 25.81 28.39
0 89.06 95.31

SAME 90.91 93.94

Table 2: Intra-Annotator Agreement on Jan24-09.mov

For both sets of data, the pattern is the same:

� the less precise the time-stamps, the better the results;

� No-Value% is significantly higher thanExact%.

It is also important to note that Gesture Excursion 1 is far
more complex than Gesture Excursion 2. And, in both sim-



ple and complex gestures, inter-annotator agreement is ap-
proaching intra-annotator agreement. Notice, also, that for
Excursion 2, inner-annotator agreement is actually better
than intra-annotator agreement for the first two rows. This
is a result of the difficulty for even the same person over
time to precisely pin down the beginning and end of a ges-
ture excursion. Although the preliminary results are very
encouraging, all of the above suggests that further research
concerning training and how to judge similarity of gestures
is necessary. Visual information may need very different
similarity criteria.

4. Future Directions and Open Questions
As mentioned in the introduction, the goal of the FORM

project is to create a corpus to be used for both scientific and
technological research concerning gesture and its relation-
ship to the rest of the communicative process. However, in
order to build a corpus suitable for these goals, a number of
issues have to be addressed.

Augmentation of the FORM corpus with other as-
pects of communication is necessary. Over the next 3 years,
as we continue to build the FORM corpus, we will also be
augmenting it with:

� Speech transcriptions and syntactic information;

� Body movement, in the form of head and torso infor-
mation; and

� Intonation and pitch contour information.

Much research is needed to discover the best annotation
schemes for each of these aspects, as well as to discover
which algorithms are best for uncovering the correlations
among them.

Better methods of annotation need to be developed.
Although we belief it will prove necessary to continue to
annotate at a fine-grained level of detail, it is currently too
expensive to make using FORM practical. We intend to
use the hand-annotated corpus, as it grows, to explore auto-
matic or semi-automatic methods of annotation.

Visualization and Animation Tools which will “play
back” an annotation are needed to allow an annotator to
better judge the correctness of his/her annotation. Addi-
tionally, these visualization tools may be able to help ease
the annotation process. If we are able to develop a close
enough mapping between the animated character and the
annotation scheme, we may be able to use a movable ani-
mated character as a means to input the data. Research is
need to see if this will indeed speed up the process.

New Metrics for Inner-Annotator Agreement need to
be explored. As mentioned in Section 3.3, above, our cur-
rent numbers are based on the bag-of-arcs technique. How-
ever, as the scores there indicate, often annotators agree to a
large degree on structure, but differ only on exact beginning
or ending timestamp, or on the value of an attribute. Un-
fortunately, small differences in timestamp and value are
judged incorrect to the same degree as large differences.
Visual feedback, as just described, will allow us to discover
whether small differences in coding actually have little dif-
ference visually. If this proves to be the case, then we will

need to experiment with more geometrically-based mea-
sures of similarity, e.g., distance in n-dimensional space.

Statistical Experiments using FORM are already un-
derway. If FORM is to be successful, it must be shown that
our fine-grained analysis sufficiently captures the phenom-
ena in question. To do this we are conducting two sets of
experiments.

� We have annotated some of the corpus with
Preparation-Stroke-Retraction information. Using
standard training-set/test-set methods, we are build-
ing Preparation-Stroke-Retraction recognizer system.
If the results of these experiments are sufficiently high,
we will have demonstrated that FORM captures at
least as much information as a more coarse-grained
annotation scheme.

� However, only showing that FORM is a as good
as coarse-grained annotation scheme is not sufficient
justification for using FORM. Accordingly, we are
also working on a Statistical Gesture Generation Sys-
tem (SGGS). Given some input set of sentences, the
SGGS, if successful, will be able to output those sen-
tences augmented with a FORM description of valid
accompanying gestures. This, then, could be used
with the above described annimation tool to automati-
cally generate animated gesture excursions.

5. Conclusion
The FORM project has develped a geometrically-based

gesture annotation scheme and a 22-minute pilot corpus of
gesture-annotated video. Over the next few years, the cor-
pus will be augmented and new tools and algorithms will
be developed. The envisioned goal of the project is a large-
scale corpus of multi-modal annotations suitable for both
scientific and technological research concerning the rela-
tionships among different aspects of communicative inter-
action.
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Sample Annoted Video Using Anvil and FORM

Craig Martell
Linguistic Data Consortium
University of Pennsylvania

3615 Market Street Suite 200
Philadelphia, PA 19104-2608, USA

cmartell@unagi.cis.upenn.edu
http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~cmartell

Video Sample:

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/annotation/gesture/Jan
24-05.mov

Coding Scheme:

This is a video of Brian MacWhinney lecturing,
and we coded his gestures using or annotation
scheme FORM.  This was described in a separate
submission for the workshop -- or you can see the
same description at

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Projects/FORM

FORM is a kinematic annotation scheme which
describes gestures by their physical movements.
The idea is to later add speech, and other
paralinguistic information, to the data set to better
understand the relationship of gesture to speech.

Annotation File:

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/annotation/gesture/Jan
24-05pch.anvil

This is an XML file for use with Anvil, described
below

Annotation Tool:

We currently use Michael Kipp's tool Anvil
(http://www.dfki.de/~kipp/anvil/).  To use this
with FORM, you will need the specification file,
which contains the entire coding scheme.  This
can be found at:

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/annotation/gesture/gest
ureAnnotation0807.xml
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Abstract 
Gestures are culture specific forms of arm movements which are used in communication to transfer information to the listener, to guide 
the planning of the speech production process and to disambiguate the incoming speech. To understand the underlying mechanisms 
gestures have to be analyzed in cross-linguistic processes. Large projects are necessary covering speakers from various cultural 
background and many recordings. Such projects can only be successfully carried out, when suitable gesture encoding schemes, generic 
annotation schemes, powerful tools supporting the schemes and efficient methods for easy resource discovery and management are 
available. At the Max-Planck-Institute all aspects were tackled. 

1. Introduction 
The MPI for Psycholinguistics has a long history of 
research on the synchronization between different 
modalities in human communication. In the 1980s 
eyetracking signals and signals about pointing gestures 
produced important information about the mental 
processes responsible for speech production [1, 2]. Such 
signals were typically recorded in relation to spoken 
utterances. The equipment used was designed to make 
automatic fine grained temporal analysis possible. For 
gesture registration IR-light based methods were used. 
Mort recently, ultrasonic equipment was used for this 
purpose identifying the location of maximally 8 sources. 
This tradition is still continued in the baby labs where eye 
tracking is recorded to study, for example, the focus of 
childrens’ attention during linguistic tasks. In recent years 
brain imaging methods (EEG, MEG, PET, MRI) have 
often been added to get online information about brain 
activities during speech production and perception task.  
 
In the last few years, research using multimodality shifted 
towards observational methods in communicative 
situations of various sorts. Child-caretaker interaction is 
studied with the help of extensive video recordings to 
better understand how childrens’ language learning is 
influenced by input and environmental factors. The use of 
various types of gestures (pointing, iconic and 
emblematic) is studied in different situations. The 
following studies should be mentioned in particular: (1) 
ethnography of pointing gestures; (2) gestural facilitation 
of speaking or understanding; (3) gestural expression of 
motion events; (4) speech dysfluencies and gestures; (5) 
influence of gestures on recipients’ gaze movement; (5) 
hemispheric specialization of types of gestures [3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8]. In addition, studies about sign language and their 
comparison to gestural patterns were carried out. The goal 
of these recordings is fundamental research about the 
relation between language and thought and the role of 
gesture in human communication. Since gestures are very 
much dependent on language and culture, most of the 
recordings are cross-linguistic, i.e. various countries and 
cultures are included. 
 

Nowadays the study of multimodal communication 
based on video recordings is much easier. Information 

technology allows science to work with digitized video 
greatly facilitating the analysis work. For the last two 
years, all recordings at the MPI have been digitized. 
yielding an online multimedia corpus consisting of more 
than 7000 sessions (units of linguistic analysis). Gesture 
studies form a substantial part of these recordings. 
Powerful corpus management with the help of metadata 
descriptions and multimodal annotation tools were 
developed at the institute to enable the type of research 
explained. Annotations are stored in well-documented 
formats well adapted to capturing the complexity of the 
annotation which are typical of multimodal studies. 

2. Multimodality Research 
Multi-modal records allow us not only to approach old 
research problems in new ways, but also open up entirely 
new avenues of research. An old issue, for example, is just 
how ‘modular’ language processing is, that is to what 
extent non-linguistic processes can intervene in the course 
of linguistic processing. This can be studied by looking at 
the interaction between two entirely different behaviour 
streams, gesture and speech. A large multi-media corpus 
of natural dialogue shows, for example, that when 
speakers self-edit speech, gesture inhibition actually 
occurs earlier, suggesting interaction between the speech 
and gesture execution systems. Similarly, in the 
comprehension process it can be shown that gesture 
content  is incorporated into the immediate ‘message’. 
Eye-tracking shows that speakers can manipulate the 
likelihood of this by looking at their own gestures, which 
are then more often fixated by listeners. More 
fundamentally, we can look at the role of the two cerebral 
hemispheres in the production of the two behaviour 
streams, speech and gesture. Careful studies of the 
gestures of split-brain patients show that gesture 
production is largely driven from the right hemisphere, 
while language of course is normally processed in the left.  
 
In addition to contributing to such long-standing 
theoretical issues, annotated multimedia records also make 
possible entirely new lines of research. For example, we 
have been interested in whether the semantic character of 
a specific language leads to a special construal of a scene 
to be described. The study of gesture during online 
production shows that the way a language ‘packages’ 
information has a demonstrable effect on the depiction of 



a scene in gestures. Turkish for example packages 
movement with direction in a single clause but puts 
manner of motion into a separate adverbial clause (‘The 
ball descended, rolling’) – while English allows manner 
and direction to occur in the same simple clause (‘The ball 
rolled down’ ). Turkish speakers tend to produce separate 
gestures for direction and manner, while English speakers 
tend to fuse them. In a similar way, we have been able to 
study spatial thinking as it occurs in non-spatial domains, 
by examining the gestures of speakers talking about e.g. 
kinship relations.  
 
Sign languages are another domain which has been 
opened up by multi-media technology. Sign languages are 
fully-expressive languages which utilize not only the 
hands, but also the face, gaze and even body-posture to 
construct complex utterances with phonology,  
morphology, syntax and ‘prosody’. These different 
‘articulators’ express different distinctions in overlapping 
time windows, where the offset can indicate e.g. the scope 
of a question. Even the simplest description of a signed 
utterance therefore requires a multi-tiered annotation of a 
video-record, and the development of such annotation 
tools make possible systematic databases for sign 
language research for the first time. Fascinating questions 
can now be pursued about effects of modality on language 
– for example does the spatial nature of the visual-gestural 
channel have profound effects on the nature of sign 
languages, andgive sign languages an underlying 
commonality? Most deaf signers are exposed to the 
gestural systems of the surrounding spoken language, and 
we can also ask to what extent these gestural systems are 
recruited into the sign language. Preliminary results from 
the study of  a sign language in the process of 
standardization (Nicaraguan sign language) suggests that 
there is such an interaction.  
 
These examples should serve to indicate just what a 
revolution in our understanding of language and its 
relation to other aspects of cognition is being made 
possible by the new technologies. There are also 
fundamental advantages to archiving multi-media records 
for all branches of the language sciences. For example, 
studies of the acquisition of language are hugely enriched 
by having available the very scene available to the infant 
language user – we now know for example that 
unexpressed arguments (e.g. subjects and objects) in Inuit 
care-takers’ speech are often recoverable by  the child  
just because they are most likely in the child’s field of 
view at the moment of utterance. Similarly, records of 
dying or endangered languages are greatly enhanced by 
having visual information correlate with the language use. 
In all these cases, richly annotated multi-media records 
make possible the extraction of systematic information 
about the correlation of linguistic and non-linguistic 
events.  

3. Gesture Encoding Schemes 
General  
This variety of studies all based on observational methods 
(i.e. audio and video, sometimes also gaze) required many 
different gesture encoding schemes on the different 

linguistic levels, efficient procedures and powerful tools. 
Since our researchers are involved in international projects 
broad agreements on the methods for encoding 
multimodal behavior are very important. Yet for 
international standards it seems to be too early, the 
discipline is too young, although it would facilitate 
integrating and comparing the data of all the scholarly 
work.  
 
Most of the studies require careful encoding of the 
articulator movements1 and their global timing pattern. 
Naturally, we are faced with similar problems to those for 
identifying the articulator movements in the case of 
speech production. The articulator movements form a 
continuum, are overlapping and have tolerances dependent 
on the situation. Therefore, it is not only difficult to make 
proper time segmentation, but also to classify them.  
 
For gestures which are movements of the arms and its 
parts accompanying verbal communication acts, it is 
sufficient to annotate their type and meaning in addition to 
the articulators. The type of a gesture is  a taxonomic 
classification of its principle purpose and role in 
communication. It is widely accepted to separate between 
pointing, iconic and emblematic gestures. Pointing 
gestures refer to a spatial point or a movement. They 
appear either as isolated gestures where the meaning is 
obvious to the listener or mostly in overlap with verbal 
utterances where the gestures are much more simple to 
generate and interpret than verbal descriptions. Their 
meaning is easy to describe by the object they refer to and 
their intrinsic purpose. Also iconic gestures appear 
spontaneously as co-speech activities while emblematic 
gestures stand alone. Iconic gestures have a culturally 
bound meaning since they are widely accepted within an 
area.  
 
Gestures often correlate with emotional state, are used to 
facilitate the planning of speech production and to 
facilitate speech perception due to their disambiguation 
capability. Emotional state can be described, although 
there are no clear conventions yet.  
 
Articulators in Gestures  
The basis of all scientific work when studying gestures is 
an encoding scheme for the articulator movements. It was 
soon perceived that an exhaustive gesture encoding 
including all relevant characteristics would be ideal but 
impossible (except for small segments). On the other hand 
the recordings were perceived as so valuable that re-usage 
for various research questions was anticipated. To cope 
with this contradiction it was realised that only an iterative 
encoding approach would suffice where the needs of 
primary research projects do not hinder the addition of 
gesture encodings dedicated to completely different 
research interests. To support research, the underlying 
                                                 
1 For gestures we have as articulators the arms and its 
parts up to the fingers. Characteristic movements of the 
head and the eyes in communicative situations are not 
treated as part of the gesture although they have similar 
purposes. 



scheme should be exhaustive to define a grid allowing 
easy computational comparison. Therefore, for a number 
of recordings focused on in the Institute’s gesture project, 
a thorough study was carried out to attain a general 
gesture encoding scheme that would allow comparative 
analysis to be made easily.  
 
Based on Kendon’s work a more accurate scheme was 
developed by v. Gijn, vd Hulst and Kita [9] to separate 
various phases in a gesture. A MovementUnit therefore 
can exist of several MovementPhrases. Basically, each of 
these can be seen as a sequence of a Preparation phase, an 
ExpressivePhase and a Retraction phase. An 
ExpressivePhase which covers the meaningful nucleus of 
a gesture is either an IndependentHold or a sequence of a 
DependentHold, a Stroke, and another DependentHold.  

 
The authors developed a set of descriptive criteria to 
identify the phases and their usefulness was shown in 
several studies which were successfully annotated by 
student assistants. 
 
v. Gijn, vd Hulst and Kita also developed an encoding 
scheme to describe mainly the articulator movements in 
the ExpressivePhase [10]. It is this phase where annotators 
are confronted with all the about 60 degrees of freedom 
and where not only the location and shape has to be 
described but also for example changes in motion and 
direction. The following aspects are described: 
PathMovementShape (straight, circle, round, iconic, 7-
form, ?-form, x-form, +-form, z-form), PathMovement 
Direction ([up|down], [front|back], [ipsilateral| 
contralateral]), HandOrien-tationChange ([supination| 
pronation], rotation, [flexion | extension], nodding, [ulnar 
flexion|radial flexion], lateral flexion), HandShape 
Change ([opening | closing], [abduction |adduction], 
[hinging |dehinging], [clawing |declawing], wiggling, 
opening wave, closing wave, rubbing, cutting), 
HandOrientation ([up| down], [front | back], [ipsilateral| 
contralateral]), and HandShape. For the latter basically 
the HamNoSys scheme was re-used. 
 
To support the various gesture related research activities 
simple encoding schemes are most often derived from this 
exhaustive scheme. The reference back to the unified 
exhaustive scheme together with the online availability of 
the annotated multimedia document allows easy re-usage 
and an enhancement of the annotations. This can either be 
corrections of the existing or the addition of new tiers. 
 

When encoding gestures it is of great importance to 
understand the exact time relationships with the verbal 
utterances. This is not part of the gesture annotation 
scheme, but the annotation structure scheme has to 
provide adequate mechanisms.  

4. Annotation Structures 
While the encoding scheme describes how to encode the 
linguistic phenomena (a close handshape in gestures is 
encoded as “close”), the annotation structure scheme 
describes the expressive power in structural respects. It 
has to provide mechanisms for all possible structural 
phenomena. From our long experience with gesture and 
sign language studies we know that the annotations can 
become very complex. There are projects which try to 
solve this complexity by merging the annotations 

associated with different linguistic levels into one 
tier. This method, which is known especially 
from traditional annotation schemes such as 
CHAT [11], is also used in new projects. The 
resulting annotation includes many relations 
implicitly, i.e. it is the tool which has to include 
all the knowledge. At the MPI this method was 
not seen as useful for the future. Different 
linguistic levels should be separated and all 
relations such as interruptions, parallelism, 
semantic correlation should be made explicit. 

This is the only way to easily modify the coding later.  
 
In many cases different linguistic interpretations of a 
gesture are possible. The annotation scheme has to take 
this into account. Essentially, we follow the indicated 
way: add another tier which can be used by a new 
annotator. If only adaptations of the existing annotations 
are intended, a copy action may be useful for 
bootstrapping the tier. 
 
The structural phenomena which can occur in annotations 
are described in detail in [12]. We can summarize the 
main points: 
• The number of tiers can become comparatively high 

and cannot be seen in advance. It will increase due to 
various annotators and due to new research goals 
which require additional information. 

• There are all kinds of temporal relations between 
gesture components and especially between 
annotations associated with different streams like 
gestures, speech, facial expression, gaze and others. 
The complexity makes it necessary to link 
annotations to periods of time and not to encode 
overlap and other phenomena in the annotations as 
older formats require. 

• In some occasions spatial relations have to be 
encoded. They can be encoded as other annotations, 
i.e. individual or group of coordinate pairs can be 
linked to time periods.  

• In many types of annotations hierarchical 
relationships have to be included to express linguistic 
phenomena. These can be token or type oriented. 
Type specific dependencies are defined at the level of 

MovementUnit = MovementPhrase* 
MovementPhrase = (Preparation) => ExpressivePhase => (Retraction) 
ExpressivePhase = IndependentHold 
ExpressivePhase = (DependentHold) => Stroke => (DependentHold) 
Preparation = (LiberatingMovement) => LocationPreparation >>  

HandInternalPreparation 
Retraction (if subsequent movement) = PartialRetraction 
 
= consists of, * one or several, => discrete transition, () optional, 
>> normally blended out, occasionally discrete transition 
 



tier type definitions. Token specific dependencies 
occur randomly and are defined per linguistic unit. 

• Cross-references are very relevant in many cases of 
linguistic annotation. They describe certain relations 
which the user wants to draw between two different 
linguistic units which can be on the same tier or on a 
completely different one. Comments on some 
annotation can be interpreted as such cross-reference. 

 

5. Abstract Corpus Model  
To design the Abstract Corpus Model informal use-case 
driven method was chosen. In addition a number of 
existing and well-known annotation formats were 
analyzed and discussions with linguists about their 
requirements were carried out. The resulting model 
defined in UML is more of an operational model than a 
mere data model.  
ACM is realized in first instance as a set of abstract 
classes that implement common behavior. These abstract 
classes each have concrete subclasses, one for each of the 
annotation file formats that ACM currently supports 
(CHAT, Shoebox [13], relational database [14], Tipster 
[15], several varieties of XML). 
The method calls from ACM's interfaces can be used by a 
range of annotation related tools. The interfaces are 
uniform to the tools although the actual objects that 
implement those interfaces may be instantiated from 
differently formatted files or even from a relational 
database. For example, the tools are not aware whether 
they work on a CHAT file or on a set of database records. 
Most ACM objects are implemented as remote objects 
using Java's RMI facilities (Remote Method Invocation). 
This means that these objects can exist on a central 
annotation server while the annotation related tools that 
use their services run on local clients on the network. 
Method calls to a set of remote interfaces, with arguments 
and return value, offer a natural way to organize protocols 
for an annotation server. This type of support for remote 
objects is efficient since only data that is asked for is sent 
over the network, i.e. a tier name instead of a complete 
tier or annotation document. It also forms the basis for a 
collaborative annotation environment since remote objects 
can be simultaneously accessed by multiple users. For a 
class diagram of the first generation of the ACM see 
figure 1. 
 

It is not the intention of this paper to discuss the part of 
the class diagram depicted in figure 1 in detail. For this we 
refer to [16]. But an examp le can demonstrate how to read 
it. In this version of ACM, Tags have begin and end times 
that can be specified or unspecified. To make this possible 
the order of all unaligned Tags (i.e. tags which have no 
specified time marks yet) in a Transcription has to be 
stored explicitly. The object responsible for this is called 
MetaTime  and is associated with Transcription. 
 
ACM Revision 
Recently, the ACM was revised considerably to include 
new features. Merging the more elaborated BC 
(BrowsableCorpus) [17] and EUDICO models of corpora 
required the introduction of a Session class in ACM. The 
direct association between Transcriptions and 
MediaObjects is now administered by a Session object. 
The composite Corpus structure in ACM is maintained, 
but as an alternative to BC Corpus hierarchies. There was 
also a need to introduce Metadata, MetadataContainer and 
LanguageResource interfaces into ACM as a way to 
merge in behavior that is needed for BC. 
 
In the first version of ACM, new objects were usually 
instantiated by their direct ancestors in the corpus tree e.g. 
Transcription objects were instantiated from LeafCorpus 
objects. The exact type of the LeafCorpus determined the 
exact type of the Transcription to be instantiated. In the 
case of instantiation of a Transcription from a browser 
over generic corpus trees (like the BC browser) we needed 
another way to specify the exact type of the Transcription 
object, and a separate mechanism for creation of this 
object has to be available. 
We were also confronted with a number of related cases 
where the issue of specifying type and location, and 
subsequent instantiation of the proper object played a role. 
For example, in the case of the Spoken Dutch Corpus, 
currently all digital audio data is delivered on a number of 
CDROMs. Pointing at and accessing this data, including 
prompting for the proper CDROM, can be solved by a 
similar mechanism. For the same corpus, a variation of 
stand-off annotation is used for annotation documents, 
where separate annotation tiers are kept in separate XML 
files in separate directories. Instantiation of an annotation 
document requires pointing at and combining of these 
separate files. 
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To solve this range of problems a design was finished that 
makes use of the standard mechanisms that Java offers to 
deal with URLs. Based on a generalization of URL syntax 
and content type the required access mechanisms (like 
login prompt, prompt for media carrier) are triggered 
automatically and the proper type of object is instantiated. 
In case of ordinary URLs and content types everything 
automatically falls back on Java's built-in URL handling. 
As said, new projects required more complex relations 
between annotations than the ACM could deal with in its 
original form. For example, for the Spoken Dutch Corpus 
both utterances and individual words can be (but don't 
have to be) time aligned, and each word can have a 
number of associated codes on different tiers. The Spoken 
Dutch Corpus also required support for syntactic trees. 
For the DoBeS project a wide range of legacy material has 
to be incorporated in the archive and  the EUDICO based 
archive software has to be able to cope with that. Much of 
this data is Shoebox or Shoebox-style MS Word data. 
Therefore interlinear glossing formats have to be 
supported at the level of ACM. Within the DoBeS 
community, the maximal format requirements are well 
described by Lieb and Drude in their Advanced Glossing 
paper [18]. 
To support all of these structures two basic types of 
Annotations were added: AlignableAnnotations and 
ReferenceAnnotations. While AlignableAnnotations has 
the necessary characteristics to link annotations to time 
periods, ReferenceAnnotations provide the necessary 
mechanisms to draw relations between annotations 
independent of their tier.  
 
In almost every annotation system or format the concept 
of a tier exists as a kind of natural extension of the 
concept of a database field applied to time-based data. It is 
an old idea to "put different things in different places". A 
tier is the place to put similar things. A tier is a group of 
annotations that all describe the same type of 
phenomenon, that all share the same metadata attribute 
values and that are all subject to the same constraints on 
annotation structures, on annotation content and on time 
alignment characteristics. 
 
Metadata attributes for example can be a participant, 
coder, coding quality, or reference to a parent tier. 
Constraints on annotation structures can be aspects such 
as that annotations on the tier refer to exactly one 
associated parent annotation on a parent tier (1- n ) or that 
Annotations on the tier must be ordered in time. 
Also annotation content can be constrained by for 
example a specific closed vocabulary and by a range of 
possible characters such as Unicode IPA. Constraints on 
time alignment can also be of various sort such as: 
Annotations on this tier may not overlap in time. 
 
Explicitly including these types of constraints in the ACM 
makes tool support for a wide range of use cases and for 
user interface optimizations possible. For example, known 
begin or end times of annotations can be reused for new 
annotations or as constraints on the time segment of other 
annotations. Text entry boxes can be set up automatically 

with the proper input method for IPA, annotation values 
can be specified using popup menus. 
Tier metadata, with attribute values specified or not 
specified, combined with the tier constraints could be 
reused as a template for the creation and configuration of 
new tiers, either in the same document or in another. One 
step further, a set of tier templates could be part of a 
document template, making it possible to reuse complete 
configurations of tiers for other documents. 

6. Interchange Format 
A direct consequence of the ACM is the definition of a 
suitable and powerful enough annotation interchange 
format. It is seen as a framework allowing to make ACM 
content persistent. Here our intentions are fairly 
comparable with what is currently worked out especially 
at NIST - called the ATLAS Interchange Format (AIF) 
[19]. Since AIF could not yet handle all necessary 
requirements (AIF did not yet support a tier concept) a 
EUDICO Interchange Format was defined (EAF, see 
Appendix). However, we would like to join the AIF train 
to achieve a high degree of interoperability world-wide. 
Its main structural components are: (1) Time slot values 
referring to as many as needed concrete time values; (2) 
information about the tier types and (3) as many 
AlignableAnnotations or ReferenceAnnotations as 
necessary. While the first refer to time slots, the latter 
refers to annotation IDs. 

7. Tools 
To provide researchers with an efficient annotation and 
analysis environment, the Institute began early on to setup 
digitization lines and to build true multimedia tools. The 
first was the MAC-based MediaTagger annotation tool 
[20] built in 1994. Consequently, the Institute decided to 
fully rely on all-digital techniques, i.e. all video and audio 
signals were digitized. For video it was decided to rely on 
MPEG1 (after an initial phase of using MJPEG and 
CINEPAK). Due to its limited resolution, for example, to 
identify facial expressions in field recordings, it was now 
decided to change to MPEG2 as a basis for the multimedia 
archive which has a factor of about 3 more data and 
bandwidth.  
 
The development of the Java-based EUDICO Tool Set for 
annotating and exploiting multimedia signals was begun 
in 1998 and has now reached a flexibility and 
functionality which makes it one of the most advanced 
tools for multimodal work. Its nucleus is based on ACM, 
i.e. it has a comprehensive internal representational 
power. It has a flexible and easy-to-use annotation and 
time linking component which allows the user to define 
his tier setup, which can work with audio and/or video 
signals in the same way and which makes it possible to do 
the annotation in various writing systems. It has input 
methods, for example, for IPA, Chinese, Cyrillic, Hebrew 
and Arabic. Annotations can either be linked to moments 
in time in the media stream or to other annotations. It is 
possible to include hierarchical annotations which is 
necessary, for example, for an interlinearized 
representation of morphology. 



 
The EUDICO tool set also provides various views on the 
multimedia data which can be sound, video, or annotation 
tracks or other types of signals such as eye tracking tracks. 
There are a number of stereotypic views on the 
annotations scientists prefer, therefore EUDICO supports 
different views and more views can be added according to 
individual scientists’ needs. An important feature is that 
researchers can easily select and arrange the data tracks 
they want to see. All viewers in EUDICO are 
synchronized, i.e. whenever the cursor in a viewer is set to 
a certain time or segment, all other viewers will move to 
that instance. The tool set also has a flexible search 
interface which allows the user to define patterns and 
associate them with annotation tiers (including all 
supported input methods) making it possible to enter 
complex patterns covering several tiers and distances 
between the patterns. The EUDICO tool set can work in a 
fully distributed environment where annotation and media 
tracks are at different locations and support media 
streaming of fragments. An XML-based generic 
interchange format was defined (EUDICO Annotation 
Format), but other formats such as rDBMS, CHAT and 
Shoebox are also supported.  

Figure 8 shows the visualization power of EUDICO. Dependent 
on the project different stereotypic visualizations of the material 
can be selected. The type of output, the tiers and the order of 
tiers can be selected by the user. The range of viewers covers 
dynamic subtitles, a time line view and text viewers with 
compressed texts. 
 
Tier types can be defined including controlled 
vocabularies and constraints. Pixel management is very 
important when dealing with complex tier structures. The 
user can define the tiers he wants to see and specify the 
order of presentation. Currently, MPEG1 streaming is 
supported. MPEG2 is also supported, however downsizing 
of the video widget is absolutely necessary in order to see 
the annotations as well. 
 

Further details about the EUDICO Tool Set can be 
seen on the web-page [21]. 

8. Conclusions 
At the MPI for Psycholinguistic the study of gestures 

has a long tradition. Gesture recordings are used to better 

understand the basic mechanisms of the speech production 
and comprehension processes. Further the usage of 
gestures in various cultures could help clarifying the 
relationship between language and thought. Gestures are 
very much dependent on the culture and the languages 
spoken in these cultures.  

Figure 9 gives an impression of the search feature. It basically 
allows the user to define search patterns, associate them with 
tiers and logically combine these patterns to a complete query 
where also distances can be specified. The result is a list of hits 
which can be clicked to directly yield the corresponding 
fragment. 

 
To support this research a large cross-linguistic 

gesture corpus had to be built including 
annotations of the speech acts and the gestures. 
Currently, large international projects have been 
setup to further investigate the scientific questions 
raised in this paper. 

Such research was only possible by a 
consequent digitization policy of the institute, by 
building efficient multimodal annotation and 
exploitation tools and by powerful mechanisms 
which help the user to manage large corpora. With 
the EUDICO and Browsable Corpus technology 
which was extended within the ISLE project the 
researchers can rely on tools which will be 
supported for many years. Since the file formats of 
both technologies is XML based it can be expected 

that they will be widely used. 
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10. Appendix  
This appendix contains the DTD for the EUDICO 
Annotation Format (EAF). 
 
<!-- edited with XML Spy v4.1 U (http://www.xmlspy.com) by Hennie 

Brugman (Technical Group) --> 
<!-- 
        Eudico Annotation Format DTD 
        version 0.1 
        July 5, 2001 

--> 
<!ELEMENT ANNOTATION_DOCUMENT (HEADER, 

TIME_ORDER, TIER*, LINGUISTIC_TYPE*, LOCALE*)> 
<!ATTLIST ANNOTATION_DOCUMENT 
        DATE CDATA #REQUIRED 
        AUTHOR CDATA #REQUIRED 
        VERSION CDATA #REQUIRED 
        FORMAT CDATA #FIXED "1.0" 
> 
<!ELEMENT HEADER EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST HEADER 
        MEDIA_FILE CDATA #REQUIRED 
        TIME_UNITS (NTSC-frames | PAL-frames | milliseconds) 

"milliseconds" 
> 
<!ELEMENT TIME_ORDER (TIME_SLOT*)> 
<!ELEMENT TIME_SLOT EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST TIME_SLOT 
        TIME_SLOT_ID ID #REQUIRED 
        TIME_VALUE CDATA #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT TIER (ANNOTATION*)> 
<!ATTLIST TIER 
        TIER_ID ID #REQUIRED 
        PARTICIPANT CDATA #IMPLIED 
        LINGUISTIC_TYPE_REF IDREF #REQUIRED 
        DEFAULT_LOCALE IDREF #IMPLIED 
        PARENT_REF IDREF #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT ANNOTATION (ALIGNABLE_ANNOTATION | 

REF_ANNOTATION)> 
<!ELEMENT ALIGNABLE_ANNOTATION 

(ANNOTATION_VALUE)> 
<!ATTLIST ALIGNABLE_ANNOTATION 
        ANNOTATION_ID ID #REQUIRED 
        TIME_SLOT_REF1 IDREF #REQUIRED 
        TIME_SLOT_REF2 IDREF #REQUIRED 
> 
<!ELEMENT REF_ANNOTATION (ANNOTATION_VALUE)> 
<!ATTLIST REF_ANNOTATION 
        ANNOTATION_ID ID #REQUIRED 
        ANNOTATION_REF IDREF #REQUIRED 
        PREVIOUS_ANNOTATION IDREF #IMPLIED 
> 
<!ELEMENT ANNOTATION_VALUE (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT LINGUISTIC_TYPE EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST LINGUISTIC_TYPE 
        LINGUISTIC_TYPE_ID ID #REQUIRED 
> 
<!ELEMENT LOCALE EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST LOCALE 
        LANGUAGE_CODE ID #REQUIRED 
        COUNTRY_CODE CDATA #IMPLIED 
        VARIANT CDATA #IMPLIED 
> 
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Abstract
This contribution deals with the problem of finding procedures for the labeling of a multimodal data corpus that is created within
the SmartKom project. The goal of the SmartKom project is the development of an intelligent computer−user interface that allows
almost natural communication with an adaptive and self−explanatory machine. The system does not only accept input in form of
natural speech but also in form of gestures. Additionally the facial expression and prosody of speech is analyzed. 
To train recognizers and to explore how users interact with the system, data is collected in so−called Wizard−of−Oz experiments.
Speech is transliterated and gestures as well as user−states are labeled. In this contribution we will describe the development
process of the User−State Labeling Conventions as an example for our strategy of functional labeling. 
Key−words: multi−modal, annotation, user−states, human−machine interaction, coding conventions.

1. Introduction

The goal of the SmartKom project is the development
of a multimodal dialogue system that allows the user to
interact almost naturally with the computer. Among other
things the emotions of the user are taken into account by
the system. Since not much is known about the role
emotions play in a human−machine dialogue, data is
collected in Wizard−of−Oz experiments. The analysis of
the interaction of the users with the simulated system can
reveal which emotions occur in such a situation, in which
way the emotions are expressed and in what connection.
For such an analysis the data has to be labeled1. 

This contribution deals with the problem of how to
define a labeling procedure for emotions, respectively.
user−states2. We will first describe shortly how the data
was collected that was used for the development of the
labeling procedure. Then we describe the requirements
the procedure had to meet. After that we give an
overview over the steps of the development process of
the procedure and some open questions. 

2. Collection Of Multimodal Data

The data collection is done with the Wizard−of−Oz
technique: The subjects think that they interact with an
existing system but in reality the system is simulated by
two humans from another room.

In each Wizard−of−Oz session spontaneous speech,
facial expression and gestures of the subjects are
recorded with different microphones, two digital cameras

1 The development and structure of the gesture labeling is
described in detail in Steininger, Lindemann & Paetzold
(2002a). The transliteration conventions can be found in
Oppermann et al. (2000). The special problem of combining
the information of the different labeling steps and the
transliteration is discussed in Schiel et al. (2002) at this
workshop.
2 The name “emotion labeling” was changed in “user−state
labeling” because the targeted episodes in the data comprise
not only emotional, but also cognitive states. 

(face and sideview hip to head) and an infrared sensitive
camera (from a gesture recognizer: SIVIT/Siemens)
which captures the hand gestures (2−dimensional) in the
plane of the graphical output. Additionally, the output to
the display is logged into a slow frame video stream.
Each subject is recorded in two sessions of about 4.5
minutes length each. For more information on technical
details of the data collection see Türk (2001). 

3. Developing the Labeling Procedures −
Starting Point

3.1 Goals

The labeling of user−states in SmartKom serves two
main functions:

1. The training of recognizers.
2. The gathering of information how users interact

with a multimodal dialogue system and which user−
states occur during such an interaction.

These two goals had to be satisfied with the labeling
procedures we had to define. For practical and theoretical
reasons we decided against a specific system like the
"Facial Action Coding System" of Ekman (1978) where
the precise morphological shape of facial expressions is
coded, but used a simplified, practice−oriented system.
The user−states are defined with regard to the subjective
impression that a human communication partner would
have, if he would be in place of the SmartKom system.
This is a functional definition: Not the user−state per se
is coded, but the impression the communicated emotion
or state generates. 

In Steininger, Lindemann & Paetzold (2002a) we
already discussed this approach with regard to gestures3.
The next paragraphs explain our approach relating to
user−states.

3 Our gesture coding system also defines hand gestures
functionally (not morphologically). A labeled unit is coded
with regard to the intention of the user, i.e. with regard to his
(assumed) discrete goal. 



3.2 Practical Requirements 

To satisfy the two goals of the labeling process
mentioned above the following requirements had to be
met. They apply to transliteration, gesture and user−state
labeling.

1. The labels should refer to the functional level4, not
the morphological level. For theoretical reasons we want
to use a functional coding system (see below). However,
the decision is also made for practical reasons since the
structural coding of e.g. facial expressions is exceedingly
time consuming. 

2. The labels should be selective. Functional codes
(as indirect measurements) are not as exact as direct
methods, therefore exceptional care has to be taken to
find labels that are well−defined, easy to observe and
unproblematic to discriminate by means of objective
(communicable) criteria. This is even more true for user−
states than for gestures because communicable criteria
for the discrimination of functional user−state categories
are hard to find. 

3. The coding system should be fast and easy to use. 
4. The resulting label file should facilitate automatic

processing (a consistent file structure, consistent coding,
non−ambiguous symbols, ASCII, parsability) and
preferably should be easy to read.5

5. The main categories and most of the modifiers
should be realized as codes and not as annotations, in
order to heighten consistency. Annotations (free
comments and descriptions that don’ t follow a strict rule)
are more flexible, but codes (predefined labels from a
fixed set) increase the conformity between labelers. 

4. Definition of the User−State Coding
System

The questions that have to be solved to detect user−
states automatically are: Which features of the face and
of the voice contribute to an emotional impression − and
in which degree does each feature contribute to the
impression? Which of these features can be detected
automatically?

If we already knew the answers it would make sense
to define coding conventions that mark these features in
the data. But since we are far from answering these
questions conclusively we decided to use another
strategy: The labelers mark beginning and end of a user−
state sequence and sort it into one of several subjective
categories. 

A human in a conversation with another human is
able to judge which emotion or user−state his or her
communication partner shows. Therefore he or she
should be able to discriminate relevant user−states in a
video. Of course the labeler does not know which
emotion is truly present in his communication partner/a
human in a video and he or she will make mistakes. But
he or she should be good enough to use his emotion−

4 "Functional code" or "functional unit" is sometimes defined
differently by different authors. We use the term in accordance
with Faßnacht (1979) for a unit that is defined with regard to
its effect or its context. 
5 Many of the practical criteria were adopted from the
transliteration conventions for speech  in SmartKom, see
Oppermann  et al. (2000).

detection capability to keep the conversation smooth.
This goal is the same for the system − it should be able to
detect which user−state is present in its communication
partner to keep the conversation smooth. 

This consideration we used for the definition of the
user−state coding system. 

4.1 First Step: Pretest − Labeling with some
defined subjective categories

First we decided to look for several categories that
were deemed interesting for user−state recognition:
"anger/irritation", "boredom/lack of interest",
"joy/gratifi−cation (being successful)",
"surprise/amazement", "neu−tral/anything else". A few
sessions were labeled with these categories. Beginning
and end were defined by an observable change in the
emotional state of the user. It was marked if the user−
state seemed "weak" or "strong". 

In the first step each session was labeled by at least
two different labelers. After the labeling the categories
were discussed. "Boredom/lack of interest" was excluded
because it could not be distinguished from "neutral".
"Neutral" and "anything else" were separated into two
different categories because many sequences were found
where the users definitely did not show a neutral
expression but no meaningful label could be given. Two
new categories were included to describe user−states that
occurred quite often in the data and are important in the
context of human−computer interaction: helplessness and
pondering/reflecting. 

The label "anything else" comprises three cases: 
1. Grimaces with no emotional content, for example

playing with the tongue in the cheek, twitching muscles
etc. (about 65%).

2. Emotional sequences that have no label in our
system, for example disgust (about 5%).

3. States that seem to have an emotional or cognitive
meaning, but cannot be decided upon by the labelers
(about 30%).

The three cases were put together into one category
because they all comprise sequences that are not suited
as training material. 

Cases like number 2 (disgust etc.) are very
uncommon in our context and because of this an extra
category was not deemed worthwhile. Cases like number
1 (grimaces for physiological reasons) sometimes look
very similar to user−states, but have a different meaning
− therefore they have to be distinguished from neutral.

Cases like number 3 would be interesting to analyze
further because the comprise complex or difficult to
understand user−states. They are sorted into the
"anything else" category simply for practical reasons:
The other labels should be selective, therefore any label
that cannot be categorized for certain has to be sorted
into "anything else". 

4.2 Second Step: Holistic labeling with the
conventions

In a second step the sessions were labeled with the
following fixed set of categories:

− joy/gratification (being successful)
− anger/irritation
− helplessness



− pondering/reflecting
− surprise
− neutral
− unidentifiable episodes
Consistency was achieved by two correction steps.

Final correction was done by the same corrector for
every session. Difficult episodes were discussed.

4.3 Third step: Finding features

The categories are assigned according to the
subjective impression of the labelers. Nevertheless the
goal is to find detectable features. Additionally the
categories have to be describable with observable criteria
− otherwise no one else apart from the labelers will be
able to understand the content of the labels. 

Therefore, for each category some characteristic
features were listed. A feature was included in the list if
it occurred regularly or if it seemed very distinctive of a
category for some subjects. 

This step of the development process is still in
progress. At the moment the features are simply an aid
for labeling. However, the feature list could be studied
with objective methods to judge which features are good
candidates to be "indicators" for a category. 

4.4 Fourth Step: Overcoming some limitations

With the holistic labeling system we were relatively
sure to catch all relevant user−state episodes and to sort
them into selective categories. However, a serious
problem had to be solved: For the recognition of facial
expressions the coding system was not well suited.
Because of the holistic approach the labels included not
only information from the facial expression, but also
from the voice and from the context. This is a problem
because a facial expression recognizer derives
information only from the facial expressions and a
prosody recognizer derives information only from the
voice. 

First, we tried to solve the problem with a special
marker of the source for a category: voice or face. But it
turned out that it was very difficult to make the judgment
with regard to the source. Additionally, only very few
episodes with the source "voice" could be found. 

We abandoned the source marker and included two
different labeling steps: Labeling of the facial expression
without audio and prosodic labeling.

For the facial expression labeling a different labeler−
group watched the videos without audio. The labelers
started with a pre−segmented file (from the holistic
labeling) to avoid missing subtle episodes that are hard to
perceive without audio and context information. This
pre−segmentation was derived from the holistic labeling
− the names of the categories (apart form "neutral") were
deleted, the borders were retained. 

Since it seemed to be difficult to use the functional
approach with regard to the voice, we adopted a formal
coding system that was used in Verbmobil (Fischer,
1999) and changed it to suit our needs in SmartKom. 

For the prosodic labeling the transliteration files are
filtered: Only the orthographic transcript remains so that
the transliteration labels don’ t divert the prosodic
labelers. For the labeling prosodic features like pauses,
irregular length of syllables and other prosodic features
which could reveal the emotional state of the particular
user are marked. There are nine categories for the
prosodic labeling: 

1. Pauses between phrases
2. Pauses between words
3. Pauses between syllables
4. Irregular length of syllables 
5. Emphasized words
6. Strongly emphasized words 
7. Clearly articulated words 
8. Hyperarticulated words 
9. Words overlapped by laughing
The labels were chosen according to the requirements

for the User−State recognition group in SmartKom and
are thought to represent prosodic features that are
indicative of emotional speech. Hyperarticulated words
for example, can be indicative of anger. However, it is
still not known very well which prosodic features occur
during which emotional states. Nevertheless, by the
comparison between the holistic labeling and the
prosodic labeling it should be possible to detect relevant
user−states in speech. For more information on the usage
of prosodic features as indicators of emotional speech
please refer to Batliner et al. (2000). 

For a detailed description of the labels and concrete
examples for the labeling procedure please refer to our
paper at the main conference (Steininger, Schiel &
Glesner, 2002b). 

4.5 Open Questions

We have to state clearly that the user−state labeling
procedure is work in progress. The description of the
categories, along with some formal criteria to help
differentiate categories that can be mixed easily is not
complete. After it’s completion, the intercoder agreement
has to be measured. At the moment, we can only use the
extent of corrections that are done in each correction step

Figure 1: Example of the front view that is used for the
holistic and the facial expression labeling. The picture

was taken from an episode that was labeled as
"anger/irritation" in the holistic labeling step.



as a rough indicator how reliable the labeling procedure
probably is: 

Holistic labeling: About 20% of all labels are
changed with regard to content. About 10% of the
segment borders are changed. This is the case for
correction step 1 as well as 2. 

Facial Expression labeling: Only one correction step
exists. Segments borders have to be corrected almost
never. Changes of labels with regard to content occur in
about 20% of the cases.

Prosodic labeling: Only one correction step exists.
Changes of labels with regard to content occur in about
20% of the cases. Changes of time markers occur in
about 50% of the cases. 

One other problem that remains are mixed emotions.
Since there is no category for mixed emotions, all such
cases have to be sorted into "anything else". However,
the problem is not as big as it seems: Since we use
categories that are defined mainly by subjective
impression not mainly by formal criteria, it is rare that a
labeler has the impression of a mixed emotion6. As
already mentioned, the labeler take the viewpoint of a
communication partner and try to discern which state his
opponent is in. On this level, there almost always is an
integrated impression of only one emotion at a time.
Many emotional states are mixed of course if one
analyses them closely. With a formal system like FACS
(Ekman, 1978), mixed emotions correspond to mixed
expressions: The face may show anger (for example with
a frown) and surprise (for example with an open mouth).
In a functional system like ours the viewpoint is taken
that it is not known if a frown always means anger and
an open mouth always means surprise. If the frown and
the open mouth leave the observer (labeler) with the
impression of reflecting then this label is given. That is
to say that a mixed state on the formal level can lead to a
new (holistic) impression on the functional level.
Actually this is quite often the case. In most instances
there is a clear message for a communication partner. We
label only this "clear message", not the subtle
undercurrents. 

Of course the overall impression can also be of a
mixed state. In this case the label “anything else” is given
since only very few mixed states were found. Since for
the voice a formal system is used and in one labeling step
the facial expression is judged without the audio
information mixed states for speech and facial expression
can occur. In some cases they will be real mixed states
but in some cases they will occur because of labeling
mistakes. 

In our view, formal and functional systems can
complement each other, but cannot replace each other
because they refer to different levels.

A third important open question is the “anything else”
category. For practical reasons some of the most
interesting cases “disappear” into this category, namely
the episodes that cannot be categorized neatly. Of course
it would be of great interest to analyze these difficult
episodes further. How could this be done? It is no option

6 With the expeption of “sarcasm” : Cases where the user is
smiling and laughing, but it can be suspected that he is also
scornful are labeled as “ joy/gratification” . Sarcasm is hard to
detect reliably, therefore we decided againgst a special label. 

to ask the subjects what they felt in the case of an
unidentifiable user−state, because with the functional
approach the emotions are labeled that are transmitted to
a communication partner. Introspective evaluation of the
emotion by the user will give a different picture because
of effects of social conventions (among other things). To
include recordings of other modalities could be helpful:
Hesitant movements for example could give hints about
the user−state “helplessness”. However, we decided
against using additional visual context information
because we wanted to focus the labelers on the face and
on changes in the voice accepting that some episodes
remain unidentifiable. Adding such information later can
change the impression (which is highly context
dependent), therefore the whole labeling process has to
be done again. An interesting option would be to have
the unidentifiable episodes judged by a group of naive,
untrained labelers (without giving them predefined
categories). In this way it could be analyzed if the
unidentifiable episodes are episodes that are difficult to
understand by a communication partner or if at least
some of them form a user state not yet identified as
important. 

5. Conclusion

With the example of the user−state labeling we show
a way to handle the problem of finding a labeling system
that is consistent, fast and catches the most important
episodes in a human−machine dialogue. Since as yet
there is not known enough about good indicators for
user−state recognition we decided against a
formal/morphological system. Instead we define the
labels after practical experience with the data, in this way
circumventing the danger of missing important aspects
by making assumptions about indicators for automatic
detection that cannot be justified very well yet. 

Additionally, by combining holistic labeling, labeling
of the facial expression and a formal system for the
speech we can make up for the disadvantages a purely
holistic, functional coding system would have. Through
comparing the different label files it is possible to
analyze and process the data from many different points
of view, looking at the whole or at parts at will. 

It is also possible to combine the user−state labels
with the gesture labels or the speech transliterations. It
could be interesting to analyze which kinds of gestures
occur during which kinds of user−states. During
helplessness there should be less interactional gestures
and more searching gestures, for example. The
comparison between the gesture labels and the
transliterations is especially interesting with regard to
reference words that are possibly uttered. A combination
of all three modalities could be useful to analyze the
question if there are more hesitations and aborts in the
speech and gestures during angry and/or helpless
episodes. 

With the traditional way of annotating input
modalities separately such comparisons are not possible.
The labeling of data of multimodal systems allows new
ways of studying human−machine interaction. However,
this will be successful only if the coding conventions
allow the combination of the labeling of the different
modalities with ease.
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Abstract
Multi-modal resources typically consist of very different data in terms of content and format. This paper discusses a practical solution
for the integration of different physical signals as well as associated symbolic data into a common framework. There are ongoing efforts
like for instance the ISLE project to develop guidelines and best-of-practice for the standardized representation of such data collections.
Since these efforts have not yet converged into a widely accepted concept, we suggest as a starting point to use two different already
existing frameworks that can be easily combined for this purpose: The QuickTime format for the handling of synchronized multi-modal
signals and the (extended) BAS Partitur Format for the handling of all symbolic data. We can show that with this simple approach it is
already possible to integrate the rather complex data streams of the SmartKom Corpus into an easy-to-use format that will be distributed
via the Bavarian Archive for Speech Signals (BAS) starting in July 2002.

1. Introduction
The last years have seen quite a number of projects

starting to work on the processing / recognition / output
of multi-modal data in man-machine-interaction systems.
However, a quick survey in the Web sites of LDC1, ELDA2,
CSLU3 as well as in general search engines shows that such
data are not widely available to the scientific community
outside of dedicated project groups4. On the other hand
projects like ISLE5 started with the aim to extend the EA-
GLES initiative with guidelines and standards for multi-
modal data, but has not produced any recommendations yet.
Although standards and role models do not exist, in most
scientific projects people had to get started collecting data
for their special needs, in most cases gathering material
for training and evaluation of multi-modal input devices.
Almost like twenty years ago when the creation of lan-
guage resources started to get going the concerned scien-
tists nowadays collect and annotate data to their needs and
with the tools and standards available.
So did we when we started to collect data for the German
SmartKom project6 beginning of 2000. Unfortunately, this
MO will very likely aggravate the future use of these cor-
pora, which is a shame considering the very high efforts
(and costs) that are invested into these resources.

Meanwhile the SmartKom group at BAS has collected
a vast amount of multi-modal data (about 1500 GByte)
and has solved most of the technical problems that come
with such a task. As reported elsewhere (Tuerk, 2001)

1http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
2http://www.elda.fr/
3http://cslu.cse.ogi.edu/corpora/
4The only exception being the M2VTS biometrical corpus

available at ELDA
5http://isle.nis.sdu.dk/
6http://smartkom.dfki.de/

the SmartKom data collection consists of 9 different audio
channels, two high resolution video streams, one infrared
video stream (black and white) and a screen capture (very
low frame rate), a HID input and a pen input. Within the
last year we were faced with the problem to integrate all
these different modalities (signals) together with the vari-
ous annotation of data streams into a common framework
that may be used for the final distribution of the corpus
(starting in July 2002 with the first release of SK Public).
The two main problems here are that on the one hand differ-
ent modalities are recorded by different non-synchronized
capture devices, on the other hand annotations to different
modalities are produced with the use of different – some-
times even self-written – software tools. All this results in
a huge variety of resolutions, time bases, file formats that
will hinder the easy usage of the corpus by others.

2. Practical solution
In this contribution we would like to give a proposal (to

be precise: two independent proposals) how to handle these
problems with existing frameworks. We do not claim that
our proposal will be the ultimate and best solution. How-
ever, it could act as an intermediate step that allows the im-
mediate work with multi-modal data and might make the
conversion of multi-modal resources into a future standard
(whatever it might be) less painful.

Let us first list a few basic requirements denoting the
intended characteristics of the framework for multi-modal
resources (FMMR). Our intended FMMR

� should be extensible and flexible.
In almost all cases a fixed format for data resources
is bad news for the scientist or developer, because he
then uses a lot of unnecessary time to solve data for-
mat problems. Although this has been true for mono-
modal resources as well, the problem multiplies when



it comes to multi-modal data. Therefore the frame-
work should not be a fixed definition for different
kinds of modalities and how to treat them but rather
an extensible framework that can be easily adapted to
upcoming needs.

� should be easy to process.
The reason for this key point is obvious. The conclu-
sion is that we may use a well developed format for
which tools are available (for instance XML) or that
we use such a simple format that it may be processed
with standard tools on the operation system level.

� should not integrate signals and annotations in one file
format.
According to our experience in many cases users of
a data resources do not need to access all signals or
all annotations at the same time. To simplify handling
and distribution we therefore strongly recommend that
signal and annotation data are separated in storage but
linked together via the time base (like it was done in
the SAM and BAS Partitur File (BPF) standards).

With these basic requirements in mind our proposed
method can be summarized as follows:

1. To integrate the raw data we use QuickTime (QT)7 for
all data that are measured signals or events.

2. To integrate annotations we use BPF or a similar flex-
ible framework (e.g. annotation graphs (Bird, 2001)).

3. We link both representations through the physical time
base only.

4. We use what ever necessary relational/hierarchical
linking only between the annotation layers.

Note that although we use the BPF in the following exam-
ples, this is exchangeable to any other equally qualified for-
mat. The point we want to stress here is not the format but
that the symbolic (annotation) data should be kept seperate
from the signals, but be grouped into a single framework
for easier analysis.

We will discuss the pro and cons of our approach in the
following section using the SmartKom corpus as an exam-
ple.

3. Example SmartKom
To demonstrate that our proposal does actually work we

show as an example the integration of a complex data col-
lection in the SmartKom project where a wide range of sig-
nals and annotations are currently used.

3.1. Integration of signals in QT

Let us first look at the integration of signals into a QT
frame. QT allows the integration of several kinds of me-
dia into a single multi-media file. Theoretically every sig-
nal format that describes physical measurements (signals
or events) may be incorporated, if you provide the neces-
sary interface to QT. Fortunately, interfaces for most of the

7http://developer.apple.com/techpubs/quicktime/quicktime.html

common file formats do already exist. Therefore, it is pos-
sible to integrate for instance video, audio, images, vector
graphic and even text into a QT frame without the need to
transform the single modalities from their original format;
since they remain in their original files, it is also possible to
access to the data via other tools than the QT player, if nec-
essary. The only problem is the synchronisation of different
time bases, e.g. the synchronisation of a video stream with
25 frames per sec on one computer with an audiostream
captured at 48 kHz on another system. We have not found
yet an elegant solution to synchronize automatically. At the
moment we use a technique quite similar as in movie pro-
ductions: we synchronize manually with regard to a signif-
icant acoustical and visual event at the beginning of each
recording. Even more difficult is the synchronization of 2D
spatial data with the video signals. In the Smartkom cor-
pus the output of the gesture analyzer consists of a stream
of coordinates in the working area indicating pointing ges-
tures of the user. We solved this problem by converting the
two-dimensional data into so-called sprites – that are little
bit maps that move in the visual plane – and then overlap
both pictures to synchronize the infrared picture of the hand
with the sprite. Please refer to (Tuerk, 2001) for a detailed
discussion of the synchronization problem.

In Smartkom a typical session file contains the follow-
ing tracks:

� video of the face, frontal, DV format.

� video of upper body, from left, DV format.

� video of infrared camera directed on display to capture
hand gestures, from top, DV format.

� audio in 10 channels (microphone array (4), directed
mic, headset (2), backround noise (2), system output)
captured by a 10-channel audio card with 48 kHz

� graphical system output captured by a screen capture
application at 4fps, AVI format.

� combined video frame with face, upper body, system
output and infrared, AVI format.

� coordinate logfiles: output of either the gesture recog-
nition system (finger tip) or the output of the graphic
tableau (pen tip)

For performance reasons all streams are captured on dif-
ferent computers. Coordinate logfiles are transformed into
a sprite track to make coordinates visible in the video sig-
nals. Then all raw signals are synchronised and integrated
into a QT frame.

3.2. Pros and Cons of QT

As mentioned above QT is an open format that serves
some of our intended purposes: it is quite easy to use, it is
extensible to new, yet unknown formats, and data are ac-
cessible via the QT standard library. The synchronization
is still a problem but solvable. The alternative would be a
fully synchronized capturing hardware, but that was far out
of our budged range. The original formats of the data are
still accessible on the distribution media which makes the



access easy for people that do not want to use QT. Further-
more, parts of the synchronized stream may be used across
different data collections.

When the SmartKom project started we also discussed
other possible formats than QT. The Java Media Framework
(JMF) was already out at that time and would have had the
advantange to run completely in JAVA. However, this also
caused a very low performance compared to QT which is
coded in C++ (encapsulated in a JAVA class library). Also,
we could not get necessary drivers in JMF for our intended
platforms, for instance no recording drivers for Mac and no
DV codec.
The other alternative would have been the Microsoft Media
Format (MMF, nowadays mostly replaced by AVI). MMF
was only available for MS platforms and – being a mere
format definition and no consistent system like JMF or QT
– was not flexible enough for our needs.

One major drawback of QT is the still missing QT li-
brary and QT player for Linux OS (we managed to get a
QT player running in a Win emulation environment, but
the performance is very bad). We hope that with the further
spreading of QT this will be solved in the near future.
Depending on how many video streams are integrated into
the QT frame it is sometimes necessary to spread the frame
over more than one DVD-5 which makes working with
the data difficult. Also the time deviation between the
time bases of the capturing devices is getting significant in
longer recording sessions. We avoid this by restricting the
length of one recording session to 300 sec.

Figure 1 shows four data streams of a SmartKom
recording within a single flattened video frame. In the
upper left quadrant the video signal of the face camera is
shown; in the upper right quadrant the video signal of the
body from the left; in the lower left quadrant the displayed
output of the system, in the lower right quadrant the output
of the system and as an overlay the video signal of the in-
frared camera that captures the user’s gestures. The shown
frame is actually from a video stream that was calculated
from the original QT frame; the QT Player Pro is princi-
pally capable to show many video streams simultaneously,
however the performance on a standard Intel platform is
still unsatisfying.

3.3. Integration of Annotations into BPF

During the last 5 years we have shown that the BAS Par-
titur Format (BPF) developed at the Bavarian Archive for
Speech Signals in 1995 is very successful to integrate so
called ’symbolic information’ (that is in most cases some
kind of annotation) of speech recordings into a simple text
based format (see for instance (Schiel et al., 1998)). A BPF
is a simple text file very similar to the first SAM label file
standard, but has no fixed format concerning the syntax and
semantics of the contained tier information blocks. There-
fore it is quite easy to extend the format to new needs as
long as the meta structure is followed to. Based on the
UNIX filter concepts it is possible to add new tier infor-
mation blocks to a BPF without the need to re-write ex-
isting application software (as long as this software does
not need to access to the new tier information, of course).
A simple chaining mechanism within the different tiers al-

lows the integration of annotations without any direct link
to the physical time base; by following the chaining to such
a tier all remaining tiers are automatically projected to their
right position within the signal.

Let us have a closer look at the structure of the BPF8:
A BPF file is a simple ASCII file in which each line has
a three character key followed by a colon at the beginning
that defines the syntax and semantic of this particular line.
A BPF consists of a mandatory header structure (compati-
ble to SAM) that must contain a minimum of descriptors,
for instance:

LHD: Partitur 1.2.11
REP: Muenchen
SNB: 2
SAM: 16000
SBF: 01
SSB: 16
NCH: 1
SPN: ABZ
LBD:

Most important entry in this context is ’SAM’ which de-
notes the sampling frequency for all time references in the
following annotation tiers.
After this header block an arbitrary number of tier blocks
may follow marked by their respective line key. Registered
BPF tiers together with their syntax and semantics can be
found on the BAS Web pages. For instance the tier block

ORT: 0 all
ORT: 1 right
ORT: 2 Mister
ORT: 3 Durante
ORT: 4 <uh>

transcribes the pure lexical words of a short utterance. The
numbers in the second column are ’links’ between different
tiers. In principle there may any sort of links units defined
(for instance chunks, words, syllables, events etc.). At the
moment the BPF standard uses only one type of link that is
the word unit counted from the beginning of the recording.
Therefore BPF tiers come in only 5 basic types:

1. Events attched to a word, a group of words or the time
slot between two words.

2. Events that denote a segment of time without a relation
to the word structure.

3. Events that denote a singular time point without a re-
lation to the word structure.

4. Events that denote a segment of time associated with
a word, a group of words or the time slot between two
words.

5. Events that denote a singular time point associated
with a word, a group of words or the time slot between
two words.

8http://www.bas.uni-muenchen.de/Bas/BasFormatseng.html



Figure 1: Four synchronized video streams extracted from a SmartKom QT file (see text)

The tier blocks have no preference in order9 nor hierarchi-
cal structure. It is therefore quite easy to cut and paste BPF
tiers with standard UNIX tools.
We have shown that the BPF is capable to integrate a variety
of symbolic information that was produced within the Ger-
man Verbmobil project corpus. These data range from sim-
ple word alignment over complex syntactic-prosodic tag-
ging up to syntax tree structures. A total of 21 different
tiers to the speech signal were used in the Verbmobil cor-
pus (Weilhammer et al., 2002).
Encouraged by this success we started to think about the
possibility of integrating symbolic information of multi-
modal data as well. Surprisingly enough we managed with-
out changing the meta structure of BPF to integrate the fol-
lowing tier information into an BPF (in brackets the corre-
sponding BPF tier keys):

� SmartKom Transliteration of audio channels
(TRS,SUP,NOI,ORT,KAN)

� Turnsegmentation (TRN)

9not even within one tier, although the readability is better if
the entries follow the time flow

� Segmentation and labeling of gestures in the 2D plane
(GES)

� Segmentation and labeling of user state (facial and
speech) (USH)

� Segmentation and labeling of user state from facial ex-
pression only (USM)

� Segmentation and labeling of complex prosodic fea-
tures to recognize ’emotions’ (USP)

Please note that the above annotations are produced with
a variety of different software tools (eg. USS, CLAN, In-
teract). Simple Perl scripts are used to transform the label
and segmentation information into the BPF tier information
block and add them by concatenation to the existing BPF.

The following example shows an extract from a
SmartKom BPF. For better readability the file is abbrevi-
ated to the first 12 words of the dialogue and the header
block is omitted.

TRS: 0 <"ah> [NA] [B2]
TRS: 1 hallo [PA] [B3 fall] . <A> <P>
TRS: 2 kennst [NA]
TRS: 3 du



TRS: 4 den [B2]
TRS: 5 Wetterbericht [PA]
TRS: 6 f"ur
TRS: 7 heute
TRS: 8 abend [B3 fall] ? <P>
TRS: 9 <:<#> na:> [NA] [B2] ,
TRS: 10 vergi"s [PA]
TRS: 11 es [B3 fall] . <#>
...
SUP: 42,43 w104_mt_SMA.par @1m"ochtest @1du
SUP: 55 w104_mt_SMA.par Pl"atze . <P>2@>
SUP: 56 w104_mt_SMA.par <:<#> hier3@:>
SUP: 61 w104_mt_SMA.par bitte . <P>4@>
ORT: 0 <"ah>
ORT: 1 hallo
ORT: 2 kennst
ORT: 3 du
ORT: 4 den
ORT: 5 Wetterbericht
ORT: 6 f"ur
ORT: 7 heute
ORT: 8 abend
ORT: 9 na
ORT: 10 vergi"s
ORT: 11 es
...
KAN: 0 QE:
KAN: 1 hal’o:
KAN: 2 k’Enst
KAN: 3 d’u:+
KAN: 4 d’e:n+
KAN: 5 v’Et6#b@r"ICt
KAN: 6 f’y:6+
KAN: 7 h’OYt@
KAN: 8 Q’a:b@nt
KAN: 9 n’a+
KAN: 10 f6g’Is
KAN: 11 Q’Es+
...
TRN: 66560 197888 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 002
TRN: 377984 43776 12,13,14,15 004
...
NOI: 1;2 <A>
NOI: 9 <#>
NOI: 11;12 <#>
...
USH: 0 244480 Neutral
USH: 244480 519040 "Uberlegen/Nachdenken
USH: 517760 25600 Hand im Gesicht
...
USM: 0 515840 Neutral
USM: 515840 216960 "Uberlegen/Nachdenken
USM: 517760 25600 Hand im Gesicht
...
USP: 1364144 3936 27 CLEAR_ART
USP: 1377776 3536 30 CLEAR_ART
USP: 3437728 5856 63 EMPHASIS
USP: 3983392 14992 73 PAUSE_SYLL
...
GES: 265600 32000 U-Geste U - "uberleg - \

p re Stift nicht erkennbar 640
GES: 376320 30080 I-Geste I - tipp + \

re Stift nicht erkennbar
GES: 515200 29440 R-Geste R - emot - \

re Hand 393600 8320 "Uberlegung/Nachdenken
...

In this example the following tier blocks are contained
(see references for details about labeling systems and con-
ventions):

� TRS : SmartKom transliteration (Oppermann et al.,
2000)

� SUP : Labeling of cross talk between user and system

� ORT : Lexical entity

� KAN : Citation form in SAM-PA

� TRN : Turn segmentation

� NOI : Noise labeling

� USH : User state labeling using video and audio
(Steininger et al., 2002b)

� USM : User state labeling using video only (Steininger
et al., 2002a)

� USP : Prosodic labeling of features for user state de-
tection

� GES : Labeling of 2D gestures (Steininger et al., 2001)

3.4. Pros and Cons of BPF

BPFs of Smartkom are fully compatible to BPFs of
mono-modal resources. For instance we can easily train a
speech recognizer with the data of Smartkom as well as the
data of Verbmobil together, since the BPFs tier information
blocks for this purpose are identical.
Since the BPF is an open format it is very simple to ex-
tend it, for instance by a new tier that contains the time
synchronized coordinates of the finger tip delivered by an
early stage of the gesture recognizer.
As defined in the BPF format the link to the actual physical
signals is solely achieved by reference to the physical time
base. It is clear that by doing this the format of the indi-
vidual signals is arbitrary. It may be the QT format that we
use; it may be another format or it may be even just an ex-
traction of a certain modality, as long as the time synchrony
is maintained.
Software tools that read only a specific tier information do
not need to be adapted when the BPF is extended to a new
tier (except of course that the tool needs to process the new
tier blocks).
Since the BPF is a simple ASCII file it is usable across plat-
forms.

The BPF does not allow free hierarchical structuring as
for instance in the EMU system.
There is no provision in BPF to use UNICODE for special
languages or for IPA.
There is no general purpose viewer available for BPF. Up
to now we use Praat10 or SFS11 to view traditional mono-
modal BPFs resources. For the SmartKom corpus we use
the QT library that allows to blend in time-aligned text la-
bels as can be seen in figure 1.
There is no dedicated databank system for the BPF. Al-
though we have developed a PROLOG based databank sys-
tem for the Web that allows simple and complex queries,
this is not a general purpose tool. However, it is quite easy
to import BPF files into any data bank system.
Last but not least: BPF is not XML. We have started to use
parsers that convert BPF tiers into XML. However, it turns
out that BPF is easier to read by humans than the XML
version.

4. Conclusion
Our approach to use two existing data frameworks,

QickTime (QT) and BAS Partitur Format (BPF) for multi-
modal data collections was borne out of the need to get
started without having any role models and/or applicable

10http://www.praat.org/
11http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/resource/sfs/



standards. We recognize that our current mode of operation
is a compromise with some drawbacks. On the other hand it
is quite surprising that the integration of multi-modal signal
data together with their annotations went rather smoothly.
We hope that our experiences will help other researchers
that face similar logistic problems as well as researchers
that are in the process of defining best-of-practice proce-
dures in the field of multi-modal speech resources.
The SmartKom corpus will be made accessible for the pub-
lic beginning July 2002. Following our policies with mono-
modal speech resources we will provide a free access to the
symbolic data of the corpus via simple FTP download from
the BAS server12. To obtain the QT files on DVD-5 me-
dia please contact bas@bas.uni-muenchen.de or consult the
general BAS Web documentation13.
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Abstract 
 
Designed by Baldry and Thibault and constructed by Beltrami and Caglio, MCA is a multimodal concordancer that identifies 
recurrent patterns in films. As an authoring tool, it enables researchers, however imperfectly, to view short pieces of film and 
simultaneously to write multimodal descriptions of them. Using MCA’s editing tool, researchers can segment film into functional 
units and, while viewing these units, type out detailed annotations relating both to the semiotic resources they deploy and the 
functions they perform within the film. The incorporated relational database allows researchers to search the corpora thus created and 
identify patterns in them, all of which leads to a further round of hypothesis formulation, segmentation, description and comparison 
of results. As exemplified by the work carried out by Baldry and Thibault on a corpus of TV car ads, MCA was initially conceived as 
part of research into the applicability of the systemic-functional approach to multimodal description (Halliday, Kress and van 
Leeuwen) and in particular Gregory’s concept of phase and transition. MCA has since been experimented in various projects within 
LINGUATEL (claweb.cla.unipd.it/Linguatel/Pavia/MCA.htm). As the article explains, one such project, namely corpus-driven screen 
translation, has led the MCA interface to be partly redesigned. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
If you are planning your summer holidays abroad this 

year, you may well decide to learn the local language, or 
at least just enough to understand what people around you 
are saying. If you have no time for evening classes, then 
you will want to do this in your own home. You could, of 
course, watch a DVD film in the chosen language, 
switching on the subtitling in that language so as to be 
able to identify at least some of the words being spoken. 
But you will soon realise that a DVD presenting your 
favourite film will not normally allow you to select all the 
cases of a specific activity or the ways in which that 
activity ‘translates’ into grammatical structures, whether 
those of your own language or the foreign language you 
have chosen to study. Nor will it allow you to check how a 
particular word or combination of words is typically used 
in the film. Thus, while DVD may be a great advance over 
the VHS cassette, when it comes to language learning it 
has so far provided only limited forms of access to film 
and video texts. Without the possibility of confirming 
your intuitions about the way your chosen foreign 
language works in relation to your own language, you will 
soon give up. The end of your language learning plans! 

Now consider instead watching, and listening to, film 
texts in a foreign language using an Internet-based 
multimodal concordancer that carries out targeted 
searches in film corpora. By definition, such a tool allows 
you to carry out multiple ‘incursions’ into film texts, some 
of which are likely to correspond to your preferred 
associative patterns and learning strategies. You might, for 
example, want to take a strictly grammatical approach, 
searching, for example, for all the cases in a corpus of 
utterances that correspond to English “you can” carried 
out in MCA by a query of the type: AD contains you can. 

 
 
Presented, as in any concordance, as a series of rows, a 

major difference between multimodal concordancing and 
the linguistic variety lies in the fact that by selecting the 
player symbol on the left-hand side of each row, you can 
see and hear exactly that part of the film which contains 
all (and only) the foreign language expressions that 
correspond to the concordance query (in this case Italian 
equivalents for “you can”). Moreover, the returned search 
also transcribes the words used in the foreign language 
thus assisting word recognition – so important in the 
initial stages of language learning. The search also 
indicates the number the text has in the corpus, so that a 
further query will allow you to listen to your chosen 
expression in the context of the entire text. Such a query 
will be of the type: AD contains n (where n is the number 
indexing the specific text). 

However, your language learning strategies might be 
such that you tend to shy away from an overtly 
grammatical approach. You may well prefer listening to a 
more extensive piece of text using dual-language 
subtitling. Given that a multimodal concordancer is likely 
to be  based on a relational database (in the case of MCA, 
Microsoft Sequel Server), more complex searches can be 
made – de facto a combination of several searches. A set 
of dual-language subtitles will returned  by a query of the 
type (see Fig. 1): AD contains text + English subtitle 
contains + Italian subtitle contains. Pursuing this 
approach, you might well decide to select specific 
grammatical patterns that illustrate and compare, for 
example, the way questions are formed in the languages 
under consideration: queries would be of the type: AD 
contains text + Italian subtitle contains questions + 
English contains questions. You could, of course, mix the 

 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 Dual-language subtitling generated by a relational database 

two requirements: AD contains text + Italian subtitle 
contains + English contains questions. And you could 
also decide that instead of car adverts you want to listen to 
(and watch) something else – hence a query of the type TV 
News contains… etc. Flexible as this may seem, as your 
search skills increase you may well want to integrate the 
use of subtitling, translation and grammatical patterns 
with other strategies such as those that explore specific 
human activities or textual properties. Here a slightly 
different type of query can be applied. A search of the 
type: AD contains text + SLOGAN contains YES  (or + 
SONG contains YES  or +  HIDING contains YES) will 
respectively find all the cases in the corpus exemplifying  
written and/or spoken slogans, songs and examples of 
hiding. And as your comprehension of the target language 
increases, you might also want to go beyond this, 
associating a linguistic approach to language learning with 
explorations of meanings made in other semiotic 
modalities –  for example, hand and body movements that 
couple with language to make multimodal meanings in a 
way that even the casual observer will recognize as 
fundamental to a film’s overall meaning: e.g. touching 
something or somebody, possible with a search of the 
type: AD contains text +  touches contains: YES.  

2. 

This brief illustration exemplifies how a multimodal 
concordancer can be used to achieve specific applicative 
functions (such as language learning) within a multimodal 
approach to text analysis. Indeed, at the time of writing 
MCA is still a prototype that is constantly being 
redesigned – for example, to make it suitable for the 
learning of minority European languages using the 
principle of query-generated screen overlays (subtitling, 
captioning and other more visually-oriented overlays). 
Other applications include the use of a multimodal 
concordancer within University courses to help students to 
understand the multimodal organization of texts, 
including, as Taylor explains in the following section, 
efforts undertaken by the Trieste LINGUATEL research 
group to guide students in their learning about screen 
translation (for a bibliography see Gottlieb).  

Indeed, the next section provides a summary of the 
thinking that led to the original development of MCA and 
its constant redefinition, a matter discussed in more detail 
by Baldry in the subsequent section, which also describes 
MCA’s technical specification in relation to research into 
texts as consisting of phases and transitions between 
phases, an approach ultimately concerned with defining 
the typical characteristics of specific multimodal genres. 

MCA in Trieste 
The University of Trieste LINGUATEL research unit, 

as part of a wider national research initiative in Italy 
sponsored by the Ministry, specialises in multimodal text 
analysis and the devising of strategies for the translation 
and subtitling of video text. An example of the work 
carried out by the unit provides the opportunity to describe 
how MCA can work in practice. Many types of dynamic 
text have so far been analysed by the Trieste group 
(feature films, TV soap operas, cartoons, advertisements, 
documentaries, news broadcasts, etc.) in particular by 
using the device of the multimodal transcription, 
originally devised by Thibault and Baldry (Baldry. 2000, 
Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996). The multimodal 
transcription technique consists of breaking a film down 
into single frames of, say, one second duration and 
minutely analysing their component parts (visual image, 
kinesic action, soundtrack, dialogue, etc.) thereby 
providing an approach that really gets to grips with the 
multimodal side of screen translation (see Fig. 2). It 
provides an ideal tool for analysing the multimodal text in 
its entirety and drawing the relevant conclusions in terms 
of how meaning can be successfully conveyed by the 
various semiotic modalities in operation, and thus how 
dispensable or indispensable the verbal element is in 
different sets of circumstances. From this premise it is 
possible to make informed choices regarding the 
translation strategies to adopt in subtitling a film.  

One type of video text subjected to this multimodal 
approach was the television comedy series ‘Blackadder’. 
Humour is notoriously difficult to translate, especially 
apparently British humour, as it involves a large number 
of interweaving factors: word play, register shifts, timing, 
characterisation – and creating the humorous effect 
through subtitles is doubly difficult. The episode 
examined here, from the Elizabethan era series, features a 
highly implausible plot involving Lord Blackadder and his 
scatter-brained assistants, the dreadful Baldrick and Lord 
Percy, who have inadvertently executed the wrong man, 
while temporarily in charge of the royal prison. The wife 
of the unfortunate victim, Lady Farrow, insists on seeing 
her husband, who she believes is still awaiting trial in the 
prison. Blackadder’s scheme to extricate himself from this 
situation is to impersonate Lord Farrow at the meeting 
with his wife by wearing a bag over his head. Lord Percy 
has the job of explaining this to the unsuspecting lady. 

 



1 Shot 1 
CP: stationary/ HP: frontal/ VP: median/ D: MLS; VC: 
interior of the jail; Percy; Blackadder; Baldrick; Mr. 
Ploppy/ VS: the bag, exactly in the middle of the scene/ 
CO: artificial set; VF: distance: median; orientation: 
Blackadder’s and Baldrick’s gaze towards Percy 
Kinesic Action: Blackadder orders Percy out by 
shouting to him/ Tempo: M 
 

{RG} [     ] Blackadder: 
(**)Go on, (NA)go on// 
Pause/ Volume: f/ Tempo: 
F 

Sbrigati! Sbrigati! 

5 ↓  
VF: orientation: Percy with closed eyes, avoiding Lady 
Farrow’s gaze; Lady Farrow staring at him 
Kinesic Action: Percy turns his head and closes the 
door, keeping his left hand on the handle/ Tempo: M 

{RG} [     ] Lord Percy: Em 
(#) (*)sorry about the delay 
(NA)madam// Pause/ 
Volume: n/ Tempo: M 
{RG} [     ] eh (#) as you 
know (#) you’re about to 
meet your (NA)husband, 
whom you’ll recognise on 
account of the fact that (#) 
he has got a (*)bag over his 
head// Pause/ Volume: n/ 
Tempo: M 

Ehm,scusate il 
ritardo.Tra qualche 
istante potrete vedere 
vostro marito. 
Lo riconoscerete dal 
sacco in testa 

 
 n
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Fig. 2: An example of a multimodal transcriptio
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To turn now to the question of the translation, the 
only thing that is said in this brief scene is Blackadder’s 
impatient injunction to Percy – Go on! Go on! – and 
would thus not seem to tax the powers of the translator 
unduly. But conflicting pressures come to bear. In the 
interests of condensation, the obvious first step would be 
to remove the repetition, but this would overlook the 
importance of interpersonal elements; here the repeated 
order is designed to express Blackadder’s contempt for 
Percy and intense irritation at Percy’s constant 
incompetence. He almost snarls the words. So do we keep 
the repetition? At this point, the question of the audience 
arises. A minimum knowledge of the source language 
would equip any viewer with the necessary resources to 
interpret the text. And it is true that even those with no 
knowledge of the source language would still catch the 
aggressive intonation and the head movements expressing 
the feelings of the speaker. However, repetition of a word 
or short expression puts less pressure on the receptive 
capacities of a viewer than new material, and repeating the 
order would probably be the best option. This to-ing and 
fro-ing between competing solutions reflects the thought 
processes of the translator as various options are 
considered, a process well illustrated by Krings ‘thinking 
aloud protocols’ (Krings, 1987). But the problem still 
remains of what actual words to use. A literal translation 
into Italian would provide something like – Avanti! 
Avanti! – but if the interpersonal elements are to be 
integrated, namely the contempt and the irritation, then a 
version incorporating a fairly colloquial verb plus the 
second person singular intimate pronoun (expressing the 
superior to inferior relationship), might be preferred: 
Sbrigati! Sbrigati! 

The time taken to discuss this first minimum 
utterance is an indication of how much thought is required 
to translate a film for subtitles, but also shows how the 
multimodal transcription enables the translator to focus his 
efforts. Proceeding in this vein, the analyst/translator/ 
adapter/subtitler (who may or may not be the same 
person) gets a very clear picture of how meaning is being 



expressed and therefore to what extent s/he can intervene 
on the purely verbal element.  

Analysing and subtitling large numbers of different 
kinds of texts, some of which purely for research 
purposes, others for student thesis preparation, others for 
language teaching modules, others still for genuine 
practical use, puts a large burden on computer storage 
facilities and databank management. Access to MCA 
allows the researcher/student to plug into a large selection 
of on-line filmed material which can be experimented 
with, in Trieste, without downloading material unless and 
until necessary. Secondly, in a reciprocal light, Trieste 
users can add to the stock of material on the MCA corpus 
which then becomes available to other members of the 
research team, the research community at large, and other 
selected participants.  

This kind of symbiosis is already a reality within 
the LINGUATEL structure. In this way research into 
limitless genres and subgenres of video text can continue 
apace and at the same time feed back into the system 
material already analysed (even tagged) which can be 
used for other purposes. It is, of course, hoped to extend 
this service to all interested parties. The potentialities of 
the system have already far exceeded original expectations 
and are destined to produce ever more interesting avenues 
of use. 

3. MCA in Pavia 
3.1 Why we decided to build MCA 
 

The multimodal transcription illustrated above and 
originally developed by Baldry in relation to the 
comparison of scenes from different medical texts 
(Baldry, 2000) and by Thibault in terms of a complete 
system for multimodal annotation of a bank advert 
(Thibault, 2000) has many limitations. Essentially a 
multimodal transcription is a static representation of 
something that is quintessentially dynamic, providing an 
in vitro frame-by-frame analysis of the component parts of 
a film. This is fine as far as it goes. But if we want to 
understand how films make meaning we need instead to 
develop instruments that examine texts in terms of an in 
vivo analysis treating them as if they were living objects 
which, as they unfold in time, present constantly changing 
patterns of semiotic selections. Dynamic texts need to be 
seen for what they are: a constant weaving and 
foregrounding of different constellations and integrations 
of meaning-making resources such as space, gesture, 
language, ambient sounds, music and gaze. 

As Thibault (2000:320-321) points out, multimodal 
text analysis does not accept either in theory or in practice 
the notion that the meaning of the text can be divided into 
a number of separate semiotic ‘channels’ or ‘codes’. The 
meaning of the text is the composite product/process of 
the ways in which different resources are co-deployed. A 
text can be segmented into a series of phases and 
transitions between phases. This will tell us how the 
selections of resources from different semiotic systems 
achieve a consistency of co-patterning. Phases, according 
to Thibault, are the enactment of the locally foregrounded 

selections of options which realise the meaning which is 
specific to a given phase of the text. Phases and subphases 
refer to salient local moments in the global development 
of the text as it unfolds in time. A given phase will be 
marked by a high level of metafunctional consistency or 
homogeneity among the selections from the various 
semiotic systems that comprise that particular phase in the 
text. Thibault also observes that the points of transition 
between phases have their own special features that play 
an important role in the ways in which observers or 
viewers recognise the shift from one phase to the next. 
Generally speaking, transition points are perceptually 
more salient in relation to the phases themselves. Thus, 
Thibault concludes, viewers of texts have no difficulty in 
perceiving particular textual phases thanks to their ability 
to recognise the transition points or boundaries between 
phases. 

Of course, the multimodal transcription can be a useful 
starting point for an understanding of the ways in which 
resources such as gaze, gesture and language combine in 
typical phasal patterns. In the early stages of this work 
Baldry and Thibault developed a dynamic version of the 
static multimodal transcription, a forerunner of MCA, 
which allowed the user to generate the individual rows of 
a transcription through a query mechanism, and which 
facilitated understanding of how visual objects and their 
movements could be analysed in terms of Halliday’s 
metafunctions (Halliday, 1994:38-144).  

In an extension to their original conception Baldry and 
Thibault also devised a form of multimodal transcription 
that incorporated a multimodal tagging system based on 
Halliday’s description of transitivity (Halliday, 1994: 101-
144) but which also included the gestural semiotic (Baldry 
and Thibault: 2001:94-98). This kind of work can be 
particularly useful in understanding how (for example in a 
lecture) a speaker will typically use combinations of 
language, voice prosodics and gesture to express the point 
of view and/or circumstances of another person. All this 
helps us to understand how gesture and language combine 
to instantiate projection (Baldry and Thibault, 2000:96-
98). This approach fits in with the notion of a specialised 
corpus highlighting specific kinds of textual phenomena 
such as projection, visual collocation, visual metaphor and 
so on within in multimodal approach to textuality. 

But if we are to pursue our understanding of the 
codeployment of semiotic resources any further we need  
to understand how dynamic texts typically unfold in time 
and to ensure that this unfolding in time can be captured 
by in vivo rather than by in vitro multimodal analysis. In 
order to be able to identify typical patterns, the research 
process requires us to build corpora that can be analysed 
in terms of various textual phenomena, including in 
particular a study of the typical phasal organisation of a 
specific genre.  

These then are the premises that led Baldry and 
Thibault to construct a corpus TV of car ads (currently 
100) that a multimodal concordancer could help analyse. 
While sketching out some of the very preliminary results 
of this analysis (the corpus is still being constructed), we 
may describe the current organisation of MCA (the Beta 
test version released on  24.03.2002). 

 

 



3.2 How it works  
 

MCA is an XML-based multimodal concordancer 
whose user interface presents a series of rectangular green 
buttons (Fig. 3) which make up the Projects Menu and 
which represent the complete set of multimodal texts in 
the database.  
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This will automatically be opened and shown in Windows 
Media Player in the upper right-hand side of the web 
page. Clicking on the two leftmost Media Player buttons 
(Fig. 4), will, of course, stop and start the film. When we 
observe the open document, however, we quickly realise 
that construing MCA merely as a system for the 
reproduction of film texts would be reductive.  

MCA in fact merges a relational database with 
streaming video technology, that allows specific 
sequences in a much longer film to be identified (and 
viewed) and to associate a description to each sequence. 
The basic idea is that the user can, in this way, consult a 
series of film sequences which share common 
characteristics. For example, a scholar concerned with an 
analysis of soap operas might want to find all the cases in 
which there is a dialogue between three, as opposed to 
two, speakers. Although in its current stage of 
development MCA is not able to show more than one film 
sequence at a time, the user can, as Fig. 5 indicates, 
nevertheless identify, with complete accuracy and 
certainty, all the cases sharing a particular feature, in the 
case in point all the Audi ads in the corpus.  

Fig. 4: Ana
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is way, for example, the various sequences can be 
pared in such a way as to understand how body 
ements and gestures accompany these linguistic acts 
aracteristic patterns. To give one example (not shown 

), we may care to analyse the way hand-and-arm 
ements are (as is always the case with gesture) 
ially co-deployed with space in the construction of 
ing. In a car ad for the New Mini, zombies appear 
 under the earth and prepare to lay their hands on a 
le quietly kissing in a remote spot in their new car. 
ad is constructed around the notion of space below 
above ground (the zombies pop up from the world 
w) and inside and outside the car. A series of hand-
movements are correlated to these notions creating 
eaning, recurrent in contemporary European car ads, 

the car is a place of safety. Indeed, the transition 
ts in the advert coincide with the camera selecting 
 of the car which divide the space in the Mini from 
outside world (thereby reinforcing the message of 
y and protection): the doors centrally locking from 



inside, the front and rear windscreens. They also focus on 
a cohesive chain of hand movements: zombies 
outstretched hands (ready for attack), couple’s hands 
raised upwards in fear and defence; driver’s hands 
yawning; one zombie’s hand replacing the windscreen 
wipers and patting the windscreen in a gesture of 
reassurance and leave-taking. All this is created in tandem 
with language which takes the form of an off-screen 
narrator (a voiceover) commenting on the zombies failed 
attack on the car. 

In order for the user to be able to carry out such 
analyses and to make comparisons with other texts, 
preliminary operations (segmentation, indexing and 
tagging) need to be carried out. In particular, the user-
author must: 
• define a new project associating a film to MCA’s 

descriptive tools (Project Definition) 
• select the parameters used to tag and describe 

individual sequences (Parameters Selection) 
• break the film up virtually into various sequences 

(Video Indexing) 
• describe the characteristics of the individual 

sequences (Sequence Analysis) with a view to 
obtaining finely detailed information when queries 
are made. 

When this has be done the final tool − Analysis Inquiry − 
can be used to produce the results shown in the various 
figures. 

The user who wishes to create a new project can do 
so by clicking on the New Project button but can also 
modify an existing one (having selected it from MCA’s 
home page). Creation and modification require completion 
(or redefinition) of the Project Definition menu. It is in 
this phase that the researcher associates a film (previously 
converted to the *.wmv format) with the project. Input and 
output film are the same in MCA. In fact the film remains 
in its original form. All the work of segmentation, 
description tagging and retrieval is carried out within the 
relational database and associated tools. 

When this first phase has been completed the 
parameters relevant to the research project need to be 
selected through the Parameters Selection menu. In the 
case that appropriate parameters are not available they can 
be added via a page accessible through the Parameters 
Definition menu. The list of parameters selected can be 
seen in Sequence Analysis page, through which a detailed 
description of the video text can be made. But before 
tagging and describing data, the film needs to be split up 
virtually into sequences. This operation is carried out in 
Video Indexing. The research and development cycle is 
completed with the use of Analysis Inquiry, from whose 
menu various queries and comparisons can be made. 

4. Discussion 
Although the system is relatively simple to use, 

nevertheless like any other software program, the MCA 
system is the result of specific design work which allows a 
limited degree of flexibility, on the one hand, but, on the 
other, allows the user to carry out investigations at a speed 
which would be hard to achieve by other means or which 

would be so demanding as not to be worth the candle. 
Thus while the system requires the use of Microsoft 
Internet Explorer browser and preferably release 5.5 or 
higher and a suitably updated release of Windows Media 
Player, on the other hand, the user is spared the constant 
need to wind backwards and forwards as is the case with 
video-cassettes or the wasteful dead-times associated with 
transferring, reproducing and downloading film. 

Moreover, the user/author is able not only to play 
movie samples but also to add further annotations, 
providing he/she is authorised to do so (a system of 
authorisations and passwords is currently being added). 
Thus two or more researchers working in different 
locations can work on the description and/or tagging of 
the same corpus. 

In one year’s use many initial difficulties have been 
overcome, the system functioning reliably and responding 
to requirements for which it was not originally designed 

Originally, conceived as an instrument to support 
research it has proved to be a useful means for teaching 
and on-line thesis preparation, the user base now including 
the following categories: 
• the researcher who wishes to carry out his/her own 

work using MCA 
• the teacher who needs to hold a language lesson 

supported by multimedia files  
• the student who wishes to follow a self-access 

language learning course from his/her own home 
• the thesis student who must carry out multimodal 

descriptions of texts 
• the user who wishes to show the results of his/her 

research inserting them into a database. 
 

For each of these user categories, specific needs have 
emerged which have required further work on  the system 
so as to update it periodically to meet new demands. 
Feedback from users, who have required help in 
overcoming problems relating to minimum system 
requirements, has enabled us to perfect the film-coding 
technique, in such a way as to optimise the connection via 
modem and via LAN, avoiding, for example, lack of 
synchronisation between audio and image in the streaming 
video. A particular note needs to be made relating to the 
creation of new materials with subtitles, given the 
difficulties that users have encountered. For this reason 
the suggestion has been made that it would be appropriate 
to introduce a “text box” below the Media Player area in 
future MCA prototypes in which to introduce the subtitle 
corresponding to the sequence shown, which would be 
memorised in the database by means of a procedure that 
would extend the virtual approach adopted in MCA (i.e. 
subtitles would appear to be printed on the film, whereas 
in fact they are generated separately from the film). 

Like any prototype MCA needs to be improved on and 
a fully-fledged second prototype is under production 
which, in addition to what has been outlined above, will 
introduce account-based security and privacy features 
respecting different user needs and user typologies more 
fully and introducing appropriate customisations. On the 
basis of the experience so far acquired, which has 
indicated a wider user base than at first expected, we can 
assume that other user categories, including institutional 

 



users such as Language Centres and Libraries, will make 
use of MCA for the conversion/distribution of analogical 
or paper-based data, which may lead to the identification 
of new criteria for use of MCA. To date, most users have 
been closely associated only with Italian Universities, and 
mostly with the University of Pavia. Nevertheless, it has 
been exciting to follow the progress of graduating students 
who have used the system as an integral part of their 
graduation theses. We can therefore expect a growth in the 
number of graduating and postgraduate students who will 
use this system and are thus actively seeking inter-
University ties and inter-University development projects 
that will help stimulate this goal.  

 
5. Conclusion 

 
Born in the text linguistics sector, MCA is an instrument 
for analysing dynamic multimodal texts, i.e. film and 
video texts which, as they unfold in time, display different 
and constantly varying constellations of sound, image, 
gesture, text and language (Baldry, 2000, Thibault 2000). 
Much of  this work has already been reported elsewhere 
but this paper has described a new version of MCA as 
well as some of the results of one year's use of the tool. 
The growth in MCA’s user base is evidence, apart from 
the growing interest in the description of multimodal texts, 
of the desire to learn about the potential and 
characteristics of this instrument, (including, of course, 
the need to understand how it works). Designed initially 
as a support for researchers dealing with the multimodal 
text analyses of texts, and specifically to provide them 
with the possibility of examining and comparing multiple 
contexts and texts in real time, it has proved a useful self-
access distance language-learning and text analysis tool, 
since it provides students with the possibility of listening 
to, and watching, film clips, that are played and stopped at 
will. But the system has not yet benefited from critical 
comparison, one reason why we have decided to present it 
in various congresses. MCA has been built in virtual 
isolation vis-à-vis other systems and, in this respect, needs 
to grow considerably.  
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Abstract 
The Observer is a professional tool for the collection, management, analysis and presentation of observational data. The user can 
record activities, postures, movements, positions, social interactions or any other aspect of behavior. The Observer can be used either 
for live scoring, or for scoring from analog or digital video material. With The Observer’s generic configuration utility, detailed coding 
schemes can be designed for observing hand gestures, body postures, and facial expression. In the current version of the software, 
speech transcription is supported through free-format comments with time stamps. Improvements in the area of speech annotation are 
currently under way in the framework of the EU-funded NITE project. This includes more advanced coding schemes for speech 
annotation, as well as interfacing with other linguistic data collection and analysis tools via XML. 
 

1. Introduction 
The Observer (Noldus et al., 2000) has originally been 

developed as a tool to support observational studies in 
ethology. However, over the years it has become clear 
that the generic nature of the data collection and analysis 
functions of The Observer make it suitable for almost any 
observational study. The Observer is currently in use at 
thousands of universities, research institutes and industrial 
laboratories worldwide. Applications are found in a wide 
range of disciplines, including psychology, psychiatry, 
human factors and ergonomics, usability testing, 
industrial engineering, labor and time studies, sports 
research, consumer behavior and market research. 
Recently, we have noticed an increasing interest from 
researchers in the area of multimodality and speech 
annotation. We are in the process of extending our 
software to cater for the specific demands of researchers 
in this field, through our active collaboration in the EU-
funded NITE project (Natural Interactivity Tools 
Engineering, http://nite.nis.sdu.dk/). Some research 
groups are already using The Observer to study, for 
example, turn taking in dialogues between two persons, 
verbal and non-verbal communication between mothers 
and toddlers, and for making a dictionary of everyday 
gestures. 

2. Program features 
The Observer can be used either for live scoring 

(Basic version), or scoring from analog or digital video 
material (Video-Pro version). The Observer can control a 
video recorder from the pc, and by use of a video overlay 
board, display the video image of a tape on the computer 
screen, within the program (Fig. 1). Digital video files can 
be played directly within The Observer. There is a direct 
coupling between time code in the data files with scored 
annotations and the video material. This allows for 
accurate scoring, even when playing the video at slow or 
fast speeds. Advanced search functions allow the user to 
find particular events or time stamps on the videotape or 
media file. A search for events is always based on 
elements from the coding scheme. A special highlights 
function allows the user to select specific episodes based 
on the scored events, and make analog or digital video 
clips for presentation purposes. 

3. Program demonstration  
During the workshop, The Observer 4.0, the latest 

release, will be demonstrated. Compared to previous 
editions, version 4 features improved usability, especially 
for design of the coding scheme. Data selection has been 
completely redesigned, and allows for the most complex 
filtering of annotation results. For example, one can 
define time intervals of variable length based on actual 
scored events, to answer questions like ‘How often did 
Peter grin between the time when John entered the room, 
and the time when John left the room again?’ Finally, The 
Observer 4.0 has an intuitive new layout that shows 
projects and their content in a tree view (Fig. 2). 

4. Designing coding schemes 
With The Observer’s generic configuration utility, 

detailed coding schemes can be designed for observing 
hand gestures, body postures, and facial expression. Gaze 
can be scored manually, or recorded with additional eye-
tracking equipment. The coding scheme is based on 
behavioral classes, which each contain a set of mutually 
exclusive behaviors. In a simple example, you can have 
one behavioral class with hand gestures, and another class 
with types of speech. Aggressive and normal speech 
could be two mutually exclusive behaviors in the speech 
class, while pointing and waving could both be in the 
hand gesture class. A pointing gesture in the hand gesture 
class can be scored at the same time as aggressive speech 
in the speech class, but it could also be scored during 
normal speech. The user can further detail the coding 
scheme by attaching one or two modifiers to the 
behaviors. These can indicate for example the intensity of 
a behavior, or the person or object the behavior is aimed 
at. For example, for a pointing gesture, you can also score 
the object that the person is pointing at. 

5. Speech annotation  
Speech and other audio signals can also be annotated 

with The Observer. The current form of speech 
transcription is as free-format comments with time 
stamps. We are working on improvement in the speech 
area through participation in the NITE project. We are 
currently looking into options for XML export, and for 
allowing more structure for speech annotation. The 



 

 

Observer and prototypes of other software developed in 
this project will be shown in a demonstration session 
during the LREC conference. 

6. Data analysis 
The Observer has extensive features for data analysis. 

The user can filter the data with the data selection 
function, and for example select variable time intervals 
based on scored events. Data can be visually examined in 
tables and plots of events against time (Fig. 2). A range of 
elementary statistics can be calculated. Reliability 
analysis is another important feature, where users can 

check the consistency of several different people’s 
annotations of the same video material. With lag 
sequential analysis, temporal relations and patterns can be 
discerned. 
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Figure 1: The Observation Module of The Observer. This example shows a project on children’s playing behavior. The user can 

customize the size and position of the windows, and select which ones to display. In this case, the screen shows the codes for 
annotation, the event log with the data file with times and scored events, the video image, video controls, and timers.  

 



 

 

 

 
Figure 2: The Main Module of The Observer. In the Explorer view on the left side, a workspace with three projects is shown. One 

project (on children’s playing behavior) is expanded to show its contents. The Configuration contains all settings of the coding 
scheme. On the right side of the screen, two types of analysis results are shown: a time-event plot and a time-event table. 
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Abstract 
Although speech and gesture recognition has been studied extensively all the successful attempts of combining them in the unified 
framework were semantically motivated, e.g., keyword co-occurrence. Such formulations inherited the complexity of natural language 
processing. This paper presents a statistical approach that uses physiological phenomenon of gesture and speech production process for 
improving accuracy of automatic segmentation of continuous deictic gestures. The prosodic features from the speech signal were co-
analyzed with the visual signal to create a statistical model of co-occurrence with particular kinematical phases of gestures. Results 
indicated that the above co-analysis improves continuous gesture recognition. The efficacy of the proposed approach was demonstrated 
on a large database collected from the weather channel broadcast. This formulation opens new avenues for bottom-up frameworks of 
multimodal integration. 
 

1. Introduction  
In combination, gesture and speech constitute the 

most important modalities in human-to-human 
communication. People use large variety of gestures either 
to convey what cannot always be expressed using speech 
only or to add expressiveness to the communication. 
Motivated by this, there has been a considerable interest in 
incorporating both gestures and speech as the means for 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).  

To date, speech and gesture recognition have been 
studied extensively but most of the attempts at combining 
them in an interface were in the form of a predefined signs 
and controlled syntax such as “put <point> that <point> 
there”, e.g., (Bolt, 1980). Part of the reason for the slow 
progress in multimodal HCI is the lack of available 
sensing technology that would allow non-invasive 
acquisition of natural behavior. However, the availability 
of abundant processing power has contributed to making 
computer vision based continuous gesture recognition in 
real time to allow the inclusion of natural gesticulation in 
a multimodal interface (Kettebekov and Sharma, 2001, 
Pavlovic et al., 1997, Sharma et al., 2000).  

State of the art in continuous gesture recognition is 
far from meeting the requirements of a multimodal HCI 
due to poor recognition rates. Co-analysis of visual 
gesture and speech signals provide an attractive prospect 
of improving continuous gesture recognition. However, 
lack of fundamental understanding of speech/gesture 
production mechanism restricted implementation of the 
multimodal integration at the semantic level, e.g. 
(Kettebekov and Sharma, 2001, Oviatt, 1996, Sharma et 
al., 2000). Previously, we showed somewhat significant 
improvement in co-verbal gesture recognition when those 
were co-analyzed with keywords (Sharma et al., 2000). 
However, the implications of using a top-down approach 
has augmented challenges with those of natural language 
and gesture interpretation and made automatic processing 
challenging. 

The goal of the present work is to investigate co-
occurrence of speech and gesture as applied to continuous 
gesture recognition from a bottom-up perspective.   
Instead of keywords, we employ a set of prosodic features 
from speech that correlate with deictic gestures. We 
address the general problem in multimodal HCI research, 
e.g., availability of valid data, by using narration 
sequences from the weather channel TV broadcast. The 
paper is organized as follows. First, a brief overview of 
the types of gestures that occur in the analysis domain is 
presented. The synchronization hierarchy of gestures and 
speech is also reviewed. In section 3 we discuss a 
computational framework for continuous gesture 
acquisition using a segmental approach.  Section 4 
presents a statistical method for correlating visual and 
speech signals. There, acoustically prominent segments 
are detected and aligned with segmented gesture phases. 
Finally, results are discussed within the framework for 
continuous gesture recognition.  

2. Co-verbal Gesticulation for HCI 
McNeill (1992) distinguishes four major types of 

gestures by their relationship to the speech. Deictic 
gestures are used to direct a listener’s attention to a 
physical reference in course of a conversation. These 
gestures, mostly limited to the pointing, were found to be 
co-verbal, cf. (McNeill, 1992). From our previous studies, 
in the computerized map domain (iMAP, see Figure 1) 
(Kettebekov and Sharma, 2000), over 93% of deictic 
gestures were observed to co-occur with spoken nouns, 
pronouns, and spatial adverbials.  

Iconic and metaphoric gestures are  associated with 
abstract ideas, mostly peculiar to subjective notions of an 
individual. Beats serve as gestural marks of speech pace.  
In the weather channel broadcast the last three categories 
roughly constitute 20% of  all the gestures exhibited by 
the narrators. We limit our current study to the deictic 
gestures for a couple of reasons. First, they are they are 
more suitable for manipulation of a large display, which 
becomes more common for HCI applications. Second, this 



type of gestures exhibits relatively close coupling with 
speech.  

2.1. Gesture and Speech Production 
The issue of how gestures and speech relate in time is 

critical for understanding the system that includes gesture 
and speech as part of a multimodal expression. McNeill 
(1992) distinguishes three levels of speech and gesture 
synchronization: semantic, phonological, and pragmatic. 
The pragmatic level synchrony is common for metaphoric 
and iconic gestures and therefore is beyond the scope of 
the present work.   

Semantic synchrony rule states that speech and 
gestures cover the same idea unit supplying 
complementary information when they occur 
synchronously. The current state of HCI research provides 
partial evidence to this proposition. Previous co-
occurrence analysis of weather narration (Sharma et al., 
2000) revealed that approximately 85% of the time when 
any meaningful gestures are made, it is accompanied by a 
spoken keyword mostly temporally aligned during and 
after the gesture. Similar findings were shown in the pen-
voice studies (Oviatt et al., 1997).  The implication of the 
semantic level synchronization rule was successfully 
applied at the keyword level co-occurrence in the previous 
weather narration study  (Sharma et al., 2000).  

At the phonological level, Kendon (1990) found that 
different levels of movement hierarchy are functionally 
distinct in that they synchronize with different levels of 
prosodic structuring of the discourse in speech. For 
example, the peaking effort in a gesture was found to 
precede or end at the phonological peak syllable (Kendon, 
1980). These findings imply a necessity for viewing a 
continuous hand movement as a sequence of kinematically  
different segments of gestures. This approach is reflected  
in the next section. Issue of using the phonological peak 
syllables is associated with the complexity of the nature of 
the tonal correlates, e.g., pitch of the voice. Pitch accent, 
which can be specified as low or high, is thought to reflect 
a phonological structure in addition to the tonal discourse, 
cf.  (Beckman et al., 1992). We address this issue by 
proposing a set of correlate point features in the pitch 
contour that can be associated with the points on the 
velocity and acceleration contours of the moving hand 
(section 4). 

3. Gesture Acquisition  
Building human computer interfaces that can use 

gestures involves challenges that range from low-level 
signal processing to high-level interpretation. A wide 
variety of methods had been introduced to create gesture 
driven interfaces. With the advances in technology there 
has been a growing interest in using vision-based methods 
(Pavlovic et al., 1997). The advantage of these is in their 
non-invasive nature. The idea of a natural interface comes 
from striving to make HCI as close as communicating in 
ways we are accustomed to. Vision-based implementation 
therefore can be very useful for a natural interface.   

 One could expect that the meaning encoded in 
multimodal communication is somehow distributed across 
speech and gesture modalities. A number of recent 
implementations used predefined gesture syntax, e.g., 
(Oviatt, 1996). A user is confined to the predefined 
gestures for spatial browsing and information querying. 

As a result, a rigid syntax is artificially imposed. 
Therefore the intent of making interaction natural is 
defeated. However, with imprecise recognition of non-
predefined gestures, it may be harder to argue for 
replacing more precise HCI devices, e.g., electronic pen 
with fixed predefined functions.   

The key problem in building such interface, e.g., using  
statistical techniques, is the lack of existing natural 
multimodal data. Studies from human-to-human 
communication do not automatically transfer over to HCI 
due to artificially imposed paradigms. This controversy 
leads to a "chicken-and-egg" problem.  

While the use of the weather narration domain as a 
bootstrapping analysis offers virtually unlimited bimodal 
data it can be assumed as a reasonable simplification of an 
HCI domain. In the series of the previous studies we 
employed the weather narration broadcast analysis 
(Sharma et al., 2000) to bootstrap iMAP framework 
(Figure 1) (Kettebekov and Sharma, 2001). It showed that 
the gesticulative acts used in both domain have similar 
kinematical structure as well as gesture and keyword co-
occurrence patterns. However, the key aspect for choosing 
the weather domain for the current study is in a possibility 
of applying simple processing techniques for extraction of 
prosodic information from uninterrupted narration. 

 

 

Figure 1. iMAP testbed in the context of a 
computerized map. The cursor is shown 
within the circle.  

 
Over 60 minutes of the selected weather narration data 

was used in the analysis. The video sequences contained 
uninterrupted monologue of 1-2 minutes in length. The 
subject pool was presented by 5 men and 3 women.  

3.1. Kinematics of Continuous Gestures  
A continuous hand gesture consists of a series of 

qualitatively different kinematical phases such as 
movement to a position, hold, and transitional movement. 
We adopt Kendon’s framework (Kendon, 1990) by 
organizing these into a hierarchical structure. He proposed 
a notion of gestural unit (phrase) that starts at the moment 
when a limb is lifted away from the body and ends when 
the limb moves back to the resting position. The stroke is 
distinguished by a peaking effort and it is thought to 
constitute the meaning of a gesture (Kendon, 1990). After 
extensive analysis of gestures in weather narration and 
iMAP (Kettebekov and Sharma, 2001, Sharma et al., 
2000) we consider following strokes: contour, point, and 
circle. 

Kita (1997) suggested that a post-stroke hold was a 
way to temporally extend a single movement stroke so 
that the stroke and post-stroke hold together will 



synchronize with the co-expressive portion of the speech. 
It is thought that a pre-stroke hold is a period in which 
gesture waits for speech to establish cohesion so that the 
stroke co-occurs with the co-expressive portion of the 
speech. Therefore, in addition to our previous definitions 
we also include hold as a functional primitive. 

3.2. Continuous Gesture Segmentation 
Sixty minutes of weather domain gesture data for 

training and testing was collected from broadcast video 
using a semi-automatic gesture analysis tool (GAT) (see 
Figure 2). The tool provides a convenient user interface 
for rapid and consistent collection of positional data and a 
easily configurable set of pattern classification tools.  
GAT is integrated with PRAAT software for phonetics 
research (Boersma and Weenink, 2002) for speech 
processing and visualization.   

  

 

Figure 2. Gesture analysis tool (GAT) interface 
 
The task of positional data ground truthing involves 
initialization the head and hand tracking algorithms 
(described in 2.3.1) at the beginning of each video 
sequence and in the events of self-occlusions of the hands.  

3.2.1. Motion Tracking  
The algorithm for visual tracking of the head and 

hands is based on motion and skin-color cues that are 
fused in a probabilistic framework. For each frame and 
each tracked body part, a number of candidate body part 
locations are generated within a window defined by the 
location of the body part in the previous frame and the 
current estimate of the predicted motion. The true 
trajectories of the body parts are defined as the most 
probable paths through time connecting candidate body 
part locations.  The Viterbi algorithm is used to efficiently 
determine this path over time. This approach effectively 
models the hand and head regions as skin-colored moving 
blobs (Figure 3).  

3.2.2. Kinematical Analysis  
To model the gestures, both spatial and temporal 

characteristics of the hand gestures (phonemes) were 
considered. The time series patterns of gesture phases can 
be viewed as a combination of ballistic and guided motion  
of the hand reflected on the skewedness of the velocity 
profile. In the current study, a gesture phoneme is defined 
as a stochastic process of 2D positional and time 
differential parameters of the hand and head over a 
suitably defined time interval.  

 
  
A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) framework was 

employed for continuous gesture recognition, as described 
in (Sharma et al., 2000). The total of 446 phoneme 
examples extracted from the segmented training video 
footage were used for HMM training. The results of the 
continuous gesture recognition showed that only 74.2 % 
of 1876 were classified correctly. Further analysis 
indicated that phoneme pairs of preparation-pointing and 
contour-retraction constitute most of the substitution 
errors. This type of error, which can be attributed to the 
similarity of the velocity profiles, was accounted for the 
total of 33% of all the errors. The deletion1 errors were 
mostly due a relatively small displacement of the hand 
during a pointing gesture. Those constituted 
approximately 58% of all the errors.   

Although purpose of this work was not to introduce a 
robust algorithm with a high recognition rate there is an 
inherent limitation with the current acquisition method. 
I.e., 2D projected motion data can potentially introduce 
spurious variabilities that can have a detrimental effect on 
the recognition rate. The gesture model is based on the 
observed end-effector motion of the hands and the motion 
of the head projected into the camera plane and is only 
and indirect measurement of the true body  
 
 
 

 

Figure 4.  Model based tracking for future 
extraction of direct kinematical gesture 
parameters.  

 

                                                      
1 Deletion type of errors occur when a gesture phoneme is 
recognized as part of another adjacent gesture. 

 

Figure 3. Semi-automatic ground truthing process 
employing a tracking algorithm; 



kinematics. This observation model can hence introduces 
distortions and additional spurious variabilities that 
complicate the differentiation between gestures. Current 
work in progress, cf. (Krahnstoever et al., 2002), has the 
goal of visually extracting the true 3D kinematical 
parameters such as body pose and angles of the shoulder 
and arm joints (see Figure 4). 

4.  Prosody Based Co-analysis  
Both psycholinguistic, e.g., (McNeill, 1992), and  HCI, 

e.g., iMAP (Kettebekov and Sharma, 2000), studies 
suggest that deictic gestures do not exhibit one-to-one 
mapping of form to meaning. Previously, we showed that 
the semantic categories of strokes (derived through the set 
of keywords), not the gesture phonemes, correlate with the 
temporal alignment of keywords, cf. (Kettebekov and 
Sharma, 2000). This work distinguishes two types of 
gestures: referring to a static point on the map and to a 
moving object (i.e., moving precipitation front). Due to 
the homogeneity of the context and trained narrators in the 
weather domain we can statistically assume (mismatch 
<2%) that pointing gesture is the most likely to refer to the 
static and contour stroke to the moving objects. Therefore, 
for simplicity we will use contour and point definitions.   

The purpose of the current analysis is to establish a 
framework by identifying correlate features in visual and 
acoustic signals. First we will separate acoustically 
prominent segments. A segment is defined as a voiced 
interval on the pitch contour that phonologically can vary 
from a single phone/foot2 to intonational phrase units, see 
(Beckman, 1996) for details. Then we will analyze 
alignment of the prominent segment with the gesture 
phonemes. This framework was implemented in GAT.  

4.1. Detecting Prosodically Prominent Segments  
Pitch accent association in English underlines the 

discourse-related notion of focus of information. 
Fundamental frequency (F0) is the correlate of pitch 
defined as the time between two successive glottis 
closures (Hess, 1983). We employed PRAAT software to 
extract F0 contour, as described in (Boersma, 1993).   

Prominent segments were defined as segments which 
were relatively accentuated (or perceived as such) from 
the rest of the monologue. We considered combination of 
the pitch accent and the pause before each voiced segment 
to detect abnormalities in spoken discourse. Maximum 
and minimum of F0 contour represent features for high 
pitch and low pitch accents. Maximum gradient of the 
pitch slope was also considered. A statistical model of 
prosodic discourse for each narration sequence was 
created (Figure 5), see (Kettebekov et al., 2002) for 
details.  

To find an appropriate level of threshold to detect 
prominent segments we employed a bootstrapping 
technique involving a perceptual study.  A control sample 
set for every narrator was labeled by 3 naïve coders for 
auditory prominence. The coders had access only to the 
wave form of speech signal.  The task was to identify at 
least one acoustically prominent sound within the window 
of 3 seconds. The moving window approach was 
considered to account for abnormally elongated pauses in 

                                                      
2 Foot is a phonological unit that has a "heavy" syllable followed 
by a "light" syllable(s). 

the spoken discourse. Allowing 2% of misses, the 
threshold was experimentally set for each narrator (Figure 
5). If a segment appeared to pass the threshold value it 
was considered for co-occurrence analysis with the 
associated gesture. 
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Figure 5. A  sample distribution of auditory 
prominence for a female narrator with the decision 
boundary from the perceptual study.   
 

4.2. Co-occurrence Models  
A statistical model of the temporal alignment of active 

hand velocity and a set of features of the prominent pitch 
segments was created for every gesture phoneme class 
(Figure 6). The features on the pitch profile included max, 
min, beginning, and max of derivative of F0, see 
(Kettebekov et al., 2002) for details. Present formulation  

 

 

Figure 6. A set of features used for co-occurrence 
modeling of the hand velocity (Vhand) and a pitch 
(F0) segment. Red contour represents prominence 
level of corresponding segments   

 
accounts for the two levels of possible prosodic co-
occurrence: discourse and phonological. The onset 
between a gesture and the beginning of a prominent 
segment is to model discourse cohesion (pauses). The 
onset of the peaks in the F0 and peaks in the velocity 
profile of the hand addresses phonological level 
synchronization. All of 446 phonemes that have been used 
for training gesture phonemes were utilized for training of 
the co-occurrence models. Analysis of the resulted models 
indicated that there was no significant difference between 
retraction and preparation phases. Peaks of contour 
strokes tend closely to coincide with the peaks of the pitch 
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segments. Pointing appeared to be quite silent, however, 
most of the segments were aligned with the beginning of 
the post-stroke hold interval. 

Figure 7 summarizes findings of the co-analysis 
framework. At the first level we separate co-verbally 
meaningful gestures (strokes) from auxiliary phonemes 
that included preparation and retraction phases. Also, we 
exclude strokes that are re-articulate previous gestures 
such as a stroke can be followed by the identical stroke 
where the second movement does not have associated 
speech segment. At the second level co-verbal strokes can 
be further classified according to their deixis, cf. 
(Kettebekov and Sharma, 2001). As it was noted before, 
in the context of the weather narration we can statistically 
consider those to be represented by point and contour 
phonemes without further definitions. Preparation and 
retraction phases were eventually collapsed into the same 
category  and were not differentiated. 

 

Figure 7. Prosodic co-analysis framework 

The co-analysis models for co-verbal strokes were 
merged with the beginning of the post stroke-hold phases 
for classification purposes. Such redefinition of the co-
verbal strokes for the purpose of co-analysis was 
motivated by the results associated with the pointing 
strokes and it was included into the computational 
framework.     

4.3. Continuous Gesture Recognition with Co-
occurrence Models   

We employed Bayesian formulation to fuse the 
gesture framework and the co-occurrence models at the 
decision level, see (Kettebekov et al., 2002). The resulted 
segmentation showed significant improvement in the 
overall performance with the correct recognition of 81.8% 
(versus 72.4%). Subsequently, there was a significant 
reduction of deletion (8.6% versus 16.1%) and 
substitution errors (5.8% versus 9.2%). The deletion type 
of errors were minimized due to the inclusion of small 
point gestures, which are quite salient when correlated 
with prominent acoustic features. Figure 8 shows example 
of elimination of a deletion error after applying co-
analysis. White trace on the figure illustrates visually  
negligible hand movement trajectory. Improvement of 
substitution errors can be attributed to the differentiation 
between the auxiliary gesture phases and the strokes in the 
co-occurrence analysis. 

5. Conclusions  
We presented an alternative approach for combining 

gesture and speech signals from the bottom-up 
perspective. Unlike commonly controlled gesture 

 
 

a) b) 

Figure 8. Example of deletion error using: a) visual-
only signal resulted in hold gesture; b) with co-
occurrence model point was recognized as a part of 
preceding hold (case a.);  
 

recognition domains, we address this problem in the 
weather broadcast domain, which can be characterized by 
relatively unrestricted narration. Such formulation is more 
favorable for automated recognition of continuous deictic 
gestures then the semantic based (keyword co-
occurrence). The current results demonstrate the concept 
of improving recognition of co-verbal gestures when 
combined with the prosodic features in speech. This is a 
first attempt which requires further improvement. The 
issues of portability to an HCI setting, e.g., iMAP 
framework, are currently under investigation. 

Applicability of the current formulation for the other 
types of gestures is probably possible if the segmental 
approach is considered for the gesture acquisition. In a 
domain with more spontaneous behavior, e.g., in a 
dialogue (e.g., iMAP) (versus monologue as presented in 
the present work) the methodology of prosodically 
prominent feature extraction is more complex. It would 
require acquisition of an improved kinematical model (see 
section 3.2.2.) that considers additional visual cues such as 
turn of head (direction of the gaze), and etc.    
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Abstract 
Representing the behaviour of multimodal interactive systems in a complete, concise and non-ambiguous way is still a 
challenge for formal description techniques. Indeed, multimodal interactive systems embed specific constraints that are 
either cumbersome or impossible to capture with classical formal description techniques. This is due to both the multiple 
facets of a multimodal system (in terms of supported modes) and the strong temporal constraints usually encountered in this 
kind of systems. This position paper presents a formal description technique dedicated to the engineering of interactive 
multimodal systems. The formal description technique is then used for the modelling and analysis of two fusion 
mechanisms. Lastly, benefits and limitations of the approach are discussed. 
 

1. Introduction 
Despite some efforts for providing toolkits for 

the construction of multimodal interactive systems 
(Bederson et al. 2000, Chatty 94), the actual 
engineering of multimodal interactive systems 
remains a cumbersome task usually carried out in a 
rather crafty process. Indeed, while the design 
(Coutaz & Nigay 1993, Nigay & Vernier 2000) 
and the evaluation (Coutaz et al. 1996) of 
multimodal interactive systems have been 
thoroughly studied, the process of going from a 
given design to an actual functional system has 
been the focus of very little research work.  

An important aspect of this development 
process is the reuse of work done from a previous 
design to another application. Some work on 
toolkits (Bederson & al. 2000) and architectures 
(Nigay & Coutaz 95) address this problem at a very 
low level of abstraction thus making the solution 
bounded either to modalities or to development 
platforms.  

We believe that the use of an adequate formal 
description technique can provide support for a 
more systematic development of multimodal 
interactive systems. Indeed, formal description 
techniques allows for describing a system in a 
complete and non-ambiguous way thus allowing 
for an easier understanding of problems between 
the various persons participating in the 
development process. Besides, formal description 
techniques allow designers to reason about the 
models by using analysis techniques. Classical 
results can be the detection of deadlock or presence 
or absence of terminating state. A set of properties 
for multimodal systems have been identified 
(Martin 1999, Coutaz et al. 1995) but their 
verification over an existing multimodal system is 
usually impossible to achieve. For instance it is 

impossible to guarantee that two modalities are 
redundant whatever state the system is in.  

The paper is structured as follows. Next section 
is dedicated to related work dealing with 
specification of multimodal interactive systems. 
Section 3 is dedicated to the informal presentation 
of the ICO (Interactive Cooperative Objects) 
formalism. Section 4 presents extensions to ICO 
called the MICO formalism (Multimodal 
Interactive Cooperative Objects) which is dedicated 
to the formal description of multimodal interactive 
systems. This formalism is applied to two fusion 
mechanisms. The first one integrates voice and 
gesture while the second one features two handed 
interaction. Last section (section 5) presents the 
advantages and limitations of the approach as well 
as future and ongoing work.  

2. Related work 
Work in the field of multimodal can be sorted 

in four main categories. Of course the aim of this 
categorization is not to be exhaustive but to 
propose an organisation of previous work in this 
field.  
o Understanding multimodal systems 

? (Coutaz & Nigay 1993) typology of 
multimodal systems, refined in (Bellik 
1995)  

? (Coutaz et al. 1995), (Martin 1999) 
presenting properties of multimodal 
systems 

o Software construction of multimodal systems  
? (Chatty 94, Bederson et al. 2000) propose 

toolkits for the construction of multimodal 
systems 

? (Nigay & Coutaz 95) proposes a generic 
software architecture for multimodal 
systems 

o Analysis and use of novel modalities  
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? (Bolt 1980) presents the first use of voice 
and gesture as combined modalities. 

? (Buxton & Myers, 1986) introduces two 
handed interaction. 

? (Bolt & Herranz 92) introduces the use of 
the two handed interaction in virtual 
reality applications. 

? (Vo & Wood 1996) presents Jeanie, a 
multimodal application, to test the use of 
eyes tracking and lips movements’ 
recognition.  

o Multimodal systems description. 
? (Nigay & Coutaz 95) presents a 

Multimodal Air Traffic Information 
System (MATIS) using both voice and 
direct manipulation interaction. 

? (Cohen et al. 1997) presents QuickSet a 
cooperative user interface to military 
systems using both voice and gesture. 

? (Bier et al. 1993) presents a drawing 
systems featuring two handed interaction 
through a trackball and a mouse.  

While formal description techniques have been 
defined and used for interactive systems since the 
early work from Parnas (Parnas 69), their 
extension and use for multimodal systems is still 
relatively rare. We can quote for instance work 
from (Duke & Harrison 1997) or (MacColl & 
Carrington 98) were they present how software 
engineering techniques such as Z and CSP can be 
used for the modelling of MATIS the multimodal 
air traffic information system developed by Nigay 
(Nigay & Coutaz 1995).  

We believe that multimodal interactive systems 
feature intrinsic characteristics that make formal 
description techniques used in software 
engineering not directly suitable for multimodal 
systems. First, multimodal interactive systems are, 
by definition, interactive and thus behave in an 
event-driven way, usually hard to capture and 
represent in state based descriptions such as Z. 
Second, the temporal constraints are at the core of 
these systems which are more often than not real 
time and highly concurrent. Indeed, users’ actions 
may occur simultaneously on several input devices 
and the fusion mechanism must process those input 
in real-time. Formal description techniques with an 
interleaving semantics (such as CSP, CCS or 
LOTOS) are not capable of representing such truly 
concurrent behaviours. Lastly, the use of temporal 
windows in fusion mechanisms requires, from a 
formal description technique, the possibility to 
represent time in a quantitative way by expressing 
for instance that an event must be received within 
100 milliseconds.  

Petri nets is one of the few formal description 
techniques that allows for representing the 
behaviour of such systems. Indeed, they feature 
true-concurrency semantics, they are able to deal 
both with events and states and they provide 
several ways to represent quantitative time (Bastide 
& Palanque 1994).  

For space reasons we do not present in detail 
the notation here but next section shows how these 
characteristics are used while modelling two fusion 
mechanisms.  

3. Informal Description of ICOs 
The Interactive Cooperative Objects (ICOs) 

formalism is a formal description technique 
dedicated to the specification of interactive systems 
(Bastide et al. 1998). It uses concepts borrowed 
from the object-oriented approach (dynamic 
instantiation, classification, encapsulation, 
inheritance, client/server relationship) to describe 
the structural or static aspects of systems, and uses 
high-level Petri nets (Genrich 1991) to describe 
their dynamic or behavioural aspects. 

ICOs are dedicated to the modelling and the 
implementation of event-driven interfaces, using 
several communicating objects to model the 
system, where both behaviour of objects and 
communication protocol between objects are 
described by Petri nets. The formalism made up 
with both the description technique for the 
communicating objects and the communication 
protocol is called the Cooperative Objects 
formalism (CO and its extension to CORBA COCE 
(Bastide et al. 2000)).  

In the ICO formalism, an object is an entity 
featuring four components: a cooperative object 
with user services, a presentation part, and two 
functions (the activation function and the 
rendering function) that make the link between the 
cooperative object and the presentation part.  

Cooperative Object (CO): a cooperative object 
models the behaviour of an ICO. It states how the 
object reacts to external stimuli according to its 
inner state. This behaviour, called the Object 
Control Structure (ObCS) is described by means of 
high-level Petri net. A CO offers two kinds of 
services to its environment. The first one, described 
with CORBA-IDL (OMG 1998), concerns the 
services (in the programming language 
terminology) offered to other objects in the 
environment. The second one, called user services, 
provides a description of the elementary actions 
offered to a user, but for which availability depends 
on the internal state of the cooperative object (this 
state is represented by the distribution and the 
value of the tokens (called marking) in the places 
of the ObCS). 

Presentation part: the Presentation of an object 
states its external appearance. This Presentation is 
a structured set of widgets organized in a set of 
windows. Each widget may be a way to interact 
with the interactive system (user  system 
interaction) and/or a way to display information 
from this interactive system (system  user 
interaction). 

Activation function: the user  system 
interaction (inputs) only takes place through 
widgets. Each user action on a widget may trigger 
one of the ICO's user services. The relation 
between user services and widgets is fully stated by 
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the activation function that associates to each 
couple (widget, user action) the user service to be 
triggered. 

Rendering function: the system  user 
interaction (outputs) aims at presenting to the user 
the state changes that occurs in the system. The 
rendering function maintains the consistency 
between the internal state of the system and its 
external appearance by reflecting system states 
changes. 

ICO are used to provide a formal description of 
the dynamic behaviour of an interactive 
application. An ICO specification fully describes 
the potential interactions that users may have with 
the application. The specification encompasses 
both the "input" aspects of the interaction (i.e. how 
user actions impact on the inner state of the 
application, and which actions are enabled at any 
given time) and its "output" aspects (i.e. when and 
how the application displays information relevant 
to the user). 

An ICO specification is fully executable, which 
gives the possibility to prototype and test an 
application before it is fully implemented (Navarre 
et al. 2000). The specification can also be validated 
using analysis and proof tools developed within the 
Petri nets community and extended in order to take 
into account the specificities of the Petri net dialect 
used in the ICO formal description technique. 

4. Fusion Mechanisms Modelling 
This section presents how MICO formalism can 

be used for the modelling of two fusion 
mechanisms. As explained in previous section this 
formalism is able to capture all the elements that 
are embedded in fusion mechanisms.  

4.1.  Voice and Gesture Interaction 
Our first example is Bolt’s system (Bolt 80). 

Bolt was the first to have the idea to use voice and 

gesture recognition synergistically for multimodal 
input. This idea had been implemented in a 
drawing application, in which user can specify a 
command orally and give its arguments with either 
a precise oral description or with a deictic word 
(this, here, there, ...) and a designation gesture 

In this system, five different commands are 
allowed: create, name, delete, make and move. 
Each command features a given number of 
arguments. As long as the command is incomplete, 
the system waits for the missing argument(s). 
When a deictic is uttered, user’s gesture is taken in 
account.  

As an input for the modelling of this system, we 
have taken the informal description that can be 
found in Bolt’s papers. Of course, as this 
application has been presented in natural language 
and implemented, but not formally described, it is 
difficult to perfectly understand the functioning of 
the integration between deictic and gesture. We 
have supposed that the analysing of a deictic word 
is at the origin of the triggering of the gesture 
recognition. Similarly, fusion criteria between 
command and its potential arguments are not 
detailed. In the model, this has been represented by 
the use of typing constraints. Figure 2 and Figure 2 
present the formal description of the system 
according to the assumption presented above. This 
model describes in a non-ambiguous way the 
behaviour of the fusion mechanism. In the model 
rectangles (called transitions) represent actions the 
system can perform while ellipses (called places) 
represent state variable of the system. Places can 
hold tokens and the distribution of tokens in the 
places represent the current state of the system. 
The Petri model used in the MICO formalism is 
called a high-level Petri net model as token can 
hold values.  

. 

 

Figure 1. A formal description of the fusion mechanism in Bolt’s system (behavioural part) 
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Figure 2. A formal description of the fusion mechanism in Bolt’s system (interaction part) 
 
The initial state of the system presented in 

Figure 2 is thus the presence of 5 tokens in place 
Model and no token in the other places of the net. 
The values of these token are the description of the 
commands the system can interpret i.e. their 
number of arguments, the type of this arguments 
(object, position or name) and their name (create, 
name, delete, make or move). Places and 
transitions are related by arcs. A transition can be 
fired (i.e. an action performed) if and only if each 
input place of the transition holds at least one 
token. When a transition is fired, the token are 
remove from the input places and one token is 
deposited in each output place. The model in 
Figure 2 features two specific kinds of arcs. Tests 
arcs model the fact that a token is tested i.e. it is 
not removed or changed by the firing of the 
transition but its existence is necessary for the 
actual firing of the transition. Such an arc is 

represented between transition ProdDesc and place 
Stop meaning that in order for the system to 
process a description (transition ProdDesc) the 
system must be in the Stop state i.e. place Stop 
holds at least one token. Inhibitor arc model the 
zero test in a Petri net. For instance the arc 
between place Stop and transition ProdCommand 
is an inhibitor arc (the end of the arc is a black dot) 
meaning that this transition can only be fired if 
there is no token in place Stop. Relationship 
between transitions and events is done by means of 
dedicated transitions called synchronised 
transitions. A synchronized transition can only be 
fired if it is fireable (according to the current 
marking of the net) and the associated event is 
triggered (for instance after a corresponding user 
action on a dedicated input device). In Figure 2, 
“ProdCommand”, “ProdDei” and “ProdDesc” are 
synchronized with user events (utterance of a 

Type definition of Places in the Petri net 
Place Stop < > 
Place Command < String > 
Place Model < Command  > =  

{  [2, [Object, Object], “Make”],  
[3, [Object, Position], “Move”],  
[1, [Object], “Delete”],  
[2, [Object, String], “Name”],  
[2, [Object, Position], “Copy”]   } 

Place Arg < Argument > 
Place P2 < Int, Sort > 
Place NbArg < Sort > 
Place Cmd < Sort [ ] > 
Place OK < > 
Place EndCmde < Sort [ ] > 

 
Avail function: 
 Avail (ProdCommand) = { ProdCommand } ; 
 Avail (ProdDei) = { ProdDei } ; 
 Avail (ProdDesc) = { ProdDesc } ; 
 
Activation function: 

Media Interaction object Event Service Rendering method 

Microphone No Utterance of “Make”  ProdCommand No 

Microphone No Utterance of “Move”  ProdCommand No 

Microphone No Utterance of “Delete  ProdCommand No 

Microphone No Utterance of “Name”  ProdCommand No 

Microphone No Utterance of “Copy”  ProdCommand No 

Microphone No Utterance of a deictic word ProdDei No 

Microphone No Utterance of a description ProdDesc No 

 
Event production function: 

Element name Event produced 

EndCmde Event Comand_completed 
 

Definition of types used in the Petri net model 
Class Position { Int X; 
   Int Y;   } 
Class Object { String Name; 
   String  Size; 

String Color  } 
Class Sort  { Object, Position, String } 
Class Command  { Int NbArg ; 

        Sort [ ] TypeArg ; 
        String NC; } 
 

Class Argument { Sort Nat; 
        New Sort Val; } 
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command, deictic word or univocal description). 
As voice modality is dominant in this system, 
gestures are taken in account only if a deictic word 
is uttered. So there is no gesture event. Formal 
analysis of the Petri net of Figure 2 guarantees that 
whatever state the system is in, there is always at 
least one transition in the model that is fireable 
which means that the model is live. For space 
reasons we don’t explain in details other properties 
that can be proven on the model and how the 
formal analysis is performed.  

4.2. Two handed interaction 
The models in Figure 4 and Figure 3 describe 

the interaction level events policy for two handed 
interaction. There is no assumption about the type 
of the devices except that they are graphical and 
produce the same set of low level events. It tells 

when and how those events are produced according 
to the user's actions on the devices. In this Petri 
net, the policy works like a transducer: each time a 
physical event is accepted, the Petri net fires a 
transition and creates higher level events.  

For example, in the policy represented in 
Figure 4, the physical mouse-move (m) is 
transformed into a higher level mouse-move (M), 
e.g. the transition between places One_Click and 
Idle reacts to the event m by generating another 
event M plus an event click (C). However; all 
physical (low level) events are not immediately 
translated into interaction level events. For 
example, each event d (down) received while the 
system is in the initial state, is consumed without 
any production. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Formal model of a fusion mechanism for two handed interaction (behavioural part) 

 

 
Type of places  
Place Ilde < Int > = { 0, 1 } 
Place Down < Int > 
Place OneClic < Int > 
Place TwoDown < Int > 
Place CombiClic < Int > 
Place CombiDoubleClic < Int > 
Place Moving < Int > 
 
Avail function : 
 Avail (MouseDown) = { Down1, Down2 } ; 
 Avail (MouseUp) = { Up1, Up2, Up3 } ; 
 Avail (MouseMove) = { Move1, Move2, Move3, Move4 } ; 

Avail (Time) = { TimeOut1, TimeOut2 } ; 
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Figure 4. Formal model of a fusion mechanism for two handed interaction (interaction part) 
 
We have already presented this example in 

(Accot et al. 1996) while presenting how 
transducer can be modelled using Petri nets. The 
model in Figure 4 presents a way to integrate 
information provided by two different mice. The 
system can react to the following set of events 
produced through users’ actions on the physical 
devices: Button Down (d), Button Up (u), Mouse 
Move (m) and Time Out (t). If a precise sequence 
of event is performed on the mice, multimodal 
events are produced by the model. Such events are: 
“CombiDoubleClick” and “CombiClick” 
corresponding to the arrival, in the model, of 
tokens in place CombiClick and 
CombiDoubleClick.  

5. Conclusion and future work 
The MICO formalism is an extension of ICO 

formalism that is formalism dedicated to the design 
specification, verification and prototyping of 
interactive systems. Its formal underpinnings make 
it especially suitable for safety critical interactive 
systems. ICO formalism has been applied to 
various kinds of systems including business, Air 
Traffic Management and command and control 
applications. The continuously increasing 
complexity of the information manipulated by such 
systems calls for new interaction techniques 
increasing the bandwidth between the system and 
the user. Multimodal interaction techniques are 
considered as a promising way for tackling this 
problem. However, the lack of engineering 
techniques and processes for such systems makes 

them hard to design and to build and thus 
jeopardises their actual exploitation in the area of 
safety critical application.  

This position paper has presented a formal 
description technique that can be used for the 
modelling and the analysis of multimodal 
interactive systems. This work is part of a new 
project on the evaluation and use of multimodal 
interaction techniques in the field of command and 
control real time systems.  
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Activation function: 

Media Interaction object Event Service Rendering method 

Mouse button All Down MouseDown Internal 

Mouse button All Up MouseUp Internal 

Mouse All Move MouseMove Move_Mouse 

  TimeOut Time Internal 

 
Event production function: 

Element name Event produced 

T1 Event CDC 

T3 Event CC 

Up2 Event DC 

Move1 Events C and M 

TimeOut1 Event C 

TimeOut2 Event C 

Move2 Event B 

Move4 Event D 

Up3 Event E 

Move3 Events C and B 
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Abstract
The Eye-bed prototype introduces new ergonomic language scenarios. This paper focuses on developing a demonstration eye gesture
language for intelligent user interface and computer control. Controls are integrated with a user model containing a history of previous
interactions with the interface. Context recognition enables the Eye-Bed environment to continually adapt to suit the user’s inferred
and demonstrated preferences.  Staring, gazing, glancing, blinking, etc… are part of person-to-person visual communication.  By
creating a computer interface language composed of exaggerated eye gestures, we create a multi-modal interface that is easy to learn,
use, and remember.

1. Introduction
Computer human interfaces have long been applied to

everyday situations. These interfaces are often trapped in a
user-directed model, relying on the user to know and use a
language to directly specify what she wants from the
computer.  More recently computers are finding their way
into everyday things.  These days our appliances seem to
need to have their computers booted before they work.
Cars, phones, record players even house locks come to a
grinding halt when their computers don’t work.  We have
been programming our thermostats, watches, and
videotape recorders for so long that it seems reasonable to
spend hours learning to use an MP3 music player that fits
in your hand.  They are about to get simpler.

At the very least hospital beds have some control for
comfort,  height, angle, and temperature.  The bed area
has another control to call an assistant. Usually each bed
has a control for a  television.  How should we position
ourselves optimally to watch a movie from bed?
Automation of communication and media in bed could be
very useful. The Media-Bed scenario adds new rich
command and control integration opportunities to the
computer human interface (Shelley, R., 2001).

If one integrated environmental controls, educational
materials, and entertainment media into a bed interface
how would a user communicate with it?  Imagine imagery
projected on the ceiling over a bed. (Figure 2.) Consider
functions presented spatially as an integrated ecological
user interface. This would require a person to select things
on the spatial interface. Spatial selection has many
dexterity problems.  Historically the control theory issues
and other obstacles of the components of Fitts and
Steering laws (Hinckley, K. et al, 1994) have paled in
comparison to the difficulty of learning command
languages.  We consider new languages that are trivial to
learn and require low cognitive overhead to use.  Through
mimicry and extension of the social communication
people employ nonverbally, we explore the realm of
reduced consciousness communication.

Graphical interfaces are wonderful in that they allow
a user to recognise something they might not have been
able to remember otherwise, like a place in a file
hierarchy.  If they want an item they simply point at it to
select it. Still, graphical interfaces have long been

cumbersome and frustrating.  People control 3D interfaces
with analogue devices that change the rate and angle of
motion as though the ultimate way to interact with a
computer would be some sort of hovering gravity-
independent helicopter. It is hard to learn to fly a
helicopter. Many novice users of 3D interfaces have the
constant feeling of listing dangerously as they walk into
walls and can’t stop the scenes from rotating.

Figure 1: Multimedia Bed with Ceiling Projection

 A provocative area of user input design has been eye
control.  It has seemed like one of the ultimate interface



approaches since the 1960s when the first rudimentary
mechanical Perkinji trackers were demonstrated.  Indeed
psychologists and marketing people have used eye
position to understand people’s interests . (Yarbus, L.
1967).  Unfortunately eye tracking utility has been
stymied: the head moves; the eyes don’t want to look at
one thing; the tracking devices work in lab settings better
than in an office; etc….  For the past 40 years, people have
been improving eye-tracking technology using Electro-
occulogram eye trackers, contact lenses, tracking infrared
cameras and dual cameras to get to lightweight camera
based systems. Dual camera systems like the
Autostereoscopic user-computer interface (Pastoor, S.,
Skerjanc, R., 1997) and multiple multiplexed structured
light source camera systems like the Blue Eyes™ system
at IBM have become excellent tools (Flickner, 2001).
Unfortunately, these “better eye tracking systems” have
made it even more obvious that the eye is not simply
looking for interesting things that it wants to effect.

The eye is not a cursor control device. The eye
notices movement in the periphery and has to attend to it
vigilantly searching for danger.  The eye is a guard dog; it
has a job to do.  Using eyes and trackers to move a cursor
precisely is like using a security officer in a bank to show
people the bathroom.  The officer could do it but not as
well as a concierge; at the same time the officer would
risk being remiss in the primary security duties.

2. Eye motion as language
Large areas of the brain are devoted to interpreting

visual input and controlling the eye (Carpenter, M., 1976).
The sensitivity of the eye itself makes it a strange choice
for a pointing device. The eye, after all, seeks to
understand anything in its view.  The area centralis is
some 3 degrees wide; anything in this visual area is well
known to the mind.  One of the most difficult issues with
eye-tracking scenarios is that the eye-tracking computer
demands “eye contact”.  This is the very thing people are
most used to devoting to scanning for safety,
acknowledging other people, and to expressing their
feelings non-verbally (Clark, H., Wilkes-Gibbs, D., 1986).

Interest Tracker (Maglio et al, 2000) lets people use
generalized directional gaze to select information content
by demonstrated interest, much as a person does when
meeting a new acquaintance.  This stands in contrast to the
standard eye-tracking interface in which a user is asked to
stare at a specific thing until it is selected: the physical
difficulty of doing so; the social inappropriateness; and
the uncomfortable feeling of the interface is significant.
In contrast if the user is asked to look at the general area
of an item to be selected these interface obstacles are
diminished.

More recent work, demonstrated “Magic Pointing”
(Shumin, Z. 1999), an approach that uses eye gaze to
make a non-linear jump or “warp” a cursor to where the
eye is looking on a screen.  Subsequent GUI control is
done through the standard cursor control device.  It is
quite easy to use eye tracking to identify areas of interest.
Of value to interface design is the fact that the eye is a
course output device and a fine input device.  The most
important notion however is that Interest Tracker and
Magic Pointing take advantage of the fact that the eye

wants to look in the area of interest.  The syntax that the
action of looking at a work area changes the spatial
position of the cursor is a powerful one.  Using a dwell
time of just 0.3 seconds was more than adequate to allow
a user to distinguish things they wanted to select.  It was
also found to be much faster than a mouse can select the
same area (Maglio et al., 2000) Interest Tracker,
introduced above, is a system that shows another simple
and productive use of gaze interpretation. It augments a
person’s natural gaze at an area of interest with additional
information or content of a similar nature.

Invision (Li, M.; Selker, T., 2001), takes this one step
further, based on evidence that shows that the paths that
people’s eyes follow demonstrate what they are thinking
(Yarbus, 1967). When people rapidly transit from one
place to another they are more likely to be making a
selection of a familiar item.  When people’s eyes move
slowly around the field-of-view they are taking in
information, and making decisions, but not selections.

The pattern based Invision interface made two
contributions to eye tracking. It demonstrated that eye
tracking accuracy could in many cases be improved by
interpreting eye movement as the endpoints of the
trajectory (i.e. knowing where the eye had moved from
and too helps to understand user intent and focus).  In the
second, and more interesting case, the relationships
between objects that the eye gazes at and the order that
they are gazed at become the language that drives the
computer.  The system showed a set of objects
representing the various sponsors of the Media Lab.  As a
person traversed them with their eyes, it used the path to
notice their interests.  As a person’s eye went back and
forth, between two things, the objects they were looking at
moved closer to one another.   In this way, as a user shows
interest in a group of items the interface literally brings
these items together.  This has been explored as an
interface for a kitchen as well (opening the refrigerator,
oven, cabinets and dishwasher). These pieces of research
all focus our attention on the information that comes out
of an eye.

2.1.1. Gaze vs. Stare Detection:

The Eye-ARe Project took this further. Eye-aRe is a
simple system that consists of a glasses mounted infrared
LED and photodiode that detect reflected infrared light
from the eye's cornea and sclarea. (Selker et al.,  2001)  A
small PIC can detect  when a person is staring and when
their eyes stay relatively fixed.  It is not hard to separate
simple eye gaze intent. This approach can separate out
intended versus unintended selection events.  Even
without a camera, Eye-aRe has successfully been used to
send business card information when a user stares at (or is
engaged in conversation with)  another person, to bring up
information about a display when a person looks at it, and
detect closed and opened eyes and individual blink
signatures.

If the actions used to interact with a computer mimic
the normal use of human eye gesture language, this
synergy could assist user’s learning and memory. Can
such an eye gesture based language be the basis of an
ecological interface?  Can such a natural control language



be integrated without being difficult to learn or generating
confusion? Can reasoning, learning, and representation of
intelligence be employed to give users more control?

Complex social dynamics are   traceable to eye
motion (Clark, 1986).  These can be used to enhance
human computer communication. Eye motion
demonstrates a social gesture language. These are
significantly easier to record than eye position.  With this
thesis we will describe the ways that eye gestures and task
modeling have been experimented with in the Eye-Bed to
reduce reliance on direct manipulation in the interface.

Figure 2: Ecological display projected on Ceiling

3. Media-Bed & Eye-Bed
The bed is a place where the average person will

spend approximately one third of their life.  Once made of
plant fiber and then synthetic materials, we have now
made the bed digital.  The Media-Bed and Eye-Bed
(Figure 1.) are a response to the challenges of integrating
environmental, educational, and entertainment controls in
a universal interface. The Media-Bed and Eye-Bed could
simplify  the controls of a hospital bed while adding new
features that integrate these domains [good morning
america].

The Media-Bed and Eye-Bed are part of a growing
body of language based interface development. (Selker,
T.; Burleson, W.,  2000) The thesis is that replacing
explicit spatial selection with a language-based interaction
may provide interfaces that are easy to learn, use,  and
remember. One novel control approach in this direction
has been the use of eye tracking. The social language of
the eye (i.e. “wink, wink…. Know what I mean” as said
again and again in … Monty Python’s Holy Grail) can be
used as a natural easily understood language.  In the Bed
projects we overlay and map expected characterized
ocular responses such as stare, gaze, wink, etc… with a
language to communicate interface intentions between the
user and the computer.

The Media-Bed and Eye-Bed are  a computer systems
that recognizes and remembers what a person is doing in
bed to provide useful information and environmental
modifications.  They “listens” to many information
channels to enhance the semantics of a language.  The
Eye-Bed extends language recognition of the Media-Bed

to include eye-tracking semantics: blinking, winking,
staring, and gazing.  Both create a user model which
includes time stamps, interface states, knowledge of the
position and sound of the user, in additon to the traditional
direct user input channel.

The Media-Bed and Eye-Bed are a place for us to
experiment with new scenarios for using a computer in
our live.  They are also a place to experiment with new
multi-modal input devices. For example, eye tracking in a
bed has advantages. The person’s head is supported and
can be stabilized.  This naturally reduces the difficulty of
finding and tracking the eye position.  The bed consists of
an integrated multimedia personal computer and video
projector.  It runs a Macromedia Director movie projected
onto the ceiling above a standard bed. This projection
creates a virtual world that provides the user with a space
for interaction and reactive input.

3.1. Prototype Scenario
A person is lying in bed.  Many simple activities can

be computer-facilitated making lying in bed more
pleasurable and productive. A scene appears, projected on
the ceiling above the user’s head (Figure 2).  It is a scene
of rolling hills dotted with icons: an e-mail kiosk, a TV
satellite dish, a juke box, a person reading in a lawn chair,
a newspaper stand, the moon and stars, and the sun.  Each
of these icons can move the user into another part of the
world depending on his needs and wishes at the time.  We
have experimented with different renditions of physical
world imagery or so-called “ecological interfaces”.
Ecological interfaces have been shown to improve speed
and accuracy of selection over two-dimensional interfaces
when users are familiar with them (Ark et al. 1998).

Pointing and selecting it, the kiosk enlarges to fill the
screen, bringing the user into another space.  A smaller
rendition of the rolling hills at the top of the screen points
to the original main screen where the user came from. The
user can similarly watch TV, read the newspaper or read
an online book while lying on their back in bed. The
display is projected upward to cover the ceiling above the
bed. When reading something or watching TV or a movie,
the user no longer has to prop themselves up with their
arms or find a comfortable position to sit in.  If the user
has back or neck problems, this is especially important.

Once the user has finished reading e-mail selecting
the hills at the top of the screen returns them to the initial
selection screen.  It's time to go to sleep, so the user
moves to the moon and stars, a soothing song begins to
play and a sunset that gradually darkens to reveal the night
sky is projected. The bed can subtly and playfully
encourage or persuade a person to go to sleep at an hour
that they should by shifting to this mode as well. (Fogg,
B., 1998)  Selecting the moon presents the outlines of
constellations.  As the user explores the night sky, the
names of the constellations and planets appear.  Selecting
a planet brings up its path and other information. This is
an example of how the system can function in an
educational and informational role as well. As the user
falls a sleep (their eyes close and they move less), the bed
recognizes the hour, and sets sunrise wake up music to
accommodate the user’s sleep patterns.  The bed has
learned how long it’s occupant likes to sleep by



monitoring the use patterns of the alarm clock.  Since the
bed has access to the user’s calendar, it knows the user
will not miss any appointments by waking up at eleven
o'clock.  In the morning, the sun rises on the ceiling,
accompanied by morning music. The room is gradually lit
up by the sunlight, and the day's schedule is presented for
review along with e-mail and newspaper customized to
the user’s interests and preferences.  In this scenarios the
user is able to enjoy the activities that they normally enjoy
with the media selection assistance from the computer.

 Selection of functions on the Media-Bed selection of
items on the ceiling was originally accomplished with a
Polhemous 6-degree of freedom system in a ball.  The
position of the ball controlled a ball-shaped cursor on the
landscape imagery of the ceiling interface. The ball used a
bed based coordinate system to control a cursor on the
screen.  It was tiresome to hold it in exactly the right
position on the bed to activate the functions . The
Gyromouse™ did not require the person’s hand to go to a
specific place in the air or on the bed to use spatial
control.  The TrackPoint™ in a custom built handle and a
TrackPoint keyboard were much easier to use allowing
hands to rest on the device. The next step in evaluating the
Media Bed interface was to add an eye tracker. The newer
Eye-Bed system uses the eye-tracker, positioned in a lamp
mounted to the headboard, to control the system.

Through the construction of user model profiles, the
Media-Bed and Eye-Bed can learn to suit the user’s
wishes by understanding what they are interested in
seeing, doing, and listening to. The boom box and media
presenting applications in the bed do this explicitly.  A
hiking boot icon when selected kicks the juke box or
media player indicating to the user that the system will try
to change what media to present.  The system changes the
current media and updates the model of what to try in the
future.  It uses artificial intelligence to record actions and
reactions of the user to build a model of what kind of
information  and media will be useful in which situations.

The Eye-Bed version augments  the positional syntax
of a cursor on a GUI with a language of few simple eye
gestures to make an even more interesting interaction
scenario.  This is done through a paradigm of relaxed eye
tracking. The Eye-Bed version develops a contextual
knowledge of the situation.  It uses the “eyes shut”
condition to know when a person is asleep or not wanting
to see imagery anymore.  “Eyes open” to tell the bed that a
person need not hear the loud version of the alarm clock,
“excessive blinking” or “nervous eyes” to change the
station of the radio or TV, and “gazing” into a sparse
ecological interface to select interface icons. The eye
position itself and the way that a person is looking at
something can determine what should be done.  If the eye
isn’t wandering and there is only one nearby object of
interest the selection is obvious. Using this multi-modal
and contextually aware approach we have enhanced the
user interface in the Media bed.

3.1.1. Nervous Eyes Want Change
Work with Eye-aRe and the work of many other

researchers have shown that it is easy to recognize rapid
blinking as a sign of dissatisfaction.  In the Eye-Bed we
integrate rapid blinking as the syntactic way to say you are

not satisfied with the current interactions. For example,
we used rapid blinking to change the channel on the radio
and video, in a similar manner to the boot kicking the
player.  Since this action is similar to the natural way of
communicating dissatisfaction, people are able to
remember the action and accomplish it with ease.

3.1.2. Open Eyes
It is extremely easy to know when an eye is open or

closed.  Eyes open presumes the person is not asleep and
is thus the syntax for telling the bed to activate wake-up
imagery of a sunrise and turning off the loud alarm if the
time is morning or if the user generally wakes up at that
time of day.  Likewise if a person is not in bed the wake
up alarm is not needed.  An eye projected on the ceiling
shows the eye open and labels the status “open”.  This
projected eye is part of the feedback to the user that the
eye tracking is on and working.

3.1.3. Eyes Closed
Missing pupils is the syntax for putting the system

into a sleep mode. Of course, a person need not watch TV
or other things when they are asleep so it can fadeout
these media. The Eye-Bed system puts up a black screen
with “Zzzzzzz…” written across it when a person closes
their eyes for several seconds.

3.1.4. Stare
Attention is a fundamental communication act. When a
person looks at something intently we call it staring.  In
the Eye-Bed we use dwell time to activate a spatial icon.
Eye-aRe demonstrates that staring at a toy dog is an
obvious way to make it respond with a bark; staring at a
TV is an obvious way to demonstrate interest in the TV
show. Therefore staring in the Eye-Bed is used to select
and activate media.

3.1.5. Gaze
When a person looks around we could say they are

gazing.  In the Eye-Bed the eye moving around without
staying anywhere is interpreted as lack of focus on the bed
interface.  The system shows the interpretation on the
ceiling display eye indicator.

The eye gesture syntax described in this section is
small.  The simple language of eye states has been enough
to drive the entire Eye-Bed demonstration.

3.2. Discussion
Typical spatial interfaces use a spatial inclusion

syntax.  (Selker, T.; Appel, A, 1991).  The control moves
an indicator or cursor to within the boundaries of a spatial
object or icon to associate syntax to it.  The eye gesture
language is an augmented visual language in which some
eye gestures have global consequence while others act as
parameters of a selection device just as mouse buttons on
a mouse are parameters to the graphical object that the
cursor associates it with.  The Eye-Bed eye gesture
language has made it possible for people to control the
entire Media-Bed interface using only their eye gestures.

 In using a gesture-based interface it usually becomes
difficult to teach and use the gestures.  This system’s use



of natural eye gestures, which people do anyway, makes
using the bed almost as natural as a social interaction. One
goal of creating “natural interfaces” is to create interfaces
that use the actions that people are familiar with and relate
them to actions the system might expect of users.  This
can be achieved by copying the actions of people.
Studying perceptual and physiological actions and
capabilities of people is important as well. It has been
shown that in many situations people treat computers as
they do people (Reeves, B.; Nass, C., 1986).  This paper
and these uses of eye input demonstrate how the higher
order behavioural and social psychological areas can be
used as a motivating approach for interface design.  By
carefully studying these fields exciting taxonomies of
natural behaviour can be found.  Once found these can
become a basis for more natural, social, and gesture-based
interaction languages with the computer.  Our goal is
developing interaction languages that are amalgamations
of typical human actions with appropriate computer
augmentation to assistance people in what they want to
do.

3.3. Status

3.3.1. Media Bed
The Media-Bed is a Macromedia Director program

running on a computer. The Media-Bed with physical
inputs has been demonstrated to hundreds of people at the
MIT Media Lab; the opening of Media Lab Europe in
Dublin, Ireland; and at the AAAI Fall 2000 workshop in
Falmouth, MA.  We are surprised at how relaxing it is to
lie down to demonstrate the night time and wake up
scenarios. Within days of it working people were
approaching us to form marketing alliances.  We have
used the media Bed and its display as a place to work and
find that it is quite relaxing.

3.3.2. User Model
All of the selection scenarios are enhanced by the

creation of the user model.  The simplest user model is
that a person whose eyes are closed need not be shown
imagery. Currently we consider a person whose eyes are
closed to be asleep.

The user models in the radio and TV are the most
sophisticated.  These models notice what time of day it is,
what has been playing and how long a user listens or
watches it as a basis for appreciation.  If a user likes the
music then similar music continues to play.  Of course we
have found that some people don’t like to hear the same
music over and over again.  Refining the heuristics for this
is a current goal.  The eye tracking approach has allowed
us to simulate nervousness or detect actual nervousness as
the way to tell the media generator that it should attempt
to find other media to play.  If a person is not paying any
attention to anything near the media player and has not
recently turned it on, these analyses of nervousness most
likely are not about the media

3.3.3. Eye-Bed
An early version of the Eye-Bed was demonstrated on

Good Morning April 10 2001 (Shelley, R. 2001). The
Eye-Bed is the Media-Bed with another computer running

the eye gesture recognition software.  Mike Li wrote a
Java version of the Eye-Bed software. It was replaced
with a C version written by Jessica Scott that requires
much less of the Ethernet communication for its
interpretations. The New version has a much better ability
to interpret eye gestures.  Further, the new version
includes the eye indicator on the ceiling bed display.

The Eye-Bed eye gesture based interface has been
demonstrated dozens of times at the MIT Media Lab.  The
ability to control it with less than a minute of instruction
amazes everyone. The impressive thing about Eye-Bed is
that people enjoy using it and don’t need much
instruction.   The system is so easy to use that we often
have visitors demonstrate the eye-gesture based interface
to one another.  The real value of this interface is the ease
with which we can recognize the gestures of eyes closed,
open, gaze, stare, blink, and nervous blinking.

The current system has limitations.  Text entry has
not been satisfactorily resolved.  There are good and bad
times to use the system.   So far the system is designed for
a single user and does quite well at integrating the many
controls of the previously discussed hospital bed.
However the system does not make any accommodation
for the social or sexual activities that take place in bed in
fact at this point many users think that the current features
are too intrusive.  They are appalled at the thought of
email intruding into their bedroom and literally “hanging
over their heads”.

3.4. Future Work
The interface is effective enough for us to sleep with

it on and beneficial enough for us to enjoy it when we are
awake.  The goal of demonstrating the limits of time and
fidelity of eye gesture are central to our future work.   The
integration and evaluation of new eye gestures and other
physiologically natural gestures is central to the context
aware stance of the research group that this work takes
place in.  Understanding what social cues are for and how
to make them reliable within a graphical interface system
continues to be exciting.  We will extend the language that
we have developed to include other forms of implicit
communications such as facial gestures.   The question as
to whether a serious formal theory will aid in this
endeavour stands before us.

Discussions in bed, on the phone, or in person will be
augmented by pervasive access to information.  The
nature of this information will also rely upon user models.
For example, a four-year old who wants to know what
bears eat, is looking for a different answer than what a
college biology major with the same question is looking
for. We will continue to explore the integration of health
monitoring and feedback systems.  Sound sensing and
acoustical feedback will be used to monitor sleep apnoea
and snoring.  The Media-Bed and Eye-Bed has moved
into educational areas, starting with astronomy.  We will
soon move on to other contextually appropriate topics.
Especially interesting is the context of looking up such as
in auto mechanics, marine biology, meteorology,
ornithology, and rainforest canopy sciences.  This work
will also be extended into the realms of fun, play, and
creativity by implementing games and motivational
activities.



4. Conclusion
 The appropriate use of interface techniques should be

the focus of the Computer Human Interface field.
Unfortunately as industry develops new interface
techniques and scenarios designers bring untested ideas
into the market.  In this paper we attempt to show that a
well-understood language of a few eye gestures can
simplify the use of the eyes as a control for user
interfaces.  We further use an ecological interface to
simplify teaching control of the user interface.  In doing so
we create a system that is natural and ease for people to
learn, use, and remember.  The goal of developing
improved user interactions will continue to require us to
invent new scenarios and test where and how they can be
applied.
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Abstract
This paperdescribesa generalframework for evaluatingandcomparingtheperformanceof multimodaldialoguesystems:PROMISE
(Procedurefor Multimodal Interactive SystemEvaluation). PROMISE is a possibleextention to multimodality of the PARADISE
framework ((Walkerandal.,1998;Walkeretal.,1997)usedfor theevaluationof spokendialoguesystems),whereweaimedto solve the
problemsof scoringmultimodalinputsandoutputs,weightingthedifferentrecognitionmodalitiesandof how to dealwith non-directed
taskdefinitionsandtheresulting,potentiallyuncompletedtasksby theusers.
PROMISEis usedin theend-to-end-evaluationof theSmartKomproject- in whichanintelligentcomputer-userinterfacethatdealswith
variouskindsof oral andphysicalinput is beingdeveloped.Theaim of SmartKom is to allow a naturalform of communicationwithin
man-machineinteraction.

1. Intr oduction
Theaim of this paperis to giveanextendedframework

on dialoguesystemevaluationfor multimodalsystemsin
theend-to-endevaluationof SmartKom.

In the SmartKom project,an intelligent computer-user
interfaceis beingdevelopedwhichdealswith variouskinds
of oral andphysicalinput. The systemallows andreacts
to gesturesas well as mimic and spoken dialogue. Po-
tential benefitsof SmartKom include the easeof useand
the naturalnessof the man-machineinteractionwhich are
due to multimodal input and output. However, a very
critical obstacleto progressin this area is the lack of
a generalmethodologyfor evaluatingand comparingthe
performanceof the three possiblescenariosprovided by
SmartKom:� SmartKom Home/Office allows to communicateand

to operatemachinesat home(e.g. TV, workstation,
radio),� SmartKomPublicprovidespublicaccessto publicser-
vices,and� SmartKomMobile

Becauseof theinnovativecharacterof theproject,new
methodsfor end-to-endevaluation had to be developed
partly through transferringestablishedcriteria from the
evaluationof spoken dialoguesystems(PARADISE), and
partly throughthedefinitionof new multimodalmeasures.
Thesecriteria have to deal with a fundamentalproperty
of multimodaldialoguesystems,namelythehigh variabil-
ity of the input andoutputmodalitieswith which the sys-
tem hasto cope. As an example, the systemcan accept
a task solution not only via threedifferent input devices
(mimic-camera,voice-recording,gesture-camera),but also
many differentlong-termsolutionstrategies. For example,
in order to plan an eveningwatchingTV, a subjectusing
the systemmay start with a sender(or a time, or an ac-
tress,etc.), progressto give a time (or sender, or actress,
etc.) andendchoosinga singleprogramme(or a series,or

many programmes,or none,etc.). This inherentcomplex-
ity andthetasksto becompletedmake it necessaryto find
an evaluationstrategy which measuresup to the possibili-
tiesof sucha flexible system.Earlierevaluationstrategies
(PARADISE) hadto dealwith systemswith only oneinput
modality, usedgivensolutionstrategiesandthuswereeas-
ily ableto measurethesuccessof atask.Theadvancements
of SmartKom, though,cannotbeadequatelymeasurednor
evaluatedusing an evaluation-strategy basedon a mono-
modalsystemwith pre-givensolutionstrategies.
Thefollowing sectiongivesanoverview of standardprob-
lems of dialoguesystemevaluation which principly can
be solved by the PARADISE framework (Walker andal.,
1998; Walker et al., 1997). Sectionthreedescribeshow
to definea taskandextract the attribute valuekeys out of
the description- solving a problemnot uniquely belong-
ing to multimodaldialogueevaluation. How we dealwith
incompletetasksor tasksthat get a very low tasksuccess
measuredueto incooperativity of the user, is describedin
sectionfour. Thescoringof multimodalinputsandoutputs
can be found in sectionfour. Sectionsfive to six give a
detaileddescriptionof the statusof multiple-to-oneinput
facilities,i.e. thepossibilityto expressthesameuserinten-
tion via multiple inputaswell asvia differentinputmodal-
ities. Sectionsevendefinestheapproachof PROMISEasa
multimodaldialogueevaluationstrategy which normalizes
over dialoguestrategy and dialoguesystems. In the last
sectionwe sum up someideasto be implementedin our
framework.

2. Standard problemsof dialoguesystem
evaluation

Of course,multimodaldialogueevaluationhasto deal
with thesameproblemsspokendialoguesystemevaluation
hasto dealwith, namely� How canwe abstractfrom the systemitself, i.e. the

different hardware and software components,in or-
der to evaluateacrossdialoguesand scenarios(see
above)?



� How can we abstractfrom different dialoguestrate-
gies?

The PARADISE framework (for detaileddescription
pleaserefer to (Walker andal., 1998;Walker et al., 1997))
givesa usefulandpromisingapproachof how to compare
differentspokendialoguestrategiesanddifferentspokendi-
aloguesystemsvia attributevaluematrices(AVM), to com-
putethe (normalized)tasksuccessmeasure(providedthat
a clearly definedtaskdescriptionis given to the user)de-
fineseveral(normalized)qualityandquantitymeasuresso-
calledcostfunctions, andto weightheir importancefor the
performanceof the systemvia multiple linear regression
dependenton theUserSatisfactionvalue(cumulativefunc-
tion on thequestionnairecompletedby thesubjects).This
is not practicable,though,whendealingwith a multimodal
systemlikeSmartKom.
Unfortunately, in dealingwith multimodalsystemswe find
a numberof componentswhich do not fit into the PAR-
ADISE approach,whichare:� The user is given a ratherunprecisetask definition,

in orderto enablea mostlynaturalinteractionof user
andsystem.Thereforethereexist no staticdefinitions
of the “keys” (a PARADISE term)necessaryto com-
putean AVM. Our solutionis to extract differentsu-
perordinateconceptsdependingon the task at hand.
For example,whenplanninganeveningwatchingTV,
thesesuperordinateconcepts- wecall them“informa-
tion bits” - would containmovie title, genre,channel,
timeslots,actorsetc. Similar to a content-analysis,
these“information bits” are carefully selected,cate-
gorizedand weightedby handbeforethe testsstart.
This makes it possiblefor us to compute,normalize
andcompareacrossdifferenttasksandscenarios.� The numberof informationbits canvary within one
completedtask,but they mustdefineataskunambigu-
ouslyin orderto finish it completelyandsuccessfully.
For example,when a userasksto explicitly view a
movie by name,assumingthis movie is broadcasted
at a settime andin only onechannel,the numberof
informationbits necessaryto completethetaskis one
(the nameof the movie). Whereasif a userdoesn’t
know exactly whatshow hewantsto watch,thenum-
berof informationbits necessaryto completethetask
of planningan eveningwatchingTV mustbeat least
two (for example,timeandchannel).

In contrastto computingthetasksuccessvia AVMs like
PARADISE, in which casenot completedtaskscould im-
plicitely influencetheresults,our information-bit-approach
ensuresthat tasksuccesscanonly becalculatedif the task
hasbeencompleted.

3. How to dealwith a bad performancedue
to user incooperativity?

Oneof themainproblemsof dialoguesystemsis anin-
cooperative user. We consideronly thoseusersto be truly
incooperative,who fall out of therole or purposelymisuse
the system. As an example,a userreadinga book to the

systemor usinghis mobile phonewill be classifiedasan
“incooperative” user. These,of course,arenot uniqueto
multimodalsystemevaluation,but canoccurin othersitua-
tionsaswell. On a first cue,it is impossibleto incorporate
incooperative usersin anevaluationwithout lowering task
successand thus the systemperformance.To avoid this,
thereexist thefollowing approaches:

� Only dialogueswith cooperative usersare evaluated
usingempiricalmethods� Onlydialogueswhichterminatewith finishedtasksare
evaluated.

Both approacheswill be usedin conjunction,so thata
clearly definedsetof datacanbe evaluated.Whendecid-
ing to follow the first idea,uncooperative usersasdefined
above,areof courseinterestingfor otherthanpurelyempir-
ical reasons.Evaluatingthe datageneratedby theseinco-
operativeusers,in theabovesense,in orderto improvethe
systemfor future development,though,is not part of our
aim to judgethe quality of the presentstateof the system
SmartKom.

4. How to score multimodal inputs or
outputs?

In contrastto interactiveunimodalspokendialoguesys-
tems,which are basedon many componenttechnologies
like speechrecognition, text-to-speech,natural language
understanding,natural languagegenerationand database
query languages,multimodal dialoguesystemsconsistof
severalsuchtechnologieswhich arefunctionallysimilar to
eachotherandthereforecouldinterferewith eachother. To
make this clear, just imaginethesimilar functionsof ASR
and GestureRecognition: while interactingwith a mul-
timodal man-machineinteractive systemlike SmartKom
usershave the possibility to say what information they
want to have andto simultaneouslygive the same,an ad-
ditional, or a morespecificinput by an “interactionalges-
ture” (Steiningeret al., 2001). Thereareseveral possible
problemsolvingstrategiesfor thesystemnamely:

� First match: the information which was recognized
first is takenfor furthersystemprocessing,regardless
of the recognitionmethod. This would of coursenot
helpin multimodalprocessing.� “Mean” match: the system takes the information
which is commonto bothof therecognitionmodules.
Thiscouldbecalledmultimodalverification.� Additional match: take all the information given
by several recognizersfor further systemprocessing.
This would bethebestsolution,if we assumeall rec-
ognizersto be highly accurate,which leadsus to the
next problem:

5. How to weight the several multimodal
componentsof recognitionsystems?

How canwe estimatethe accuracy of different recog-
nizers?For example,in talking aboutspeechrecognition,



we have to deal with a very complicatedpatternmatch,
whereasgesturerecognitionhasa limited setof recogniz-
able gestureswhich can be found in a given coordinate
plane.

It shouldbeclear, that� thegesturerecognizerwill bemoreaccuratethanthe
ASRsystembut� theASRsystemmustgetahigherweightthantheges-
turerecognitionwhenevaluatingthesystem,sincethe
complexity of the gesturerecognitionis much lower
thanthecomplexity of theASRsytem.� Apart from theproblemsof how to weight thediffer-
ent multimodalsystemcomponentsin an end-to-end
evaluationof a multimodal system,thereis also the
problemof synchrony:� Are multimodal inputs synchronousor linear within
the evaluation? Are inputs from differentmodalities
synchronous,i.e. are they describingthe sameuser
intention, althoughthey may not be synchronousin
time? Or doesthesystemhave to copewith different
inputs?

6. PROMISE - A Procedure for Multimodal
Interacti ve SystemEvaluation

In the last sectionswe have identified the most char-
acteristicproblemswhich show the needfor an extended
framework for multimodaldialoguesystemevaluation.We
alreadygave someexamplesof possibleproblemsolving
strategies. Within this sectionwe will specifytheseideas
and presentthe currentversionof PROMISE. Given the
normalizedperformancefunctionof PARADISE
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with � the weight for task success1 � , the assumed
Gaussiancost functions 2 �

�
weightedby �

�
, and 
 z-

scorenormalizationfunction. Weightsare definedvia a
linearmultiple regressionover � respectively thecostsand
thecumulative sumof theusersatisfactionscores(seeus-
ability questionnaire(Walker and al., 1998)). PROMISE
now splitsthis functionin two partsin theway thatthefor-
mula is reducedto normalizedcostfunctionsfirst. Instead
of a multiple linear regressionbetweenthe free costvari-
ablesandthedependentusersatisfactionscore,PROMISE
searchescorrelationsvia PearsoncorrelationbetweenUser-
Satisfaction - Costpairs. This meansthat objective mea-
surablecostswill be addressedin the questionnaireto be
answeredby eachuser.

Tables1 and2 giveanoverview of thecostswedefined
in SmartKom, someof themequivalentto thePARADISE
costs,someof themextendedto dealwith multimodality
or to weedout userincooperativity.

1definedasthesuccessfulcompletionof a duty
2eithermeanor cumulative sumof onecostcategory (quantity

andqualitymeasures);differing from systemto system

Quality measures
system-cooperativity measureof accepting

misleadinginput
semantics no.ofmultiple input

possiblemisunderstandings
of input/output
semanticalcorrectness
of input/output

helps no. of offeredhelp
for theactual
interactionsituation

recognition speech
facialexpression
gestures

transactionsuccess no. of completed
sub-tasks

diagnostic percentageof
errormessages errorprompts
dialoguecomplexity taskcomplexity

(neededinformationbits
for onetask)
inputcomplexity
(usedinformationbits)
dialoguemanager
complexity
(presentationof results)

waysof interaction gestures/graphics
vs.speech
n-waycommunication
(severalmodalitiespossible
at thesametime?)

synchrony graphicaland
speechoutput

user/systemturns mixedinitiative
dialoguemanagement
incrementalcompatibility

Table1: Quality measuresfor theSmartKom evaluation

Apartfrommeasuringthequalityof dialoguesystemsin
general,like dialoguemanagement(systemdirected,user
directedor mixedinitiative),elapsedtimeof input andout-
put, taskcompletion,meanresponsetime, word countand
turn count,we definedmeasuresreferringto the problems
in sectionfour andfive above. Multiple inputsandoutputs
arescoredvia the“semantics”cost,to beprecisedthenum-
berof multiple inputandthepossiblemisunderstandingsof
input/output(dueto multimodality).

Themultimodalcomponentsof recognitionsystemsare
partly weightedvia Pearsoncorrelationusing the corre-
spondingusersatisfactionscoresfor the recognitioncosts
definedabove. Comparingthe accuraciesof the different
recognitionsystemsfor definingacross-recognizerweight,
we calculate“waysof interaction”and“helps”. The latter
definesthequalityandquantityof dynamichelpofferedby
the systemin situationswherethe emotionalstatusof the
userchanges.

3(Oppermannet al., 2001)



Quantitymeasures
barge-in no. of userandsystemoverlap

by meansof backchanelling,
negationof output,
furtherinformation

cancels plannedsysteminterrupts
dueto barge-in

off-talk 3 no. of non-system
directeduserutterances

elapsedtime durationof input of the
facialexpression
durationof gesturalinput
durationof speechinput
durationof ASR
durationof gesturerecognition
meansystemresponsetime
meanuserresponsetime
taskcompletion
durationof thedialogue

rejections errorfrequency of input
which requirea repetition
by theuser

timeout errorrateof output
errorrateof input

user/systemturns no. of turns
no. of spokenwords
no. of producedgestures
percentageof appropriate/
inappropriatesystemdirective
diagnosticutterances
percentageof explicit recovery
answers

Table2: Quantitymeasuresfor theSmartKom evaluation

Thesecondstepis to defineanotherwayto calculatethe
tasksuccess.

In PARADISE a setof definedstatic “keys” wasused
to measuretasksuccessvia anattributevaluematrix. Since
“information bits” (seesectiontwo) areused,it makesno
senseto calculatean AVM. As describedabove, thesein-
formationbits canvary from situationto situation.A suc-
cessfultaskis given,if thetaskwascompletedaccordingto
thenecessarynumberof informationbits. A taskfails, if it
hasnot beensuccessfullycompleted.Therefore,we define
tasksuccessin PROMISEasfollows:��� ��� 1 : tasksuccess;� � �!� 1 : taskfailure;where
j is theindex of thecorrespondingtests.

For eachtestthecorrespondingusersatisfactionvalues
arePearsoncorrelatedwith � � .

The systemperformanceresultsin the following for-
mula:

performance�"�$#� � �� �
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with � beingthe Pearsoncorrelationbetween� � (tasksuc-
cess)andthecorrespondingusersatisfactionvalues,#� themeanvalueof all � � with j index of tests,

n thenumberof differentcostfunctions,�
�
theassumedGaussiancostfunctions- consistentlyeither

meanor cumulative sumof onecostcategory i (measured
overall tests)
weightedby �

�
- thePearsoncorrelationbetweencostfunc-

tion �
�

anddefinedassociatedusersatisfactionvalues,and
the z-scorenormalizationfunction 
���

�
�&�('*)*+-,'*).0/ ) , where1 '*) asvarianceof �

�
.

7. Conclusionand futur e work
Our aim wasto roughly definean extendedevaluation

framework for a multimodal dialoguesystemevaluation
whichcandealwith multimodaldialogueprocessing.How-
ever, thereare still someunresolved or solely unsatisfac-
torily solved problemsdealingwith the timing of input in
multimodal systems. We are currently specifyingdiffer-
ent approachesin orderto satisfactorily solve the remain-
ing problemswhich we hopeto presentat theLREC post-
conferenceworkshopon “Multimodal ResourcesandMul-
timodalSystemsEvaluation”in June.
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Abstract

This paper reports on a recent initiative undertaken under the language technology programme of the Nordic Research
Training Academy (NORFA) to create a network of Nordic research institutes working with multimodal interfaces. In the
paper we present the objectives of the network and give an overview of multimodal research and resources in the Nordic
countries.
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1. Motivation and objectives

In the Nordic countries as elsewhere, both the research
and the industrial communities are showing a growing
interest in multimodal interfaces. Therefore, there is a
need to channel the efforts of individual organisations and
countries in joint activities to establish a common research
agenda and to define relevant standards and generic
methodologies. The aim of the Nordic Network for
MultiModal Interfaces (MUMIN) under the NORFA
programme, is to stimulate Nordic research in this area
and increase its visibility in the international research
community. MUMIN, which was established in January
2002 and has funds for two years of activity, has the
following goals:

? encouraging joint activities in building generic
models and architectures as well as defining standards
for the integration and development of multimodal
interaction;

? encouraging investigations on the use of
multimodality in various practical applications;

? providing a forum for sharing resources and results,
and by encouraging network participants to make
their research results available via the network's web
site;

? organising PhD courses and research workshops on
issues related to multimodal interaction;

? creating a network of contacts and a pool of shared
knowledge that can be taken advantage of for the

definition of collaborative research projects and for
product development.

It will also be an important objective of the network to
support investigation of the use of multimodal interaction
in non-expert environments, and the accessibility of
disabled people to IT technology. The network will thus
contribute to the Nordic countries' social objectives and
help them advance in their vision of building democratic
and equal societies for everyone. This also conforms to
the EU objectives of creating a user-friendly information
society, with accessibility of IT benefits and services for
all citizens.

A whole range of research issues, some of which have
already received attention from the institutes engaged in
the network, are relevant to this overall objective, and
constitute topics of interest around which the network's
activities will be organised.

2. Multimodal integration

A central issue is that of multimodal integration, which
will be approached from different perspectives. A
promising approach put forward by several researchers is
that of using techniques known from NLP. A similar
distinction to that made in NLP between grammar rules
and parsing algorithms can be made between a
multimodal grammar and an algorithm for applying the
grammar to input from multiple modalities. By upholding
this separation of process and data, the process of merging
inputs from different modalities can be made more
general, as the representation becomes media-
independent.  Furthermore, defining algorithms for
modality integration independent of the specific



modalities used in a particular application, increases the
chances that components of the system can be extended
and reused. For example in the Danish research project
Staging, Center for Sprogteknologi (CST) has developed a
multimodal dialogue interface to a virtual environment
(Paggio et al. 2000) where speech, keyboard and gestural
inputs are merged by a feature-based parser. Relevant to
this issue is also the work carried out by the Speech and
Multimedia Communication (SMC) group from Center for
PersonKommunikation, Aalborg, which also has extensive
research and teaching experience in the area of
multimodality, complemented with expertise in speech
and image processing (Larsen & Brøndsted 2001).

Another promising approach to modality integration
represented in MUMIN is the use of different machine
learning techniques, in particular neural networks. As has
been the case with many other application domains, also
for multimodal integration hybrid systems mixing rule-
based approaches with machine learning algorithms, may
well provide the most interesting results. Although rule-
based methods in general work reasonably well, it is a
well-known problem that an explicit specification of the
steps, i.e. rules that are required to control the processing
of the input, is a difficult task, and when the domain
becomes more complex, the rules become more complex
too. Often the correlation between input and output is
difficult to specify. This is the case e.g. with multimodal
interfaces, and thus approaches which are both robust and
able to adapt to new inputs are needed. Expertise in this
domain is brought to the network by the Media Lab at the
University of Art and Design in Helsinki (UIAH), and
especially its Soft-Computing Interfaces Group which is
devoted to designing adaptive interfaces and developing
tools for human-machine interaction, relying on nature-
like emergent knowledge that arises from subsymbolic,
unsupervised processes of self-organizing nature (see e.g.
Jokinen et al. 2001).

In a similar way as the rule-based integration of
modalities can be enhanced using machine learning
techniques, results obtained through pure probabilistic
analysis methods may well be boosted by the addition of
symbolic rules. An example relevant to multimodal
interfaces are the algorithms for character and word
prediction used in connection with eye-tracking, where the
system tries to guess what the user is "typing with the
eye”. Although the performance of the probabilistic
approaches implemented in current systems is promising,
language technology techniques seem to constitute a
valuable add-on. This is an issue that the IT University of
Copenhagen is working on.

3. Neurocognitive basis and usability studies

To fully exploit multimodality in various interfaces, it
is important to know how the neurocognitive mechanisms
support multimodal and multisensory integration. In
comparison to that devoted to single sensory systems,
there has been very little research on the integration
mechanisms of information received via different senses.
However, the research group of Cognitive Science and
Technology at the Helsinki University of Technology is

using various methods to uncover the neurocognitive
principles of multisensory integration with the purpose of
developing mathematical models of this integration. The
group is also developing a Finnish artificial person – a
talking and gesturing audiovisual head model – which will
serve as  a well-controlled stimulus for neurocognitive
studies (Sams et al. 1998).

A related issue is that of the impact of multimodality
on the users. Relevant questions are which input and
output modalities should be used for which task, which
are the best combinations, and how different modalities
are used by or for users with different degrees of
expertise. There are in general two ways to use
multimodal input: to react directly to the user's intentional
input and to observe the user's unconscious use of certain
modalities (e.g. eye-gaze). The former method is based on
direct control and has been used in earlier conversational
interface prototypes. Observing the user and
understanding their intentions and mental states has not
been extensively studied, and would add valuable
information to the design of multimodal systems. The
Computer Human Interaction group at the University of
Tampere (TAUCHI) will bring to the network its
extensive expertise in the design and use of innovative
user interfaces and in usability testing, as well as the
agent-based development platform Jaspis (Turunen and
Hakulinen 2000). The Natural Interactive Systems
Laboratory (NISLab) at the University of Southern
Denmark, has also made pioneering contributions to the
theoretical understanding of unimodal input/output
modalities, and of the multiple conditions which
determine the usability of individual modalities and their
combinations (Bernsen 2001).

4. Multimodality and dialogue

A third issue, which encompasses a great deal of
research work carried out by several of the network
members, is that of multimodal dialogue. In this respect, it
is interesting to note that the growing interest in
multimodal interaction is opening a new perspective to
Nordic research on dialogues, which is already
acknowledged internationally. Several institutes in the
Nordic countries have in fact contributed substantially to
dialogue research, and developed dialogue models as well
as implemented dialogue systems.

The Department of Linguistics at the University of
Göteborg has extensive experience in corpus collection
and dialogue management. They have developed tools for
spoken language analysis and coding which can be
applied to the collection and analysis of multimodal
dialogues, thus providing empirical basis and insight for
research on multimodal interaction: how different
modalities are used in human-human communication
(Allwood, 2001). NISLab has a strong background in
dialogue management, dialogue systems evaluation, and
spoken dialogue corpus coding from a number of EU
projects. NISLab is currently addressing best practice in
the development and evaluation of natural interactivity
systems and components; surveying data resources,
coding schemes and coding tools for natural interactivity;



and building a general-purpose coding tool for natural
interactive communicative behaviour. The natural
language processing research group (NLPLab) at the
University of Linköping has for almost two decades
conducted research on dialogue systems and now has a
platform for the development of multimodal dialogue
systems for various applications to be developed further
towards an open source code repository (Degerstedt &
Jönsson, 2001). Current focus is on integrating dialogue
systems with intelligent document processing techniques
in order to develop multimodal dialogue systems that can
retrieve information from unstructured documents, where
the request requires that the user, in a dialogue with the
system, specifies their information needs (Merkel &
Jönsson, 2001). Finally, the Centre for Speech
Technology at the Royal Institute of Technology in
Stockholm (KTH) has developed several multimodal
dialogue systems with the motivation of studying speech

technology as  part of complete systems and the
interaction between the different modules that are
included in such systems. Their first system, Waxholm,
was a multimodal system exploring an animated agent
(Carlsson & Granström, 1996).Current work and interests
involve research on multimodal output using animations
and also to some extent multimodal input using both
speech and pointing (Gustafson et al. 2000).

5. Participating groups

The groups participating in MUMIN are shown in
Table 1 below. Currently, three Nordic countries are
represented, but the network is interested in welcoming
participants from other Nordic countries, as well as in
cooperation with non-Nordic countries.

Denmark Finland Sweden
Center for Sprogteknologi,
Copenhagen

University of Art and Design
Helsinki , Media Lab, Helsinki

Linköpings Universitet,
Institutionen för datavetenskap,
Linköping

Syddansk Universitet ,
NISLab , Odense University of Tampere,

Department of Computer and
Information  Sciences,
Tampere Unit for Computer-
Human Interaction
(TAUCHI), Tammerfors

KTH, CTT, Centre for Speech
Technology, Stockholm

Aalborg Universitet , Center
for PersonKommunikation,
Aalborg

Helsinki University of
Technology , Laboratory of
Computational Engineering,
HUT Espoo

Göteborgs Universitet,
Institutionen för lingvistik,
Göteborg

IT-Højskolen, Eye Gaze
Research Team, Copenhagen

Table 1: The groups participating in MUMIN

6. Conclusion

The MUMIN network is expected to play an important
strategic role in the establishment of a common research
agenda for Nordic researchers working with multimodal
interfaces, but also to relate its activities to those of the
international community, and to contribute to the general
progress in the area. Therefore, it is highly relevant for
MUMIN to participate in this workshop, and to provide a
Nordic contribution to the discussion of a multimodal
roadmap.
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